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Watch This Page
R ñen your suI s ription expires, you will tied a renewal blank . nelosed here. You

should till out and return saute with remittance at once to avoid missing a number.
Positively no copies mailed on any subscription after saute expires unless renewed, and we
cannot agree to begin subscriptions with back numbers.

N.. matter when your sub,- i iption expires, it will pay you to avail yourself now
of this

Special Offer For Renewal Subscribers Only
We want to ih.ir want- ,....I with a view of

furnishing it boel: whi,h will e ti al h.lp to every.te, wo Lace made arrangements
with Mr. C. Al. ltodge, theauth..r. vvh.relg' we can offer a li.nite.l t.;ntl.r of .

The Telegraph Instructor
And a Year's Renewal Subscription to POPULAR ELECTRICITY

for

$1.25
This work is the best ' I'Ltin t:uglisi." treatise on the art of telegraphy ever pub-

lished. The author has had tit sty -two years' actual experience in the various branches
of telegraphy and has trained ihous:utds ut >.. at and r-utueu for practical telegraph
work. With a keen apl.r.eiatieu of the needs of non -technical readers, he presents the
subject in a simple. concise luv' 'onllnrli.aaity' manner, easily understood by till andfree front terms or phrases confusing to the beginner. From the first chapter the reader isled step by step to a. complete knowledge of commercial telegraphy and railroad wort:,

r> branch of the subject being folly and carefully explained.
The book contains two hundred and sixty (2r11) pages of reading matter profuselyillustrated with diagrams. sketches and color plates. showing the various insiruntenis,

equipment and circuits used in telegraphy, the flag. lamp. hand and semaphore signals in
railroad practice, with complete descriptions and explanation of various codes and forms,
definitions of technical terms and lists of abbreviations.

The following brief extracts front the table of contents will give some idea of the
wide scope and interesting features in the work: "Adjustment of Instruments-Beginning
Exercises-Block Signalling-Circuil Regulations-Commercial Telegraph Rules-Controlling
Trains by Telegraph-Pluck Signals-Duties of Railroad h:ntployees-Earth as a Conductor
-Examination Questions on Etch of Rules for Operators-Grain. Provision and Stock Quo-
tation Abbreviations-Interlocking Rules-I.ean'ntag Teltgraphy-Local Circuit-Main Lino
Circuit-Phillips' Press Code-Private Leased Wires-Rules for Movement of Trains by Train
Orders-Signal Rules-Switchboards-Teaching Telegraphy-Telegraph Block Systems-Mire
Signals."

For the beginner in telegraphy the book takes first rank as a teacher: to the prac-
tical telegrapher it will appeal as a concise handbook of necessary information; to everyone
interested in electri.it y it stakes possible a clear comprehension of an important branch
of commercial life upon the faithful performance of which the success of millions of enter-
prises and the safety of the traveling public depends.

Electricity is working new wonders in the world every day, and everyone who
wants to be up-to-date must keep in touch with its latest developments.

POPULAR ELECTRICITY is becoming more valuable and interesting with each
issue. You simply cannot afford to be without it. Better renew now and take advantage of
this special offer.

Address all orders to

Circulation Department

Popular Electricity Publishing Company
Monadnock Block. Chicago
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CANADIAN

PATENTS'.
$25.00

We pay all expenses and
disbursements except

Government tees

Associates throughout Continental Europe,

Great Britain, the Colonies, South America and

Canada enable us to investigate and prosecute

foreign interests with dispatch.

Our Pamphlet Ne. B for the asking.

THE INDUSTRIAL LAW LEAGUE, Inc.

170 Broadway, New York City, N. Y.

I AUGUST ISSUES I

WANTED
The August 1908 edition
of Popular Electricity
has been exhausted. In
order to obtain a supply
for binding, etc., we will
pay 25 CENTS each, for
issues of that date, until
the required number are
obtained. Must be in
perfect condition, covers
and all.

POPULAR ELECTRICITY PUB. CO.
MONADNOCK BLOCK,

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS.

YOU!
SURE Ought to

"GET ACQUAINTED"

WITH THE

IMPROVED

TELL US

ABOUT YOUR

REQUIREMENTS

WE WILL THEN
SEND CATALOG AND SAMPLES

STAR EXPANSION BOLT CO.
1010 Howard St., BAYONNE, 142 Lake St.,
8AN FRANCISCO N. J. CHICAGO

TIE

"National"

A
PORTABLE
VACUUM
CLEANING
MACHINE

combining effici-
ency, practicabil-
ity and economy.
Can be attached
to any electric
light socket.

EFFICIENT Because it thoroughly accomplishes Its purpose.
PRACTICAL Because of its simplicity and compactness.
ECONOMICAL Because of Its minimum cost of maintenance

and operation.

Crowing concerns and responsible parties wanted
for agents. (Exclusive territory given. Price Com-
plete $100.00. Send for Catalogue and Particulars

NATIONAL VACUUM COMPANY
20 Broad Street. l: .. NEW YORK

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertiser's
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Thousands of valuable libraries are started
every year by students, the foundation being a few
books and two or three Globe-Wernicke "Elastic"
Bookcase Sections.

Write for beautifully illustrated catalogue
giving full descriptions of various sizes to fit any
scientific book published.

:The 91obetrt)icke Cu.
CINCINNATI

$1.00 FOR THIS SET OF INSTRUMENTS
STRAHLS
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ELECTRICAL 5- 1/4\
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20 EXPERIMENTS
and how to operate them
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is the most Interesting, Instructive and Educational
Experiment that can be secured.

Everyone interested in Electricity should take
advantage of this offer. Cannot be bought elsewhere
under $10.00.

Pith for Pith Balls 10 Cents a Box
1aá
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$1.00 Secures the Complete Outfit
WILLIAM STRAHL

280 Broadway, NEW YORK CITY, N. Y.

FREE
A Testing
SAM PLE3E~

SUPERIOR BELT DRESSING
The 21 ounce and metal end bar.

Give it trial on your Dynamo
and Motor Belts. Sure cure
for Slipping. Will help you
out on "Peak Load."

SAVES POWER. TRY IT,

Sold by Mill Supply Dealers.

Superior Chemical Mfg. Co,
GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.

Automobile and Marine
Gasoline Engines

From 1 to 15
Horse Power.a

Sterling Engine Company
29 South Clinton Street

CHICAGO, ILL

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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AN ELECTRIC IRON
COMBINING

PERFECT HEAT DISTRIBUTION
THE HIGHEST CHARACTER OF

WORKMANSHIP
PRACTICAL INDESTRUCTIBILITY

THE HANDSOMEST FINISH
C Covering all the points of the perfect iron,
and of such simple construction that the
highest electrical sad iron value is delivered
for the least money.
q On ordinary work it can be used with the
current turned off half the tme, yet the iron
is so built that the grip is always cool.
q Made in all weights from 4 pounds to 27
pounds.
q Continuously used in every place where an
Electric Iron can be used, rendering the high-
est service to the user, and a clean satisfac-
tion to the dealer.
q You will not be satisfied until you have a

" PEACEMAKER"
( Possibly your Electric Light Plant or
I )ealer may not have them. If not write us
direct.

SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY PRICE_
Central Station
Managers and
Dealers it will
pay you to
know our Spe-
cial Introduc-
tory Proposition.

ST. LOUIS ELECTRIC HEATING CO.
ST. LOUIS. MO.
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This Beautifu
Art Lamp

$3.75
Express Prepaid and Your Money
Back if Not Satisfactory.

The Old Vienna Portable Electric
Lamp is not only artistic but wonder-
fully useful as well. It makes a re-
inarkably graceful library, hall or bed-
room electrolier. Then too it may be
hung by the little ring at the top
of the heart shaped base and used
as a wall light. The shade is of art
glass and may be tilted at any angle.
Entire lamp is finished in brush brass.
Complete with cord and plug, shipped
anywhere, express prepaid, only $3.75.
Remember you run no risk-we guar-
antee satisfaction or your money back.

ManufacturedExclusively by the

Federal Electric Company
Lake and Desplaines Street, Chicago.

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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Seventeen Cents a Day
Buys an Oliver Typewriter!

This amazing offer-the New Model Oliver Typewriter No. 5 at 17 cents a day-is
open to everybody, everywhere.

It's our new and immensely popular plan of selling Oliver Typewriters on littleeasy payments. The abandonment of longhand in favor of clean, legible, beautiful
typewriting is the next great step in human progress.

Already-in all lines of business and in all profes-
sions-the use of pen -and -ink is largely restricted to
the writing of signatures.

Business Colleges and high schools, watchful of
the trend of public sentiment, are training a vast army
of young people in the use of Oliver Typewriters.

The prompt and generous response of the Oliver
Typewriter Company to the world-wide demand for
universal typewriting, gives tremendous impetus to
the movement.

The Oliver, with the largest sale of any type-
writer in existence, was the logical machine to take
the initiative in bringing about the universal use of
typewriters. It always leads!

Save Your Pennies and Own an Oliver
This "17 -cents .a -Day" selling plan makes the Oliver as easy to own as to rent.

It places the machine within easy reach of every home-every individual. A man's
"cigar money"-a woman's "pin money"-will buy it.

Clerks on small salaries can now afford to own Olivers. By utilizing spare moments
for practice they may fit themselves for more important positions.

School boys and school girls can buy Olivers by saving their pennies.
You can buy an Oliver on this plan at the regular catalog price-$100. A small first

payment brings the machine. Then you save 17 cents a day and pay monthly.
And the possession of an Oliver Typewriter enables you to earn money to finish paying

for the machine.

Mechanical Advantages
The Oliver is the most highly perfected type-

writer on the market - hence its 100 per cent
efficiency.

Among its scores of conveniences are:
-the Balance Shift
-the Ruling Device
- the Double Release
- the Locomotive Base
-the Automatic Spacer
- the Automatic Tabulator
- the Disappearing Indicator
- the Adjustable Paper Fingers
-the Scientific Condensed Keyboard

Service Possibilities
The Oliver Typewriter turns out more work

-of better quality and greater variety-than any
other writing machine. Simplicity, strength, ease
of operation and visibility are the corner stones
of its towering supremacy in

Correspondence
 -- Card Index Work

Tabulated Reports
- Follow-up System
- Manifolding Service
- Addressing Envelopes

Working on Ruled Forms
Cutting Mimeograph Stencils

Can you spend 17 Cents a Day to better advantage than in the purchase of this wonderful machine?
Write for Special Easy Payment Proposition or see the nearest Oliver Agent. Ilan

The Oliver Typewriter Co., 47-55 Dearborn Street, Chicago.
For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertiser.
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Any Central
Station

can increase its sales of " juice"
by advertising that strikes the
right note. Our ability to
advertise productively is not
problematic-it is proven by
what we have done. We'll
be glad to show you.

Wm. D. McJunkin
Advertising Agency

Business Builders
167 Dearborn Street, Chicago

Ccdr1crrY

IN PLAN

FAQ
ONO' Just to

become
acquainted, we'll send
this booklet, publish-
ed at 50c, to any ad-
dress for 6 2c stamps

KENNY ELECTRICAL MFG. CO.

140 Nassau Street
NEW YORK

Mfrs. and dealers in Electrical
Machinery, Engines, Dyna-

mos, Motors, Elevators.
Experimental work for amateurs.

Do You Want to Be WELL ?
Do you lack that vigor and strength that comes with abundant
health? Need of vitality causes most disease. ELEC-
TRICITY will give you better blood and splendid regular cir-
culation --fresh energy-NEW LIFE. Don't depend on drugs.

THE NEW

Wireless Battery
(Electricity in Tabloid Form)
Is the new Invention that pby
alcians use and prescribe be-
cause It Is compact, simple, cafe
and DI?PE.NDABLE. A Pocket
Battery In a polished metal
case --no vires, cords, plugs
or 1 ulds-just fits the hard.
Small but potent : lasts a life-
time and cannot get cut tf or
der.

INVALUABLE FOR RHEU-
MATISM NEURALGIA. ASTI1
MA. INSOMNIA and ell nervous
troubles and distases caused
by sluggish circulation.

BEAUTY MASSAGE and ELECTRIC. BATHS administered
by means of the WIZARD WIRELESS are effectual, pleasant
and enjoyable. The finest natural -complexion beautifier
ever discovered. Healthy, active skin Is necessary to both
health and beauty.

FOR HAIR AND SCALP a special electric brush goes with
every Wizard Wireless. Better than gallons of tonics --c: can,
quick and easy to use.

Will You Try One Free?
We have a special offer to make responsible people. WRITE

TODAY for our free approval plan and our new booklet on
Home Treatment.

The Genesee Electric Mfg. Co.
106 Sterner Bldg., FUN'', Mich.

How to Run an Auto
Are you interested in Automobiles?

It you are, an early purchase
Of `Homan's Self Prope led
Vehicles" will prove a good
Investment.

This work is now the ac-
ceptedstandard on the practi-
cal care and management of
motor cars-explaining the
principles of construction and
operation in a clear and help-
ful way, and fully illustrated
with many diagrams and
drawings.

The presentation of sub-
jects has been determined by
consideration of the needs of
the man behind the wheel.
It is clear and concise in its
treatment, and comprehen-
sible to the most inexpe-
rienced automobilist, at the
same time it Is so thorough
that the expert will learn
much from its pages.

This good book will be
Sent to any address in
the world, postpaid, ors,'
upon receipt of two 4.1244.
dollars, or if de-

OD,10
,

sired, will be
sent on ap- e\ t'," 0t`'9

proval, to be A'
paid for after e,ioQQ

examination. '\r .l': 4"
( ontalns 608 .%o' C S-

paces, over .: e í \p
900 diagrams '°-

and iliustra- <1"';" o\a o
Lions printed on fine paper #°.'g e\o .
size 6}x8} Inches, with 4:!..,40t>,,,,54 0'

Z

generously good bind- 4ro 4 Pb 9°4'
Mg. Highly endorsed.

SELF
PROPELLED

VEHICLES

fHOMAWS

A
PRACTICAL

rReAT/SE

WITH

1LUSTRAlIONj

AND !;
DIAGRAMS

For Our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.



These
Important
Heating
Books

FREE

POPULAR ELECTRICITY

ii*in ° Por

O n Fre e Trial Expense
Until Jan. 1st, 1910

Our story is quickly told. We will send you a Hess Steel Furnace andcomplete heating outfit, including pipes, registers, fittings and everythingneeded, for from 125 to$100less than you can buy from dealers,and deliver itat your station, freight prepaid. Youmay place the purchase price In thehands of your local banker who will hold the money until Jan.,lat, 1910,while you test the heater.
If the test 1s not satisfactory to yon in every way, you may return the goodsat our expense and have your money back, we to pay cost of removaland freight charges both ways. Ask us more about it. There'smoney in it for you. Our great co-operative plan makes you apartner in our success. We explain this with every estimate. Thisoffer also app_fes to heating equipments for all buildings. Wemanufacture and scil from our Factory direct toyou.

Heating Plans Free ! Write for Booklets i
Send in a rough sketch of any building thatyou wish to heat and-without anychargeor obligation on your part, wewill have our experts prepare a  ogle, clear plan, which

you can easily understand, showing every detail of thefurnace. pipes, registers, etc., in their proper places with the exact cost to you of the complete equipment.The Ilesa Furnace will burn any fuel. Besides any kind of coal, or wood;-chip., twisted straw, cornCobs or any other waste fuel can be utilized and money saved.
Our free booklets, "Modern Furnace Heating" and "These Bear Witness." give valuable informs.tlon about heating any building perfectly and economically, Write today for these booklets.

Delivered any station east of Omaha
and north of the Ohio River.

Hess Warming & Ventilating Co.,
912 Tacoma Bldg., Chicago

IRONING IS MADE EASY

THE

SIMPLEX IRONER
"THE BEST IRONEIt

i

with a motor driven Sim-
plex Ironer, especially
constructed for home use;
it contains the same accur-
ate workmanship as a high

gradelaun-
dry ma-
chine, it is
so simple a
child can
operate it
safely and
without
fatigue.

will produce a
finer finish and bring out the designs on fine table
linen better than the most expert laundress.

It will save I your ironing time, the cost for heat is1 cent per hour for gas or gasolene, the cost for current in running the motor is 2 cents per hour ,the same motor used to run the ironer can run the washer making your home absolutely -freefrom wash day trouble and expense.
Write for our free book on the Simplex. The Simplex is sold on 30 days trial.

AMERICAN IRONING MACHINE CO., 30 Lake Street, CHICAGO
For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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STOP
long enough to

Cut This Out
and send to us with $1.25

Which gives you one year's
Subscription to

Popular Electricity
and this book

Practical Lessons in Electricity
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This Text book cannot be purchased
under $1.50.

It.is the most complete and
concise practical book ever
published on Electricity.

Every Electrician and Student ought.
never be without it.

Last chance at this price.

Popular Electricity Publishing Co.
128) Monadnock Block, Chicago, Ill.

LEARN
To DRAW

You can become a news-
paper magazine illustrator
y learning at home-learn

the illustrating business
from the biggest and most
substantial school of its
kind in the world - the
institution that is the one
school endorsed by all lead -

1 mg artists of the country.
If you are ambitious and
energetic we can teach you
thoroughly by mail.

Send for our beautiful
prospectus-it's free.

SCHOOL OF ILLUSTRATION
Founded by F. Holme

Dept. 278, 88 Wabash Avenue. Chicago

Be a Card
Sign Writer

and earn from $18.00 to $20.00 per week.

F °ri If you want a pleasant, profitable position
l in a big, substantial house where oppor-

tunities for advancing always exist, let us
make you Show Card Writer. We can
teach you thoroughly by mail in five to six months,
qualifying you to do every kind of card writing from
plain price cards to artistic posters. The work is clean,
refining and free from the wear and tear of a commer-
cial life, and card writers are always in demand.

If you are a clerk, window trimmer or advertising
man in any wholesale or retail firm can quickly increase
your salary and make your position more secure by
learning to write card signs.

Send for free and full information from the mi. t..uc-
cessful Card Writing School in the world. Address:

THE SIGN WRITING SCHOOL,
Dept. 278, 90 Wabash Avenue, Chicago, Ill.

If :ÁpVÉRTISEMÉNTS
,\

I1

EGRNS25

To 8100

A WEEK
youwill teach bv correspondence

the most fascinating and protltabl pro-
fession In the world. Send for our beau
Wig prospectus . It's FREE.

PAGE-DAV1S SCHOOL
A - Dept. 916, 90 Wabash Ave,. Chicago

Adress either office Dept, 916, ISO Nassau St., New York

Rik

"THE ENGRAVING SCHOOL THAT GRADUATES EXPERTS"
A fascinating, high -salaried and ensilo learned trade, taught thor-
oughly and practically by correspondence. We kill teach the begin-
ner better engraving by correspondence than he can gain in years of
rigid appreaticeehip. We will improve the skill of any engraver one
hundred per cent and make him master of the trade '1 he demand
for competent engravers far exceeds the supply. Send for handsome
illustrated prospectus.

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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I I AROLD B. SKILLINGS

Portland, Mc.
ALICE I. TURNER

Chicago, Ill.
CHAS. SAGER

East Pittsburg, Pa.
E. B. MILLER
Boston, Mass.

OUR AGENTS' PRIZE CONTEST.
The "Trip to the Show" agents' prize contest ended very satisfactorily and the result proves

what we have always claimed that Popular Electricity is a magazine for intelligent readers every-
where, and that the number of sales depends practically upon the number of people to whom the
the magazine is presented. The photographs of four of the prize winners are reproduced here-
with, that of the fifth, Mr. D. Redfield, of Seattle, Wash., did not arrive in time for publication.
As will be noted, both the Atlantic and Pacific coasts are represented by (the winners, and only
o ie prize went to Chicago.

All participants in the contest we believe are well satisfied with the results. We certainly
are, because it brought us a great deal of new business, and helped materially to make January
the best month in our history. Our agents received their usual commissions, so they were all
well paid for their efforts and the prizes were so much "velvet" for the winners. Our regret was
that we did not have an opportunity to entertain the out-of-town hustlers. We had made all
arrangements to give them an enjoyable time in Chicago, but for one reason or another they
were all unable to attend the Electrical Show, so accepted the fifty dollar cash prizes instead.

We extend our thanks to all those who participated in the contest and trust they will- con-
tinue their work in behalf of Popular Electricity.

Now gentlemen-and ladies (for we have many of the fair sex doing efficient work for us)-
don't let your interest lag. Popular Electricity is taking better and offers you greater opportuni-
ties with each issue. We make the same liberal proposition regarding commissions-or valuable
premiums if you prefer. And listen! in addition we are going to give every agent who sends us
fifteen NEW subscribers between February 20th and April 20th, a handsome gold fountain pen
and to the one sending us the most subscriptions during that time, we are going to give a tine
gold watch. Our circulation department is at your service to help you win these prizes. Sup-
plies and sample copies will be furnished free upon request, and we will also mail sample copies
direct to your prospects, if you wish.

We want every one of our agents to take advantage of this opportunity and we can use a
few more LIVE representatives in every city and town in the United States. Every agent ought
to be able to get at least fifteen subscriptions during the sixty days of the contest, and remember
that besides the gold fountain pen (and the watch, if you are the highest) you get your regular
commission on every subscription you send us.

Don't waste a minute, but start in at once to make a showing. Our paid subscription list
has been growing recently at the rate of 3000 a month. Help us make the next two months
record breakers.

For application blanks and particulars address Circulation Department POPULAR ELEC-
TRICITY PUBLISHING COMPANY, 1252 Monadnock Block.

RENEWALS: The date on the wrapper of your magazine shows the issue with which
your subscription expires. No additional copies will be mailed after the expiration of a subscription
except upon renewal. Since each issue is printed a month before the date which it bears, renewals
should be sent in at least four weeks in advance, in order that no copies be missed.
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A Complete Electrical WorKers LILI1df THEvMEN WHOateDOnT EriWORK
There Is little that is theoretical, nothing historical, but everything useful and11 Just what is needed to be known and nothing to confuse.,i/ The authors are men who are brought in daily contact with electrical workers and5 who. therefore, are conversant with their needs and with the best methods of pr. sent -trig the various subjects.

MODERN WIRING, DIAGRAMS AND DESCRIPTIONS
-. Describes everything used In general practice' bells, burglar alarms, batteries,dynamos and motors. meters, automobiles, arc and Incandescent wiring, telephones,testing, trouble, etc. ¶ Fits the owner for any kind of electrical work.

Each diagram and explanation complete in itself, not requiring any previousknowledge of the subject to be able to understand It.
A complete collection of diagrams covering every class of construction with whichthe electrical worker will be brought in contact.
A book that can be carried on the job. ¶ Settle disputes and arguments,

ELECTRICAL WIRING AND CONSTRUCTION TABLES
This book contains the only practical alternating current wiring table published.Here is the old formula for drop in voltage :

[(E.X.P. F.) + (I. X. R.)12+ [(E. X. I. F.)+L.]2= E'To do.inteligent work you must use this ofrmula to find the size of wire needed orconsult the tables In this book. In the past most people have guessed.
This book gives tables by which the proper size wire may be found without theuse of mathematics. The tables do au

grow
Trigonometry, algebra and the extraction of the square root are not necessarywith these tables. If Over 100 pages of tables. Single, two and three phase; any dis-tance, any loss, a.iy power factor, any voltage, any efficiency, 25, 60 and 125 cycles.All that are needed; none that are not needed. ¶ Will save, in time saved, their

cost nany times over. ¶ The tables showing the proper size wire to use according tothe Underwriters' table of carrying capacity minimize the possibility of costly errors.
MODERN ELECTRICAL CONSTRUCTION

The nractical workman's handbook. ¶ Written by men In daily touch with the\best class of work and the latest wrinkles. ¶ For those who desire to pass civil serviceexaminations, gain admittance to the unions, become fbgt-class wiremen, know all thetricks of the trade. ¶ Detail Information on all construction work. Every page fullof practical Information , nothing else. ¶ Strictly up-to-date. ¶Per set of threevolumes, bound in full i'ersian Morocco leather, red edges, round corners, $4.00.Single volumes, each, $1.50. 9 Sent to any address, all charges paid. upon receipt ofprice. FREDERICK J. DRAKE & CO., 216 Fisher Building, Chicago, U. S. A.

rN/

(25c BOOKS
Our 25c Electrical Books are

immensely popular
Here are some of the Titles

Electricity
Dry Batteries.
Electrical Circuits and Diagrams,

(Part 1) Direct Current.
Electrical Circuits and Diagrams,

(Part 2) Alternating Current.
Electric Belle and Alarms.
Modern Primary Batteries.
Experimenting with Induction Coils.
Induction Coils. Row to Make and Use Them.
Simple Experiments in Static Electricity.
The Wimshnrst Machine.
Alternating Currents, Simply -Explained,
Small Accumulators.
Small Electrical Measuring Instruments.

All Fully Illustrated
Mailed postpaid upon receipt of price

Send for f 1111 List of over 60 Titles FREE

SPON ( CHAMBERLAIN
123 E. Liberty St. NEW YORK

ELECTRICITY
PRACTICALLY TAUGHT

by trained instructors in a
school long established and
engaged in teaching.

ELECTRICITY ONLY
Day and evening sessions
Individual instruction.
School and equipment open
for inspection. Write or
call for prospectus

New York Electrical
Trade School

36 Wed Seventeenth Street. NEW YORK

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Eiectrlclty when writing to Advertisers.
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The "BOLLINS" PROFESSIONAL CURLING IRON

H.BOILIN -p----'---.--

_..'
.'::'Ñw;v.s;.:_» y::

Protected
By

World
Patents

THE
Bollins Iron is necessary in every Hairdressing Parlor, being quick to apply, economica

in use, and more satisfactory in curling the hair than any iron now in use.
Both Tongs heated uniformly, giving a most perfect curl. Pressure applied as desired.
Cannot over heat. Uses either direct or alternating current.
The Bollins Iron is the acme of perfection in Curling Irons, being the result of many years'
experience of a hairdresser of National Reputation.

Pays You to Investigate. Can be Bought from Wholesale Hair Trade.

H. BOLLINS STEWART BUILDING CHICAGO

/Iuiomaic Cigarette Maker
Makes 50 Perfectly Formed Cigarettes from a 5c. Package of Tobacco

F LLING
CIGARETTE

AU7oMATiCALL

AGENTS AND DEALERS WRITE FOR TERMS.
Why smoke impure cigarettes when you can make them yourself

and know their contents? Enjoy a smoke that will`not injure your
:wait h. A fresh, pure cigarette made perfectly in a few seconds with
any kind of tobacco. Fits vest pocket. Thousands in use, a1l,giv-
ing satisfaction.

Nickel or Gun Metal, 50c. Prepaid.
ESRICH MFG. CO., 28 E. 23rd St., Dept. 51, New York

DENVER, Cole.. December 22, 1508.
Esntca MFG. Co., New York,Gentlemen:-The sample dozen machines received and sold In about 15
minutes. Please send me 500 machines at once and oblige,

Very truly yours,
A. A. KING.

Wireless Telegrapó is e trying towork your
wireless without our new 1 HERMO-SILICON DETECTOR. It
Is as sensitive as any. yet so hardy that you can receive while
you toss it in the air. No Adjusting-No Battery-No Bother.
It Works Where Its Put. Price. 31.00. Telephone Receiver
with cord. 1000 ohms. $2.75. "The Five -Mile Outfit," a complete
sending and receiving station in miniature. Price $6.15. Includes
1 Inch coil, Thermo-Slllcon Detector. etc. 2 Inch coil, each
$7.75. It inch coil, each $5.00. Bend stamp for our large Illus-
trated circulars.

INTERNATIONAL WIRELESS CO., Dept. E., LIMA, OHIO.

W. H. CRUMB & COMPANY
Engineers ., Contractors

Telephone Engineering and Construction
Plans, Specifications and Estimates

Promptly Furnished.

835 Monadnock Bldg., Chicago, Ill.

HAWAIIAN DIAMONDS
Retailed at wholesale prices. We guarantee the Hawaiian diamond to hold its briliancy. is is far
superior to any imitation diamond on the market. Large assortment of designs. Send for catalogue.
Tiffany, 14 karat gold filled, set with 1 karat Hawaiian diamond. Price each, 31.75. Dozen, $113.00.

W. H. HOLLISTER & CO., Dept. M. 42-44 River St., Chicago, III.

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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The Del Electric Curling Iron
q A new and practical electrically heated device
for curling the hair. The only electric curling
iron that will produce marcel and pompadour
effects. q This iron is self contained-requiring
no separate device for heating, thereby insuring
absolute cleanliness. 9 Attaches to any lamp
socket by means of cord and plug. q When the
iron is sufficiently hot, turn off the current, the
cord may be detached. and the iron will remain
hot for some time. This leaves you free to act

without chance of the cord getting in your way.
Will be found most convenient when traveling.

Price, $3.75 complete.

SOLD BY ALL FIRST-CLASS
DEALERS

ELECTRICIAN 0. MECHANIC
is a magazine which will help you. It is a practical monthly for every one who wants to learn
about electricity, or wao uses tools. Its articles tell you how to maize dynamos, engines, wire-
less telegraph apparatus, furniture, models, etc. It is the only magazine of its kind in the world.

EDITORS
FRANK ROY FRAPRIE, M.Sc.Chem. Prof. A. E. WATSON, E.E., Ph.D.

M. O. SAMPSON

REGULAR FEATURES
Electricity. Practical and simple articles on electrical science, new applications and his-tory, all illustrated. How to make dynamos, motors, batteries, all kinds of electrical appa-ratus. How to wire for bells and electric lights, install telephones, etc.
Mechanical Articles. How to u:e lathes and machine tools. How to use -tools of all kinds.

Forging, metal working, soldering, brazing, plating, etc. How to build gas engines, steam
engines and other machines. All about gas engines and flying machines. Illustrated articleson everything new in mechanical progress.

Woodworking and Manual Training. How to build mission furniture. Wood finishing,
staining, polishing, etc. Woodwork joints and cabinet making. How to make useful and
handy articles of wood. Mechanical drawing, etc.

Wireless Telegraphy and Telephony. Full information of all that is new in wireless. Any
one can build a wireless station from our descriptions. Our Wireless Club has nearly a thou-
sand members in America and even beyond the seas.

All articles written in simple language for everybody to read. $1.00 a year. Three months' trial, 20c.

SPECIAL THIRTY DAY OFFER
For Thirty Days Only, or until our stock of back numbers is exhausted, we offer twelve

back numbers and a full ye. u ' : subscription for $1.35. Money orders only; no stamps accepted.

Sam son Publishin Com an , 114 °Beacon Buildingp g p } BOSTON, MASS.

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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Refinish a Piece of SOUR Furniture
at OUR Expens

Let us send the
1 IaterialsFree

WE WANT a sample of wood finishing done w.th
our preparations in your home. We will send
the materials to do the work. Here they

A bottle of Johnson's Electric Solvo to quickly remove the
old finish-

A bottle of Johnson's Wood Dye (you to choose the color
from our 14 different shades) to color the wood-

A sample of Johnson's Prepared Wax to give that beautiful
"hand -rubbed" effect-

And our illustrated guide book for home beautifying which includes complete color card and
tells how to finish and refinish wood.

No doubt you have some piece of furniture that you prize highly, yet do not use on
account of the worn condition of its finish, or because it does not harmonize with other fur-
niture or decorations.

Use this outfit, which we want to send you, free, for refinishing it, and you will be
surprised to learn how easily the work is done and the beauty of the result. `

May we send you these three packages, and the valuable six -color book, free at
once? Learn from the test the beautiful effect obtained from the use of

Johnson's Wood Dye
...It is not a mere stain. It is a deep seated dye-sinking into the pores : 9a

of the wood and bringing out the beauty of the grain. When finished 410+,1,51's
yw

with Johnson's Prepared Wax you have a permanent finish of real 0%) o°,14 '
u

beauty and most artistic effect. We want to give you these three 4,Gº`boo yo
packages at once. Send ten cents to partially pay cost of pack- .,,cey ''atng and postage-using coupon below for your convenience. ,+aoZS`"ya

Johnson's Wood Dye comes in 14 Standard shades: ,o °
z.,:7,

c
No. 126 Light Oak No. 130 Weathered Oak %59 :5V',oa .9a.°
No. 123 Dark Oak No. 131 Brown Weathered Oak p a1e -'
No. 125 Mission Oak No. 132 Green Weathered Oak o, ,OcQNo. 140 Manilla Oak No. 121 Moss Green 5 s r
No. 110 Bog Oak ,\'a. 122 Forest Greer. a °,e"sec Q
No. 128 Light .Mahogany No. 172 Flemish Oak zr o w
No. 129 Dark Mahogany No. 178 Brown Flemish Oak  ca. %b',a  o>

Half-pints 30c; pints 50c. Johnson's Prepared Wax  :"I' ;9
l0c and 25c packages. Alse sold in large sizes. For  °, N;.Q. '
sale by all leading paint deat_rs. Send coupon today t°  .5) °` ti

O _ v,,o
S. C. Johnson & Son, Racine, Wis. ,,,,,E`

"The Wood Finishing Authorities" ti``'oe

are:

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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GLOBE

Dry
BatterY

Tae 61.b. Dry Baiferr tl
"amaeY Or open rCWl ser.

'4d wüt give better neuiu end W
Meer lain any oiler Dry&l»".

ae same Clam

UAMU.ACTUHEO er

NATIONAL CARBON CO.

CLEVELAND, O.

A POPULAR BATTERY
AT A POPULAR PRICE

Very extensively used for CALL BELLS,
BURGLAR ALARMS, ANNUNCIATORS,
TELEPHONES, MEDICAL BATTERIES,
SMALL MOTORS, Etc.

In all comparative tests made of the various
makes of low price dry cells on the market
the GLOBE proved its superiority in length
of life, efficiency and recuperative powers.

Price in lots of 12 or more 131c each.

NATIONAL CARBON CO., CLEVELAND, O.

riPC C

$3.50 Express
Prepaid

E

TYPE D

$5.50

WIZARD
TOY-

MOTORS
For

ALTERNATING
and

DIRECT CURRENT
110 VOLTS

Wizard Motors operate on Any Light Circuit; simply hook into
the light socket; plug and cord with every order We make all kinds
of Toy Motors. Write for Circular 27,

THE WIZARD COMPANY
Cor. Dearborn and Randolph Sts. CHICAGO, ILL.

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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"She sits
and sews
as the
Washer goes."

-"In just
six minutes,
a tub of
clean clothes! "

The Electric Washer at Work
A Marvelous Machine that for 2 Cents a Week
Does All the Family Washing and Wringing

This machine we consider the greatest labor -
saver for women since the sewing machine was
invented. And even the sewing machine must
look to its laurels now.

The 1900 Electric Washer does all the wash-
ing and wringing.

It cuts the cost of washing and wringing to 2
cents a week-for electricity.

It's as easy to start or stop as to turn an elec-
tric light on or off.

And it is so simple and complete that no elec-
trician is needed to install it.

Women who see the Washer at work just rub
their eyes in amazement. Yet here it is-actu-
ally doing the washing quicker and better and
cheaper than it was ever done before-without
a hand to touch 1:1!

Another triumph for Electricity-taking rank
with the Telegraph, the Telephone, the Talking
Machine and the wonders of " Wireless."

The 1900 Electric Washer
Sent Anywhere On Trial at Our Expense and Risk

We claim that this machine will wash a tubful
of clothes in Two to Six Minutes

-That it will wash clothes spotlessly clean
without injuring the most delicate fabrics

-That it makes boiling clothes unnecessary
-That it saves soap, saves fuel, saves wear

and tear on the clothes-and, best of all, saves
the woman.

It goes far toward solving the Servant Prob-
lem by cutting out wash -day drudgery. And, to
the woman who does her own work or depends on
public laundries, it is an inestimable advantage.

Think of being able to sew or read while the
Washer is doing its work! None of the fuss and
worry that has been a part of wash -day. Every-
thing quiet and orderly, instead of all topsy-
turvey. The washing done and out on the line
hours ahead of the old way.

Just remember, please, that we are not paipt-
ing a "word -picture," but stating simple facts.

We are so deeply in earnest about it that we
will gladly send you an Electric Washer and
Wringer-the complete outfit-for a month's free
trial. Yes, and we will pay the freight. We
furnish a splendid 1900 Electric Wringer FREE
with every¡Washer. This free trial offer is to any
responsible person anywhere in the world.

If you don't fall in love with the Electric
Washer after giving it a four weeks' test, we will
take it back. The trial will cost you not a cent.
It will not place you under any obligation. Feel
just as free to return the Washer as you are to
keep it if suited.

Ask Your Electric Light Company
Call up your Central Lighting Station on the

telephone. Ask for the Manager. He knows all
about the 1900 Electric Washer. It is part of his
business to keep posted on all the new uses of
electricity. He will tell you that the "1900" Elec-
tric is an immense success-that thousands are
in use in the best homes throughout the country.

Write for Free Book, "Electric Wash Day"
The story of the Electric Washer is one of

absorbing interest. It strikes a responsive chord
in the heart of every woman to whom wash -day
is now a dread. You owe it to yourself to look
deeper into the subject. Send for the free book,
while you have our address before you:-

The 1900 Washer Co., 8286 Henry St., Bingham-
ton. N. Y. Or, if you live in Canada, address
the Canadian 1900 Washer Co., 355 Yonge St.,
Toronto, Canada.

(We supply a Water Motor instead of Electric Motor, it desired. Only 50 pounds of water pressure needed)

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.



Artists and draftsmen make $20 to $100
a week. Pleasant, re-

fined, facinating
work for men,

women boys
and girls.

We guarantee
proficiency or

will re-fund
tuition.
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STUDY Y_ practical books, easy to understand at popularELECTRICIT
10 cents

Row to make
1. A Dynamo
2. A Telephone

27. A Jump Spark Coil 50 Dent. each prices. All illustrated
28. A Rheostat, and etc. 81.00 eachQuestions & Answers about Elect.

A'B C of Wireless Telegraphy25 cents each Dynamos and Motors and all about
New Experimental ElectricityHow to make3. A Motor A Transformer Electric Batteries Handbook of Electro -Plating Arithmetic of Mag. and Elect.4. A Storage Battery

5. A Wlmshurst Machine
Automobiles
Everybody's Handbook of Elect. 75 cents each 01,50 each

6. A Magneto Machine SomethingAbout X -Rays for Every- The Gas Engine. How to Make and The Storage Battery, Construe -7. A Medical Coll body. etc.. etc. Use It etc. Lion and Use
E. BUBIER PUBLISHING COMPANY,

IALARN;Tü

DRAW

IUustratinp,CartooñinO.Com-
mereial Designing taught by
artiste trained In American and Eu-
ropean Schools. Instructlonadapted
to each student's needs. Advisory Board
of world's best artists approves lessons.
Test Work Sent FREE to ascertain indi-
vidual talents and needs. State course wanted.
You assume no obligation. Mechanical, Arch-
itectural and Sheet Metal Pattern Dra fling also
taught successfully. ACME School of Drawing.
237 South St. Kalamazoo. Mich. If interested, ask about the

ACME RESILIENCE SCHOOL IN KALAMAZOO

HALF TONE
ZINC ETCHING
F ILLUSTRATING , _''

331-335 DEARBORN ST. ICHICAGO``

MEASURES VOLTS, AMPERES,
RESISTANCES

Our 3 -in -1 volt -ammeter. It
is accurate, compact, inexpen-
sive. Just what you need.
Send for Catalog No. 14 of
portable and switchboard volt-
meters and ammeters.

L. M. PIGNOLIT
78 Cortlandt Street, NEW YORK

The Murray Transmissions
ARE RIGHT

Both in Quality and -c
EFFICIENT
DURABLE

Write for Quotatiot..
MURRAY

MACHINE WORKS
120 4 Wrnchealer Ara., Chicago

LYNN, MASS,_,

Combination
FILING

CABINETS

andDRAWING
TABLES

Thoroughly well made
and finished in Grand
Rapids best style, our
Cabinets and Drawinc

Tables never fall to please the purchaser. Table and cabinet
combination here shown is one of our most popular pieces.
Send today for descriptive matter and prices on our entire line
of Draughting Room Furniture.

Fritz Manulacturing Company
100 ALABAMA STREET. - GRAND li:U'IDS, MICH.

ELDREDGE ELECTRIC MFG. CO.
MANUFACTURERS OF

ELECTRICAL
MEASURING

INSTRUMENTS
& SPECIALTIES

26 P. O. Square,
SPRINGFIELD, MASS., U. 8. A.

MAKE MIRRORS AT HOME
Big profits, with little outlay. One 18x38 in. mirror costs

$2.00 to ió.00. You can silver a glass this size for 120c.
Send 60c in stamps or money order and we will send you
explicit directions how to do it; also how to emboss, grind,
foil, gold leaf, frost'chip and_make imitation;stained glass.
How to transfer photos on glass, bore holes in glass and
cut skylights.

GEORGE L PATTERSON di CO.
2214 Monticello Avenue - - MORGAN PARK, ILL.

GCOD CUTS
ENGRAVED BY ALL PROCESSES TO ILLUS-
TRATE ADS, CATALOGS ETC. IT COSTS NO
MORE TO PRINT A GOOD CUT THAN A POOR
ONE. WE MAKE CUTS THAT PRINT CLEAN AND
SHARP ON ANY PAPER. NO CUTS IN STOCK -
ALL WORK DONE TO ORDER - ASK FOR
SAMPLES. ACME ENGRAVING CO.,
157 WASHINGTON STREET, CHICAGO.

THE SPEAKING ARC
An ordinary arc lamp that talks, sings or whistles. Just
.he thing for the lecturer and advertising purposes. De
7artment stores pronounce it the best advertising medium
ever used. Representatives with some electrical know" -
edge wanted in every city. Send for descriptive matter.
VICTOR H. LAUGHTER, Bvhalia, Miss.

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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A VISIT TO THE ELECTRICAL SHOW.
BY WILLIAM KEILY.

Chicago is sometimes accused of being
boastful, often when it should rather be
praised for being energetic and enthusi-
astic. In the case of its annual Electrical
Show, however, it is surely entitled to
felicitate itself for establishing an exhi-
bition which is not only highly instruc-
tive, both to the technical man and the
layman, but also furnishes a brilliant
spectacle, with good music and many
features of general novelty and interest.

It was in Chicago that the first suc-
cessful electrical show was held, and the
excellent example has been followed in
many other cities and towns. Chicago
made a success of the show owing to its
prominence in the industry and its fav-
orable geographical position, but, most
of all, from the fact that the electrical
men of the city worked together as one
man to make it a success, laying aside
all competitive distrust to labor for the
common end-the good of the industry.
The show is genuine-a real electrical
exhibition, made by electrical men. Hon-
esty is manifest in it, and, like most hon-
est efforts, it is recognized and appreci-
ated.

The fourth annual Chicago Electrical
Show was held at the Coliseum on Janu-
ary 16 to 3o, 1909, and it was a beautiful,
educational and successful exposition of
the lighter applications of electricity,
with some examples of comparatively
heavy machinery. Space is available for
reference to only a few of the features
of more particular interest to the aver-
age visitor, and no attempt will be made
to describe the exhibits in detail. There
were more than a hundred of them, and

every one could be studied with profit.
ILLUMINATION AND DECORATIVE LIGHT-

ING.
Unstinted praise was lavished on the

plan of general illumination. No arc
lamps were used for this purpose, tungs-
ten lamps being relied upon exclusively.
These were placed on posts of artistic
design and upon graceful low arches
over the aisles, in the manner shown in
the illustrations, producing charming vis-
tas with pergola -like effect. All railings,
posts and signs were uniform in design
a-nd of light color. There was a line of
lights around the interior of the large
building, above the gallery level and out-
lining the "sunbursts" of delicate -tinted
bunting at each end. In the center was
suspended a large and handsome fixture
supplied with many white and colored
lamps.

Spanning all was the deep, dark vault
of heaven, with a thousand twinkling
stars-stars of different magnitude, some
blue -white, some yellowish -white, some
ruddy, but all, or apparently all, "wink-
ing" at the lowly observer in the most
friendly and natural manner. It was an
illusion, of course, but very effective-
the best thing in the show from a spec-
tacular point of view.

The "sky" was very dark blue bunting
fastened on the roof arches, which it con-
cealed. It was 'not itself visible save as
the blackness of night, but it formed the
background for the "stars," which were
two -candlepower incandescent lamps
with carbon filaments. These little
lamps were placed irregularly and were
visible only as tiny points of light. Some
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UNITED STATES BATTLESHIP "ELECTRA" AND HER CREW.

SOH E OF THE LATEST LAUNDRY APPLIANCES.
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were more brilliant than others and some
were made to twinkle by an automatic
flasher arrangement. The whole effect
was most natural and did great Eredit to
those who planned it and carried it into
execution.

NAVAL DISPLAY.
Acting in concert, the United States

Navy Department and the Illinois Naval
Reserve caused the U. S. S. Electra to
cast anchor in the Annex to the Coli-
seum during the progress of the Elec-
trical Show. This exhibit was the simu-

two colors spell out words by "Morse"),
Stone wireless telegraph and telephone
apparatus, electric ammunition hoist,
electric helm indicator, electric steering
gear, engine -room telegraph, and elec
tric truck -light control (giving a quick
signal to a following ship, from a mast -
truck, in case of necessity).

On one side of the Electra was a fine
model, in a glass case, of the United
States battleship Illinois, while on the
other was a full-sized and fully equipped
six -oared captain's gig-one of the

EXHIBIT OF LAMP -THE NEW TUNGSTEN PREDOMINATES.

lation of the deck and bridge of a gun-
boat. The "ship" was outlined in elec-
tric lights, smokestack and all, and car-
ried seven Hotchkiss, Colt and Gatling
rapid-fire and automatic guns. The run-
ning lights, side lights and masthead
lights of a warship were represented, and
there was an i8 -inch searchlight. Other
features were an electrically lighted
semaphore for signaling, the Ardois sig-
naling system (in which electric lights of

rowing boats carried by a warship. The
exhibit was in charge of Lieutenant -
Commander E. T. Witherspoon of the
Navy and W. F. Purdy of the Reserve,
while Chief Gunner Olssen had much
to do with the actual installation of ap-
paratus. Literature setting forth the
attractions of the service and describing
the training of electricians for the Navy
was distributed, and Lieutenant -Com-
mander Witherspoon gave an appreciat-
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EVERY FORM OE ELECTRIC COOKING UTENSIL ON DISPLAY.
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TILE LATEST IN ELECTRIC SIGNS.
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FROM SUBSCRIBER TO "CENTRAL" -RECENT TYPES OF TELEPHONE APPARATUS.

A VARIED DISPLAY OF ELECTRICAL MACHINERY.
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ed talk on "Electricity in the Navy" at a
meeting of the Electric Club of Chicago
at the Coliseum during the show.

INDUSTRIAL POWER.
Probably the most instructive display

at the Electrical Show was that made
by the Commonwealth Edison Company
of Chicago illustrating the application of
electric power to various industries. A
large space at the north end of the build-
ing was devoted to this collective exhibit.
The various machines were shown in
actual operation, and they were watched

and driven by a three -horsepower motor.
Near by was an outfit of knitting ma-

chinery, with operatives busily engaged
in making knitted fabrics. The machines
work at high speed and seldom make a
false stitch. Adjoining was a section de-
voted to cloth -cutting by electricity. A
keen knife, motor -driven, enables the cut-
ter in a clothing factory to cut as many
as 16 thicknesses of heavy goods at one
operation. This represents a great sav-
ing of labor.

In iron and steel working some excep-

INDUSTRIAL EXHIBIT SHOWING APPLICATIONS OF EDISON POWER.

with lively interest, because they were
new to most of the spectators and indeed
some of them would be new to experts.
being of recent design. Wherever prac-
ticable, individual motors were used. The
exhibit was arranged by the central -sta-
tion company in conjunction with some
of its power -using customers, and it was
of benefit to all concerned in it.

At one end of the exhibit was a line of
shoe -repairing machinery embracing
every really essential process in resoling
shoes, from stitching to the final brush-
ing, all apparatus mounted on one frame

tionally interesting apparatus was shown,
all in operation, like the rest. Two small
punch presses cut out and sháped metal
specialties for souvenirs. A rivet -spin-
ning machine made heads on rivets. A
rotary bevel shear for cutting iron plate,
one inch thick on the bevel was a pon
derous machine, but perhaps most atten-
tion was attracted by the Ryerson fric-
tion saw for cutting cold metals. This
machine was operated by a specially de-
signed 25 -horsepower motor. It will cut
a 15 -inch I-beam in 28 seconds, it is said.
A massive punch for cutting holes in,
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say, boiler plate was also included in the
exhibit. Near at hand was an electric
welder, by which wire hoops were weld-
ed by electric heat.

Other features of the industrial power
exhibit were electric potato parers, such
as are used in the Navy, and electric
dough mixers for bread and cake. The
latter were very popular, for white -clad
bakers made little cakes shaped like in-
candescent lamps, cooked them to a turn

a band -saw and blowers for removing
shavings and chips.

Adjoining was a small but modern
"print shop," headquarters of The Elec-
tric City, the attractive publication of the
Commonwealth Edison Company. Here
were a linotype machine, a printing press
and other paraphernalia of the printer.
A moving -picture machine, embossing
machines for printers and binders and a
Marconi "wireless" outfit completed this

HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCES IN PROFUSION.

in electric ovens and handed them out.
piping hot, to the nothing -loth spec-
tators.

There was also a wood -working shop
with a most interesting multiple wood-
carving machine by which four objects
may be carved at one time, and all are
faithful copies of one hand -carved
original. The great utility of this ma-
chine in fine cabinet-making and interior
decoration is obvious. In this shop were
also a wood -embossing machine, a lathe.

extremely interesting industrial power
exhibit.

SOME DISTINGUISHING FEATURES.
Electric lamps of all kinds were shown,

of course, but most attention appeared to
be paid to the tungstens, among incan-
descents, and the flaming type, among
arcs. In one handsome booth all kinds
of tungsten lamps were shown, from the
z/ -volt pocket lamp, which will burn on
one cell of dry battery, to the 250 -watt
multiple lamp, which gives 20o candle-
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power. A demonstration showed that
voltage variation affected tungsten lamps
comparatively little. In another exhibit
carbon, magnetite and flaming arcs were
projected on a screen, after being mag-
nified, so that their characteristics could
be studied. Near by was a very modern

_outfit for measuring light, including a
new German photometer for taking
spherical candlepower, the first of its
kind to be used in this country. An-
chored -filament tungsten lamps were a
novelty shown in another space.

There were electric signs, of course,
and flashers for signs and all kinds of
shades, reflectors and fixtures, some of
the last-named being very beautiful.

Small motors were there in all sizes
and types and for all applications, from
little telephone -booth fans and electric
vibrators in the hands of skillful demon-
strators, up to new types for driving
heavy machinery. There were also dyna-
mos, wire, instruments, electric railway
material, conduit, controlling devices,
fuses, small tools and machine tools, pri-
mary and storage batteries, transformers,
sockets and switches, electric clocks, time
stamps, sound magnifiers for the partial-
ly deaf, circuit breakers, insulators, elec-
trical books and periodicals-electrical
appliances without end almost.

Particular attention was paid to the
uses of electricity in the household.
There were literally heaps of electric flat-
irons. Some of them were in the new
gunmetal finish, and all had some par-
ticularly good quality, according to the
various attendants. In one booth a quiet
Chinaman was placidly ironing towels
with the electric iron. Electric washing
machines, sewing machine motors, elec-
tric curling irons and all kinds of elec-
tric heating and cooking apparatus were
shown in profusion, and usually demon-
strated. There were the new flat heating
units for water heaters and the like, new
tubular electric air heaters for rooms,
radiant heat bread toasters, new forms of
electric cigar lighters and other novelties
in this line.

The various types of vacuum clean-
ers and electric sweepers were objects of
attentive study and general interest. No
less than ten exhibitors had displays of
this character, and the use of the devices
was being constantly demonstrated. One
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test shown was to remove the tool at the
end of the suction hose and pick up a
lead -pencil from the floor by the draft of
in -rushing air. The number of exhibits
and the interest shown indicated clea-ly
the present-day importance of mechan-
ical cleaning.

Telephone apparatus was shown in
great variety, including apparatus made
for naval and shipboard use and ingeni-
ous intercommunicating systems. Spe-
cial sets for use in telephonic train dis-
patching were a novelty. The Chicago
Telephone Company had in actual opera-

IIIIIIIIIIII;NI 1i
ELECTRICALLY DRIVEN MACHINE

THAT CARVES WOOD.

tion a multiple switchboard of its latest
type with six attractive operators.

Brand new was the "time -a -phone,"
first disclosed at the 1909 show. Mr. M.
M. Wood is the inventor of this device,
by the use of which one may know the
time at any hour of the day or night by
picking up a small telephone receiver,
holding it to his ear and pressing a but-
ton attached to the receiver. The hours,
quarters and minutes are struck in mu-
sical tones for that instant. The prin-
ciple is that of a minute -repeater watch
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TESTING A HUNDRED THOUSAND VOLT INSULATOR.

applied to standard time and the tele-
phone. one clock or other
source of time any number of time -a -
phones can be connected at any distance.
The device may be used in hotels, sleep-
ing cars and hospitals. It gives the time
on demand in the dark when one is in
bed. All that is to be done is to draw
the little round disk from under the pil-
low, apply it to the ear and press the
button.

Technical and practical electrical men
were much impressed with a new and
really original device, the Murphy recti-
fier, invented by Mr. T. J. Murphy of
Rochester, N. Y. No vacuum tubes,
electrolyte, inductance or resistance are
used in this rectifier, which is an appa-
ratus to convert alternating current into
direct, or, more accurately speaking, uni-
directional current, so that it can be used
for charging storage batteries, for in-
stance. Without attempting to describe
the device in non -technical language.
which would be difficult, it may be said
that the machine is radically different
from preceding types of rectifiers and
was examined with minute attention.

A demonstration that was both scien-
tific and spectacular was given in one of
the exhibits. A transformer built to give
the high pressure of 25o,000 volts was

part of the display.
From this, electric en-
ergy was obtained to
test some large insulat-
ors of the suspended
type, one disk hanging
below another, some-
thing like beads on a
string. These insulators
are made to withstand
Ioo,000 volts, and they
were tested under a
spray of water, as in a
driving rain storm. The
transformer was so ar-
ranged that the voltage
could be gradually
raised and lowered. Pop-
ular interest was excited
when the discharge
"arced" over at the very
high potentials. There
would be a wavering
line of fire, like mini-
ature lighting, perhaps

three feet long, accompanied by a series
of reports, making a loud crackling
sound. At other times there would be
a shower of sparks between the two
extremes of the insulator under test.
The exhibition never failed to draw a
wondering throng.

There were also an electric incubator
and brooder where chickens were hatch-
ed and cared for by electric heat. Plenty
of little chicks were running about in
their enclosure, to the delight of the little
folks.

In this visit the reader has only
touched the "high spots" in the Electrical
Show, but, like all visits, it must come
to an end. There is no time to touch on
the excellent music, the special days, the
out-of-town visitors, the souvenirs, the
many other things that could be men-
tioned. But it was a good show, car-
ried out with good judgment and good
taste. The Electrical Trades Exposition
Company is fairly entitled to commenda-
tion for producing an exhibition of such
well-balanced excellence. This company
is representative of electrical Chicago.
Its officers are : President, Samuel In-
sull ; vice-president, E. B. Overshiner ;
secretary and treasurer, Stewart Spald-
ing ; manager, Homer E. Niesz ; assist-
ant manager, John J. Schayer.
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THE CENTRIFUGE..
Various tests made by physicians on

blood, milk and other liquids are per-
formed by the centrifugal process ; that
is, by rapidly whirling tubes that con-
tain the liquid to be tested. The heavier
constituents of the liquid tend to flow to
the parts of the tube farthest from the
center of rotation.

CENTRIFUGE.

The Centrifuge is an inexpensive and
efficient device for performing such
tests. It consists of a small vertical
motor on a suitable stand which carries
on the upper end of the shaft two hori-
zontal arms with receptacles for the test
tubes. The -test tube and receptacle
hang from a point considerably above
the center of gravity so that as the arms
revolve the tubes are carried out in a
horizontal direction and the heavier por-
tions of the liquid arc carried outward.

Below the point of suspension of the
arms is a concave disk which acts as a fly
wheel. This revolves on the principle of a
gyroscope and steadies the motion of the
arms ; it also causes a more gradual start-
ing and stopping, which is a desirable
feature.
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For testing blood the machine is oper-
ated at Io,000 revolutions a minute.

MOTOR DRIVEN TITUBATOR.
All X-ray photographers have felt the

need of some kind of mechanical device
that would relieve them of the
monotonous task of "tray shaking." This
little motor driven device called the titu-
bator will do the work. The revolving
table in addition to its rotation move-
ment is at the same time given a tipping
movement similar to the "Ocean Wave,"
which furnishes so much amusement at
summer resorts. This effectually shakes
the plates while they are being developed.

TITUBATOR.

Several plates may be developed at the
same time.

FAILURE OF MOTOR "LEADS."

Inspectors of elevated railway equip-
ment sometimes have trouble with a
rather peculiar failure of the conduc-
tors in the insulated wires supplying cur-
rent to the motor, and at the point where
the wires enter the motor. A rough ex-
amination of the "lead," as it is called,
discloses nothing wrong, as the insula-
tion is generally in fair condition, yet
there is no electrical connection. In truth
the conductors have become broken or
worn through, due to the repeated move-
ment and turning of the wires as the car
takes curves.



ELEMENTARY ELECTRICITY.
BY PROF. EDWIN J. HOUSTON, PH., D. (PRINCETON.)

CHAPTER XI. -PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF ELECTRIC DISCHARGES.

When an electric discharge is passed
through the muscles or nerves of an
animal, various physiological effects are
produced that markedly vary not only
with the direction of the discharge and
the value of the electromotive force, but
also with the steadiness or constancy of
the current strength. The powerful dis-
charges of high electromotive forces pro-
duce effects that differ from the weak
discharges of feeble electromotive forces.
So, too, direct currents, or those that
continue to flow in one and the same di-
rection, produce effects that differ
markedly from discharges that are of an
alternating or oscillatory character, that
is, which are constantly changing in the
direction of their flow.

Since the character of the electricity
produced varies with the kind of electric
source that produces it, the physiological
effects must vary also with the kind of
electric sources employed.

The passage of electricity through
the human body often produces effects
that result in the curing of its diseased
conditions, as well as in the general im-
provement of the health. Consequently
electric discharges are now generally
employed for such purposes, this ap-
plication being known as electrothera-
p en tics

Some of the more important electric
sources employed in electrotherapeutics
are the Leyden jar, the induction coil,
the voltaic battery, the dynamo -electric
machine ; or, as it is generally called
when employed for this purpose, the
therapeutic generator, the Franklinic or
electrostatic induction machine, appara-
tus for high frequency alternating dis-
charges, as well as many others.

The electric currents produced by the
discharge of a Leyden jar are rapidly al-
ternating or oscillatory, consisting of
discharges that follow one another at
the rate of hundreds of millions of com-
plete to-and-fro motions per second.
These discharges, however, continue but
for a very short time, the jar being com-
pletely discharged according to the con-

ditions of the circuit after from two to
thirty complete to-and-fro discharges.

On the contrary, the voltaic cell or
battery produces a steady discharge that
retains both the direction of its flow and
the value of its electromotive force.

As the name indicates, electrothera-
peutic generators or alternators produce
currents that alternate or vary in their
strength. These machines are made of
different sizes and consist practically of
dynamo -electric machines without com-
mutators. So that the alternating cur-
rents produced in the armature coils are
sent into the external circuits without
being caused to flow in one and the same
direction.

Frictional electric machines are em-
ployed either for producing disruptive
discharges or for obtaining convective
or brush discharges. In either case the
discharges are applied at or near the
portions of the body that are to be
treated.

Induction coils produce currents that
rapidly alternate or vary in their direc-
tion, and produce electromotive forces
differing greatly from the electromotive
forces of the- electric sources employed
for their operation. As a rule, the elec-
tromotive forces produced are much
greater than those that produce them.
The induction coils, together with the
battery that furnishes the current neces-
sary for their operation, are placed in-
side a small portable box provided with
terminals or electrodes for applying the
current to the different parts of the body
and a device called an ampere meter, or
ammeter, for measuring the current
strength. The relative strength of the
two opposite currents will be discussed
in the article on electro -receptive de-
vices when the construction and opera-
tion of the induction coil will be more
fully described.

The apparatus for producing the
high -frequency alternating discharges
consists of Leyden jar batteries, the dis-
charges of which are passed through
especially wound induction coils. In this
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Way are produced the very high -f re-
quency discharges that, within compara-
tively recent dates, have come into some-
what extended use in electrotherapeu-
tics.

The electric sources or electro -recep-
tive devices, above referred to, will be
described in detail in other chapters.

The passage of an electric discharge
through the muscles of a living animal
generally contracts the muscular fibres.
When the electrodes or terminals of a
strong voltaic battery are held in the
two hands, what is known as physiolog-
ical shock is produced. This shock varies
with the number of cells employed ; or,
in other words, with the value of the
electromotive force.

In the direct currents produced by a
voltaic battery that do not alternate or
change in direction, it is only at the mo-
ment of making or breaking the circuit
that the contractions occur. As soon as
the currents are established, and the
flow of electricity is uniform, contrac-
tions cease, and although chemical and
other effects are produced by the cur-
rent, yet these effects are not so im-
mediately apparent. The muscular con-
tractions are produced at every opening
or closing of the circuit, and the more
sudden these openings or closings, the
more pronounced are the contractions.

When the openings and closings of
the circuit are rapid, the muscles may be
thrown into a condition of permanent
contraction, known as tetanus, in which
a new contraction takes place before the
disappearance of the previous contrac-
tion.

But it is not only in the muscles of
animals that electric discharges produce
contractions. They are also produced
in the protoplasm of plants, the proto-
plasm being what may be regarded as
the physical basis of life in both ani-
mals and plants. Protoplasm exists in
the lowest forms of life, such as in the
amoeba, an animal so simple that it has
been described as a living mass of trans-
parent matter. This animal is especially
sensitive to electric discharges. Ordi-
narily, it is continually undergoing
changes of shape. On the passage.of an
electric discharge it immediately con-
tracts, draws itself up into as small a

space as possible, assuming the shape of
a rounded globe.

The physiological effects of electric
discharges are not limited to the muscles
of animals. Their passage through a
living nerve throws it into a state of in-
creased activity and sensibility. If the
nerve is connected with the muscles, the
latter will contract, only in this case the
contraction is entirely involuntary. If
the nerve is a sensory nerve the passage
of a discharge may produce a sensation
of pain. If the nerve is connected with
some special organ, such as the eye, the
ear, the tongue, the nose, its electric ex-
citement will be attended by the sensa-
tion of light, sound, taste or smell. As
in the case of the passage of a discharge
through the muscles, the effects are pro-
duced only on the opening or the closing
of the circuit.

During the normal and healthy life of
an animal, an electric current is con-
stantly flowing through its nerves and
muscles.

In some cases as in the electric ray or
torpedo, the amount of electricity pro-
duced is so great that the animal can
employ it as a means for defense against
its enemies by giving serious shocks to
any animal that comes in contact with
its body.

That electric currents are constantly
passing through the nerves can be shown
as follows : If the terminals of a gal-
vanometer are connected with two parts
of a nerve, the needle will be deflected.
If, now, an electric source is so con-
nected to one part of a nerve that the
current passes in the same direction as
the normal nerve current, the latter cur-
rent is increased in strength. It can be
shown that this increase occurs without
any of the battery or extraneous cur-
rent being permitted to enter the gal-
vanometer circuit along with the nerve
current.

The alteration in the natural electro-
motive force of a nerve by the passage
of an extraneous current through it is
called electrotonus and is most intense
near the extraneous or exciting current.
This change in sensibility continues as
long as the exciting current is passing
and results in important changes in the
excitability of the nerve, or in the readi-
ness with which it is thrown into func-
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tional activity by the application of a
current.

The alteration in the sensitiveness of
a nerve, or in its condition close to the
anode or positive terminal, is called the
anelectronus, while that near the nega-
tive terminals, is called the cathelec-
tronus. Since the excitability of a nerve
near the anode is decreased, it is neces-
sary to apply a stronger stimulant in
this part in order to obtain a muscular
contraction. In the same way near the

cathode region, where the excitability of
a nerve is increased, a strong contrac-
tion is obtained by a comparatively weak
current.

The first case on record of physio-
logical effects produced by Leyden jar
discharges is that of Von Kleist in 1746,
when the Leyden jar was discovered. It
appears Von Kleist was endeavoring to
fill a bottle with electricity, when he ac-
cidentally constructed a small Leyden
jar.

As illustrated in Fig. 74, the first
Leyden jar consisted of a glass flask
partly filled with water and so held in
one hand of the experimenter that a bent
metallic wire suspended from a bar of
iron that formed the conductor of the
frictional electrical machine dipped into
the water. Under these circumstances,
the water in the flask formed the inner

coating of a Leyden jar, and the right
hand of the experimentor, who held the
flask, the outer coating. When the ex-
perimentor endeavored to remove the
flask from the machine, he necessarily
touched the inner and outer coatings of
the jar simultaneously, and, therefore,
received the discharge through his body
from one hand to the other.

The unexpected and severe character
of the shock, as well as the violent mus-
cular contraction accompanying it, at -

1 uuummummuuuumuumum141nnu,-1

tracted the attention of the curious, so
that the experiment was repeated in var-
ious parts of the world.

The discharge of a Leyden jar is
readily passed through the body by hold-
ing the jar in one hand, say by the outer
coating, and touching a finger of the
other hand to the knob connected to the
inner coating. When the jar is small,
the shock is felt in the elbow ; when
larger, say a quart jar, the discharge
may be felt across the chest; with a bat-
tery of large jars, it may be felt in the
stomach.

The discharge of a Leyden jar can be
sent through a long chain of people who
are holding on to one another's hands.
In this way the Abbe Nollet, of France,
sent a discharge through a chain of 600
people in his convent. At another time
he sent a discharge from a large Leyden
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jar through a regiment of 1,5oo men. In
these experiments the people near the
middle of the chain were as much af-
fected as those near the ends.

The shock caused by the discharge of
large Leyden jars may cause death. Von
Marum found that eels were almost in-
stantly killed by comparatively small
Leyden jar discharges. When the glass
employed in the jar is of ordinary thick-
ness the discharge of a jar containing
a coated surface of seven square feet in-
stantly kills a rat, while a battery of 4%
square yards will kill a cat.

A lightning flash does not essentially
differ from the discharge of a Leyden
jar, for a lightning flash consists of a
discharge between a neighboring cloud
and the earth that forms the two coat-
ings of a jar. As is unfortunately too
well known, the passage of a compara-
tively feeble lightning flash through the
human body will cause death.

Death by lightning flashes appears to
be instantaneous. In cases where the
death has only been apparent, the one
receiving the discharge had no memory
whatever of ever having been shocked.
In cases where death has been real, the
bodies generally retain the positions they
occupied before death. An instance of
this character is cited in France where
a number of harvesters, who had sought
refuge from an approaching thunder-
storm under a tree, were killed by a
lightning flash while they were eating
lunch. So instantaneous was their death
that the bodies remained so exactly in
the positions assumed during life, that
some little time elapsed after the storm
was over, before it was discovered that
the people had been killed.

The physiological effects produced by
alternating currents depend on their fre-
quency, the severity increasing up to a
certain extent with the increase in fre-
quency. It is a curious fact, however,
as has been observed by Elihu Thom-
son, Nicola Tesla and others, that when
the frequency of the discharge exceeds
certain limits, the severity of the physio-
logical effects decrease and finally dis-
appear. The alternating currents em-
ployed commercially, with frequencies
up to i,000 cycles per second, may pro-
duce instant death, under pressures of
but a thousand volts or less. When,

however, the frequencies are greatly in-
creased, it is possible to send the dis-
charges through the body without any
serious effects, although the electromo-
tive forces may be as high as several
hundred thousand volts. On the con-
trary, high -frequency alternating dis-
charges may produce highly beneficial
effects on the human system and are
now extensively employed in electro -
therapeutics.

Attention has been called in a pre-
vious article to the fact that in electric
osmose the passage of a discharge
through the capillary pores in the walls
of a diaphragm may be accompanied by
a movement of the liquid in the direc-
tion in which the electricity is passing.
Advantage has been taken of this fact
for the introduction of such substances
as iodine, cocaine, quinine, etc., through
the skin to the interior organs of the
body. It is only necessary to place the
medicinal substance in a liquid condition
on a moistened electrode. On the pas-
sage of the current the liquid is car-
ried through the skin and in this way
may reach some distant part of the body.
Since electric osmose is sometimes called
cataphoresis, this process is generally
known as cataphoretic medication.

In the electrotherapeutic application
of electricity the current is led into and
out of the body by means of terminals
or electrodes, consisting generally of
polished metals shaped so as to be read-
ily applied to different parts of the body.
These electrodes are called electrothera-
peutic electrodes. When the electric
pressure is comparatively small, as when
voltaic batteries are employed, in order
to decrease the resistance offered by the
skin the surfaces of the electrode are
covered with absorbent cotton, or with
cotton or linen fabrics moistened with
salt water. Moistened sponges are
sometimes placed over metallic elec-
trodes for similar purposes. Owing to
their higher electromotive forces, the
discharges of Leyden jars or induction
coils can be applied directly to the sur-
faces of the skin.

It is sometimes necessary to introduce
electrotherapeutic electrodes into the
different cavities of the human body. In
this case they are formed of polished
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metals, so shaped as to be readily intro-
duced.

The most curious fact concerning the
physiological action of electric currents
is that the contractions may continue
after death, provided too long a time has
not elapsed.

In a similar manner the hind legs of a
frog that have been separated from the
body shortly after death are thrown into
violent contractions on the passage of an
electric discharge from the nerves to the
muscles. This experiment, first made by
Galvani, in 1780, led to the discovery by
Volta, of a new electric source that is
named after its inventor, the voltaic cell.

The frog's legs employed in the above
experiment were prepared as shown in
Fig. 75. The lumbar nerves, on each
side of the vertebral column, are ex-
posed in the shape of white threads.

FIG. 75. GALVANI'S FROG EXPERIMENT.

When metallic conductors (Z), (C),
consisting respectively of zinc and cop-
per wires, are held as shown, with one
set of ends together in one of the hands,
while the free ends are brought into con-
tact with the nerves, at each contact a
sudden convulsive movement of the legs
occurs.

But this ability of being affected by an
electric current is not limited to the legs
of a frog. Any of the muscles of a re-
cently killed man or other animal can
also be made to move as in life by the
passage of electric discharges. This can
be shown by the following experiment
made by Aldini, a nephew of Galvani.

The lumbar nerves of the hinds legs of
a recently killed frog were brought, as
shown in Fig. 76, into contact with the
head of a recently slain ox, through its
tongue. An electric circuit was estab-
lished between the frog's legs and the
ox by the experimentor grasping the
legs of the frog in one hand and one ear
of the ox in the other hand. Under
these circumstances, the current pro-
duced in the head of the ox, passing

FIG. 76. EARLY EXPERIMENT IN THE
PHYSIOLOGICAL ACTION OF

ELECTRICITY.

through the legs of a frog set up con-
vulsive motions in them.

(To Be Continued.)

UNDERGROUND HIGH -VOLTAGE WIRES.
It is only in comparatively recent

years that engineers have deemed it safe
to carry electric currents of high poten-
tial or voltage in underground cables
buried under the streets of cities. But
nowadays systems of 9,000, II,000, 13,-
200 or even 20,000 volts are employed
with entire reliability and safety. It is
said that when local and commercial
conditions justify, pressure as high as
25,000 volts can be used satisfactorily
underground, even for systems aggre-
gating ioo miles of cable. But no sin-
gle line of such a system should be
longer than about 20 miles. On com-
paratively short lengths underground
or under water, as a part of a long over-
head transmission line, cables operating
at 40,000 volts may be used.

A chain of 25o stores throughout the
country will soon be lighted with the
new tungsten lamps. It will take 25,000
lamps to illuminate the interiors of these
places of business.
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LARGEST MEAT CUTTER IN THE WORLD.

It is interesting to note that a meat
cutter, which is claimed to be the largest
ever made, has been recently changed
from steam equipment to direct connect-
ed motor drive, because of the delays
formerly experienced in getting up
steam, which materially reduced the out-
put of the grinder. The meat cutter in
question has a 43 -inch bowl and six

tendance of an engineer, as well as the
greater convenience when motor driven.
The direct connection of the motor to
the cutter eliminates belts, shafting, pul-
leys, etc., and effects a substantial sav-
ing in wear and tear.

TO DETERMINE THE KIND OF CURRENT.
At times it is necessary to know

whether the current in a circuit is alter -

LARGEST MEAT CUTTER IN THE WORLD.

knives, each of which has a cutting edge
18 inches long. The power is supplied
by a 2o-horsepower motor.

In the factory where this outfit is in-
stalled the capacity is 25,000 pounds of
sausage a day. This cutter can handle
the entire output if desired, as it has a
capacity of 250 pounds in five minutes.

One of the main reasons for the
change from steam to motor drive
was the saving in the expense for at-

nating or direct, and as the generator
may be miles away at the other end of
the line an easy method of determining
this on the spot is desirable. A reader
of Popular Electricity suggests the fol-
lowing method : Hold a small magnet
near an incandescent lamp burning on
the circuit. If the current is alternating
the filament will vibrate. If it is direct
the filament will bend slightly toward
the magnet but will not vibrate.



HOW IT MIGHT HAPPEN.
Below are reproduced several more of theby Stone & Webster in the various cities inthis series appeared in the February issue of"talks" under them set forth graphically thethe part of street car patrons and others. It isare all more or less prone, could be eradicated

Lots of persona who cannot get a car wñila It I. standing still will
run after it and try to get on. or 'lump It In the middle of the block.
What do you get for it? What may it cost?

The man who wrote this advertisement .. Jumped ' electric cars for
several year. before he got his fall. LUCK kept him from under the
wheel.. Tim conductor called him several names end it did him a lot of
good, tie picked himself out of the dirt and asked the conductor why in
the name of safety he had not called him thou names BEFORE It hap-
pened!

It'. side to happen In the long run. It may happen tomorrow Call

yourself the 1aataa today.

Them was moon inside the car - even on the platform-but thesetwo men wanted to ride on the steps. It was risky for them to ride on thesteps. anyway.

But somewanted to get off and in the narrow apace. without a
chance to reach for the hand rails, this some oea tripped forward and washurt. It might happen exactly that way.

The steps are put on a car so that people can get on or off When you
stand on the stops you cause the Company some ANXIETY. But you cause
the other passengers DISCOMFORT and DANGER. Suppose you are
01 the dther passengers? Then be cautious- wait till the way is clear.usu
that you can get oft without a CONTORTION. Make It WCON\?MNT forthe persons an Insist upon riding on the steps.

A man who has lost his left hand by letting it
hang out a car window always is careful to keep his
right hand inside. Unfortunately Be only has one
HEAD. A wise head was never broken while it was
thrust out a car window.

Some persons never can be convinced that a
wagon, or fire engine, or some moving or stationary
object is sure to appear sooner or later and spoil the
view.

At least tell the children to keep their heads and
arms inside. MAKE them do it.

series of newspaper advertisements being used
which their electric lines are operated. Part ofPopular Electricity. These pictures and the littledangers which result from pure carelessness on

safe to say that if this carelessness, to which we
street car accidents would be almost unknown.

This accident happens often In this country.

If you are driving a vehicle do not forget that our cars are running on
tracks. Our motormen cannot turn aside. Look behind you before you run
your vehicle sharply across our rails. Otherwise It will be your own fault
that you am broken and torn.

If you are not driving yourself. tell your employee this. Caution him to
look back. Perhaps tome day your coachman or your driver of truck or
delivery wagon will turn bin vehicle so quickly across our track. that no
motorman could stop In time. Crash!

off.
When an electric car stops some one usually gets

If you are driving a vehicle In the same direction
that the car has been going and you are near the car,
remember that the car has not stopped to let the pas-
sengers see the view.

Some one will probably GET OFF.
Slow down! NOT after you have run over one of

our passengers who is alighting, but BEFORE.

The campaign that this company is making for
the prevention of accidents can be assisted in no
greater measure than by the warnings that parents
and teachers give to the children against "stealing
rides."

The accident illustrated here would not happen if
you would warn the children-if you could prevent
them from courting DANGER by jumping on our
cars. They do it for fun-OR DEATH.

The conductor is the man who knows. You will
not find HIS children "stealing rides."
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MAILING MACHINE.
A labor and time saving device which

finds a wide application in business
houses, in handling the outgoing mail, is
the electrically driven envelope sealer,
stamper and counter. The machine will
readily perform its various operations
on 150 letters per minute, and may be
speeded up to turn out considerably
more when required.

The letters in bunches are held
against an automatic feed which permits
only one envelope at a time to pass its
flap over a metal disk which revolves in
water. As the envelope advances the
stamps are fed forward, cut off, moist-
ened and rolled upon the passing letter.
After the envelope flap is moistened and
the stamp simultaneously attached, the
letter passes between a series of rolls un-
der pressure, and then emerges and is
automatically stacked. A counter records

MAILING MACHINE.

each stamp as it passes upon the en-
velope, and thus furnishes a check upon
the amount spent for postage. More-
over, the stamps cannot be removed
from the machine except by the clerk to
whom the key is entrusted.

The source of power being furnished
by an electric motor, no labor is involved
in the operation of the machine except
the feeding of the letters in bunches.
The motor is attached by a flexible lamp
cord to an ordinary electric lighting
socket, and to start the machine it is
only necessary to turn the switch. A
/-horsepower motor will do the work,
so that the charge for current is negli-
gible.

ELECTRIC WATER STILL.
One of the latest applications of elec-

tric current in the laboratory is the water
still. This device has a capacity of one
gallon of distilled water per hour and

ELECTRIC WATER STILL.

operates on 110 or 220 -volt direct or
alternating current.

The device consists of a resistance ele-
ment, superimposed on which is a very
shallow retort properly insulated, so as
to use up all the heat energy obtainable.
The dome and the inside of the retort
throughout are block tin lined. Sur-
rounding the retort is a condensing
trough into which cold water is allowed
to run. The condensing tube leading
from the retort is immersed in this
trough, and has sufficient fall to deliver
the distilled water rapidly. The water
supply is allowed to come in at the bot-
tom of the trough, and absorbs the heat
from the condensing tube; the upper
layer of water, therefore, being warm,
is utilized for filling the retort, the ex-
cess being allowed to go to waste. In
this manner the water is pre -heated, and
98 per cent of energy of the still is
utilized.



ANNEALING AND TEMPERING BY ELECTRIC
FURNACE.

Best results in annealing and temper-
ing can only be obtained by constant
temperature in the furnace. Tempera-
ture requirements also vary and it is
therefore essential that the heat be eas-
ily regulated. The large area exposed
to the air by gas or coal furnaces per-
mits rapid radiation of heat and conse-

FIG. 1. ELECTRIC FURNACE AND TRANSFORMER.

quently poor regulation, but the applica-
tion of electricity has solved this prob-
lem.

In the type of electric furnace illus-
trated, which operates on alternating
current, metallic salts are reduced to a
liquid state by the heating effect of the
current. When the salts reach a liquid
condition the temperature can easily be
regulated by varying the amount of cur-
rent passing through the bath. Any

temperature from 250 to 1350°C. may
be obtained.

As shown in Fig. 1 the outfit consists
of a furnace at the left, with hood sus-
pended above ; a regulating transformer
in the middle, and a switch -board with
current measuring instruments at the
right. The regulating switch on the

transformer is for
varying the amount of
current to the furnace.

Fig. 2 is a sectional
view of the furnace.
A fire clay crucible is
surrounded by insulat-
ing material, such as
asbestos, and rests on a
fire clay box, all in-
closed in the middle.
Suitable electrodes en-
ter opposite sides of the
crucible and are con-
nected by heavy leads
one to each terminal of
the low voltage side of
the transformer, the
function of the trans-
former being to take
the ordinary lighting
or power current and
reduce its voltage to
the proper amount to
operate the furnace.

After the bath has
reached its proper
temperature, that por-
tion of the material to
be hardened is placed
entirely in the liquid
bath, and is allowed to
remain there until it at-
tains the same color as

the bath, when it is removed and tem-
pered in water or oil as the case may be.

The bath for hardening or annealing
completely fills the crucible, and may
consist of equal portions of barium and
potassium chloride. The ultimate tem-
perature depends on the relative propor-
tions of the two chlorides, the higher
the percentage of barium chloride, the
higher the temperature may be carried.

In addition to hardening, the furnace
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FIG. 2. CROSS SECTION OF ELECTRIC
FURNACE.

may be used for softening tempered
steel, the bath being maintained at a
temperature of about 250°C. for this
work.

LONG TRANSMISSION LINE FOR SMALL
POWER.

The Famatina Development Corpora-
tion, which is interested in the develop-
ment of copper mines near Chilecite, Ar-
gentine, is installing a hydro -electric
plant and transmission line to carry the
power 20 miles away to the mines. This
installation is interesting from the fact
that only loo horsepower, and ultimately
twice this amount, are to be transmitted
over such a comparatively long line. The
expensive line was made necessary by
the scarcity of fuel in that region.

ELECTROPLATING WITHOUT IMMERSION.

It is sometimes desirable to electro-
plate a part only of some object, or the
character of the object is such that it is
impracticable to immerse it in the solu-
tion. The "sponge plater" makes this
work easy of accomplishment and the
result is very satisfactory.

The device consists of a split anode
holder in a glass tube, a sponge being
inserted in the open- end of the tube and
the other end of the tube bearing a rub-
ber bulb with which to produce suction
in the tube.

To operate the sponge plater connect
the positive terminal of the battery or
generator to the terminal at the hulb
end and the negative to the article to be
plated. Slightly compress the bulb, dip
the sponge into the solution and draw
enough up into the tube to partly im-

ELECTROPLATING DEVICE.

merse the anode. Now if the sponge
is applied to the article to be plated, de-
posit will immediately take place. The
sponge' is kept saturated with solution
while in use, by slight compression of
the bulb.

Anyone who can plate in the regular
way can use the sponge plater and the
usual plating solutions are employed.



ELECTRIC LIGHT IN A CITY'S UPBUILDING.
BY JOHN M. CONNELLY.

That Denver has become widely known as "The City of Lights" is the result of strictly
educational methods employed by the local lighting company through advertising and solici-
tation. The people of Denver take just pride in this name which has been applied to their
city, and instead of a feeling of hostility toward the lighting company, which was once prev-
alent, enthusiasm is now the rule, over any movement that purposes the intelligent unfold-
ing of the advantages of electricity. The story of this "change of heart" is an interesting
one.-Editorial Note.

Not so many years back it took a good
deal of courage and indifference to ridi-
cule, to seriously contend that electric
light used liberally by the business men
and government of a fair-sized munici-
pality, could be made to play a promi-
nent part in its upbuilding. The electric
sign was here, but there were few who
thought its influence extended much be-
yond the limits of its
aggregate c a n d l e -
power, and fewer
still who cared to
bare their convic-
tions on the ef-
ficiency of an adver-
tising medium not
yet thoroughly
tested.

One of the best
all-around tests ever
given electric light
to prove its many-
sided value for ad-
vertising, had its in-
ception and setting
in Denver less than
a decade ago. A
young man given to
the scientific world
by the state that has
supplied the coun-
try with so many
presidents, went to
Denver to rehabilitate the decay-
ing affairs of a broken-down light
company thoroughly despised and cor-
dially cursed by an irritated public and
hostile press. It was an Herculean task
to face, and to meet it successfully re-
quired a great intellect. To turn the
flank of an overwhelming public preju-
dice is a strategical feat not easily or
often accomplished, but Henry L. Do-
herty, the youthful president of the re-
organized Denver Gas and Electric Com-
pany, displayed his abilities as a tacti-

HENRY L. DOHERTY.

cian by saving a serious situation. He
is endowed with that rare power of
"spotting" the psychological moment
with clock -like precision, and has a
secret service instinct when it comes to
penetrating any disguise in which oppor-
tunity may masquerade.

Just about this time Denver was be-
ginning to poke her head above the ruins

of the '93 panic. The
spirit that raised a
great city on the
plains at the foot of
the Rockies gave
signs of life and the
chaos created by the
blow of hard times
was lifting. Back
came the fervency of
the old enthusiasm
born of the knowl-
edge that Denver is
the heart of an em-
pire stored with in-
exhaustible . wealth,
and the timidity of a
panic-stricken peo-
ple vanished before
a lusty movement to
boost the advan-
tages of the city and
state.

Mr. Doherty dis-
cerned in this awak-

ening his opportunity and he was quick
to strike with a "great idea" at the psy-
chological moment. Given the mark to
shoot at and what you want the shot to
do, you need the right kind of ammuni-
tion and the proper brand of firing piece.
At this time a controversy was sizzling
with reference to restrictions on the
hanging of electric signs and Mr. Do-
herty used a letter on this subject to the
city authorities as a 13 -inch gun to fire
his "great idea." It is entirely original
in corporation annals and has reached
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the stature of a classic in the electrical
world. Here is the gist of it :

"The whole West stands for progress
and originality. Denver is the most pro-
gressive city of the West and is the best
known. The whole country is interest-
ed in Denver, for we have given health
back to people from every state. Den-
ver's population is made up from every
state in the Union, and these people are
in active touch with the people of their
old homes. Let them have something
distinctive about which to boast of Den-
ver's progressiveness, and we will at-
tract people here to invest in Denver's
industries and real estate, because we are
known as enterprising people. Denver's
motto, `Forward,' would be merely a
pitiful joke, if some people's views were
general. Does Denver live up to her
motto? The motto is an ambitious one.
It means progress, and progress does not
spring from inaction. This company by
its work can make Denver known as the
'City of Lights.' We can help make
Denver's motto truly fit.

"When the promoters of the Pan-
American Exposition wanted to attract
the attention of the whole world, they
did not depend upon parks and boule-
vards. They used lights and lights, and
lots of them. They had to spend mil-
lions for buildings and ground improve-
ments, but the few dollars spent on light-
ing were what made the tongues of the
whole world wag. We have put more
lights on Denver's streets in the past
three years than the entire number of
lights on the electric tower at the Pan-
American Exposition.

"What display lighting does for ex-
positions, it will do for Denver. If you
can attract visitors to these international
expositions and make the whole world
advertise them by the liberal use of light-
ing, you can do the same thing for Den-
ver. These expositions pay many thou-
sands of dollars for this lighting. Den-
ver as a city is not asked to pay any-
thing. Her merchants are perfectly
willing to do this. Liberality in electric
sign regulations is necessary.

"There are some people who do not
want to progress, who have not enough
civic pride to want to see their own city
go ahead. They are holding back for
fear of spending a few dollars. They

see their neighbor go ahead and they at
once have a protest to make. The atti-
tude of these people is diametrically op-
posed to the sentiment of Denver's
motto.

"There is another class that does not
know what progress means. The atmos-
phere of their minds is ethereal and they
have learned none of the lessons of
building up industries and commerce.
They are commercially anemic. I may
not be entirely able to divorce myself
from a prejudicial viewpoint. I am a
believer in light, the same as the pro-
moters of expositions, and for the same
reasons. They may be radical and may
not have the true sense of art, but they
are builders and their work is synony-
mous with Denver's motto. I have tried
to be unprejudiced and I have tried
to look at the question from a citizen's
viewpoint. I am forced to look at it at
times from the' viewpoint of a respon-
sible representative of a large public in-
dustry, whose future depends almost en-
tirely on the future prosperity of this
city.

"I have also said to myself, `What
would I do if I were mayor of Denver?'
And my best judgment has answered:
`If I were mayor of Denver I would say,
I want to make Denver the best lighted
city in the world.' If light can make
expositions attractive; if it can draw
people from all over the world; if it can
make people wonder and can make the
tongues of the world wag; then 'me for
light' and lots of it. When Mr. Out -of -
(late and Mrs. Artistic Newlyrich pro-
test, I would say that Denver is a com-
mercial center; it is the `Queen City of
the Plains' ; its motto is `Forward,' and
we are going to live up to our motto. If
Denver can be made the talk of the
country by the development of display
lighting, then me for light."

The sentiment expressed by Mr. Do-
herty was echoed by the Denver Post in
the following editorial: "What was the
deepest impression everybody brought
from the World's Fair at St. Louis? The
illumination F Let all answer, who visit-
ed the great exposition : 'What does
your pleasantest 'memory recall, above
everything else beautiful and impres-
sive?' The lights!
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"The lesson is invincible. Denver is
already known as the 'City of Sunshine.'
And it can be made world famous as the
'City of Lights,' by encouraging private
electrical illumination. The electric sign
represents a tremendous opportunity for
Denver.

"Of course, the object of the electric
light company is selfish, but it is the kind
of selfishness we want more of. Civic
pride and municipal progress are based
upon reaping material advantage, just as
the merchant, who invests in a beautiful
electric sign, does so to advertise his
business, but, while advertising his
goods, helps to make the city attractive."

And then sounded the slogan, "Boost
for the City of Light," and a wave of
public opinion of resistless force swept
aside all opposition to lavish illumina-
tion. Famed before as a city of sun-
shine, Denver now made a marked im-
pression on account of its picturesque
private and public lighting. It now feels
that its claim to the title of the "City of
Lights" is indisputable, and its citizens
are convinced that all the title implies
has been a wonderful force in the up -
building of the new Denver.

All of this tells the story of a great
idea worked out with marvelous success
by electric light. Incidentally, the once
despised light company is now lauded
for the great work it performed in con-
nection with Denver's richly productive
booster movement.

BUTTER MADE BY ELECTRICITY.
A process of butter making by means

of electrolytic action on cream has re-
cently been patented by George V.
Frye and Frank B. Hinkson, of Lexing-
ton, Ohio.

Stated briefly, the process consists in
the massing of butter globules on the
positive electrode, which is suspended
opposite the negative electrode in a re-
ceptacle containing cream, previously
cooled to counteract the heating effect of
the current. The electrical current not
only collects the butter globules in sus-
pension and in solution, but it also has a
"ripening" action necessary to proper
butter making.

After the electrolysed butter is collect-
ed it is worked mechanically to give it
the usual marketable form. The process

is claimed to produce butter of a su-
perior quality and without waste.

SOME NEW LAMP FIXTURES.
Artistically designed- lamp fixtures are

an important adjunct to the interior dec-
orations of any room. From the multi-
tude of designs of electric fixtures and
portable lamps now on the market, em-
bodying a great variety of sizes and ma-
terials, it is possible to select a type that
will exactly fit in with the general
scheme of decoration in almost any in -

AN ARTISTIC TABLE LAMP.

terior. Most large department stores
now keep electric fixtures, and they are
also obtainable from electrical supply
dealers, contractors, or from electric
light companies.

Two very appropriate designs are il-
lustrated one a portable lamp and the
other a new type of electrolier. The
portable lamp embodies in the design a
base of cast brass in the form of a palm
leaf, surmounted by an artistically de-
signed post carrying a standard three-
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prong dome holder. The dome is of
straw opalescent glass, roughed inside to
give a sunlight effect. The metal work
is finished a Pompeian green, and a
green silk extension cord is provided,
with plug and pull socket.

The electrolier is a new idea in the
fixture line and is so arranged that any
number of lamp arms from one to five

Interchangeable
for 1, 2, 3,4 or

5 lights

Bottom light
can be

attached
if desired

INTERCHANGEABLE ELECTROLIER.

may be used. The fixture body is pro-
vided with removable screws, properly
spaced, for fastening the arms in place.
The bottom finishing ornament, holding
the lower half of the body, is so ar-
ranged that a cord may be passed
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through it for a pendent switch or it
may be utilized with the use of a holder
for an additional bottom light instead,
carrying either dome or ball as required.

The result is that with this line the
local dealer in the smaller towns may
purchase a limited number of stems and
arms and make up a multiplicity of de-
signs according to cost or effect to suit
the customer. This enables the contrac-
tor to complete his wiring job without
delay as is usually made necessary by
awaiting receipt of the fixtures from the
factory. For instance, an assortment of
stems, arms and holders will make an
approximate ninety-nine possible com-
binations.

ADVANTAGE OF PRACTICAL TRAINING.
Mr. H. H. Norris, professor of elec-

trical engineering at Cornell University,
thinks that the average man prefers to
work with his hands rather than with
his head ; for example, a student will
usually take more interest and pleasure
in building and testing a motor than he
will in calculating accurately what the
torque in that ,motor .will be when the
machine has certain physical character-
istics. Again, students lose interest in
theory when they become very much ab-
sorbed in practical work; that is, they
seem to like the practice better than
they do the theory. Therefore,'in tech=
nical training there should be included
just enough practice to produce facts to
think with, and no more; just enough
facts to furnish the material for organ-
ization.

Dr. C. P. Steinmetz, professor of elec-
trical engineering' in Union University
and one of -fhe world's greatest ele--
trical enginee s, showed his broad-mind-
edness in iéent technical discussio
on the traini of electrical engineers,
by the following statement :

"We must not forget, however, that
the college is not the only educational
institution. There_. are other important
educational institutions for electrical en-
gineers. There are trade schools and cor-
respondence schools. They do work the
importance of which many of you do not
appreciate, work of the highest value, and
I want to speak here for them and draw
attention to them so that we may give
them proper recognition."



MEASUREMENT OF HIGH TEMPERATURES.
Standing before some raging furnace

or retort we are told, perhaps, that the
temperature of the fiery interior is 2,000
or 3,000 degrees Fahrenheit, or even
more. The heat is terrific and almost
blinds us even at a considerable distance.

FIG. I. RADIATION PYROMETER IN OPERATION.

So we are inclined to wonder how it is
that these high temperatures are meas-
ured, when one breath from the white
hot mass would melt an ordinary ther-
mometer as if it were an icicle.

To know the temperature of such fur-

naces is essential in many industrial pro-
cesses where great heat is employed, as
in glass making, the manufacture of
porcelain, etc. These temperature de-
terminations are variously made, some-
times by thermo-couples, as they are

called, placed in
the hot body ;
that is junctions
of two different
metals which
when heated
cause electric
current to flow
in a circuit in
which they are
included, which
current is then
measured.
Sometimes Se-
gar cones of
fusible clay are
used by potters.
These melt at a
certain temper-
ature, but they
must be careful-
ly watched and
even then indi-
cate indifferent-
ly only one giv-
en temperature.

Pyrometers
are the best in-
struments f o r
indicating high
temperatures.
Two such in-
struments a r e
shown in the il-
lustrations and
their operation
is very inter-
esting.

Fig. i shows
the Fery radia-
tion pyrometer,
which, when

pointed toward a hot body, gives continu-
ous automatic readings of temperature.
It will even measure the temperature of
steel billets passing through rolls in a
steel mill, and that without stopping the
rolls.
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i'o understand the working of the in-
strument it is only necessary to remem-
ber the following facts :

All bodies radiate heat to their sur-
roundings and the amount of heat radi-
ated increases so rapidly with rise of
temperature that it can be felt even be-
fore the body is hot enough to give out
light. Heat rays can be reflected and
brought together at a focus just as light
rays can, so that where a concave mirror
brings light to a focused image there is
also a "heat image" at the same spot.
The well-known burning glass which is
used to set fire to a piece of paper by
focusing heat rays frem the sun is an
example of this. The same thing that is
done by a lens or burning glass can be
done better by a concave mirror, and for
that reason a mirror is used in the radia-
tion pyrometer.

If two different metals are joined to -

r= f'-
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thermo-couple, and the place where the
two metals are joined together and heat-
ed is called the "hot junction." The
place where the two metals are joined to
the rest of the circuit is called the "cold
junction," and it is the difference in
temperature between the hot and cold
junctions that causes a current to flow.

The heat rays given out by a hot body
fall on a concave mirror in the pyrometer
telescope and are brought together to a
focus. At this focus is the hot junction
of a thermo-couple, and this junction is
heated by the focused heat rays, the
hotter the body the hotter the junction.

To guide the pointing of the telescope
an eye -piece is provided, through which
the reflected image of the hot body may
be seen.

The indicating outfit that goes with the
pyrometer contains an instrument like an
ammeter for measuring electric current.

1111,ii1,mi,,,u,
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FIG. 2. A SELF -CHECKING PYROMETER.

gether and their junction is heated there
will be an electrical pressure at the junc-
tion, and this pressure will cause a flow
of current if an electrical circuit is pro-
vided. The more the junction is heated
the bigger will be the current, the cur-
rent always being in direct proportion to
the temperature. This device is called a

This indicator is connected by wires to
the circuit containing the hot junction.
The scale on this instrument is, however,
calibrated to read in degrees instead of
amperes, therefore the needle on the
scale at all times shows the temperature
in degrees Fahrenheit of the hot body.

An interesting, self -checking pyrom-
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eter, radically different from previous
types, is shown in Fig. 2. It is especial-
ly intended for use where it is desired to
hold the temperature of an oven, vat,
etc., at a given value.

This pyrometer consists of two parts
the bulb or fire end and the indicator.
The bulb consists of a porcelain or
quartz tube, protected by a seamless
nickel tube and containing a coil of plati-
num wire.

The indicator consists of a Wheat-
stone bridge mounted in the base of a

FIG. 3. SHOWING APPLICATION OF
WHEATSTONE BRIDGE TO PYROMETER.

type ammeter. The
ammeter may be connected to an ordi-
nary Ito -volt direct current system.

Fig. 3 shows the principle of the
Wheatstone bridge as applied to the
pyrometer. (F) and (G) are the IIO-
volt mains. In one of them is located the
bridge (A), (C), (D), (B). (A) and
(B) are known constant resistances, (C
is a known variable resistance and (D)
is the unknown resistance, in this case
the coil of platinum wire in the furnace.

If (A), (B), (C) and (D) are all
equal in resistance the current will di-
vide equally in the branches (AC) and
(BD) and none will flow through the
ammeter (A'), and it will not indicate.
If the resistance of (D) increases some
current will flow from (B) through the
ammeter through (C) and out, causing
a deflection of the needle. It will read-
ily be seen, therefore, that the ammeter
scale may be marked off in degrees of
temperature so that the changes of re-
sistance of (D) due to the temperature
in the furnace may be indicated in de-
grees of temperature on the scale. The
fundamental principle of the bridge pre-
cludes any errors through fluctuation of
the voltage in the main circuit (G), (F).

The bridge is arranged so that the va-
riable resistance (C) may be increased
and balanced up against (D) at the mid-
dle point of every zoo degrees of its
range. If, for instance, the instrument
is off calibration three per cent, the error
in the temperature reading will be three
per cent of too, or three degrees, any-
where on the scale. At I,800 degrees, for
example, it would still be three degrees,
if properly balanced. Without the bal-
ancing feature the error in 1,800 degrees
would be three per cent of 1,800 degrees,
or 54 degrees.

CHEMICAL RECTIFIER.

In the Question Box of the National
Electric Light Association Bulletin the
question was asked : Is there a chemical
rectifier designed to operate on no -volt
alternating current and to change the
same to direct current suitable for oper-
ating a one -sixth horsepower motor? G.
W. Barlow of South Bend, Ind., offered
the following solution of the problem :

Take four ordinary battery jars and
fill them with a saturated solution of
water and borax, or bicarbonate of soda.
Then gec four pieces of ordinary stove-
pipe or, better still, an equivalent of

t
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sheet lead one -quarter inch thick. Next,
get four pieces of aluminum of about
one -tenth the surface area of the stove-
pipe or lead, and arrange so that they
can be raised or lowered ; also removed
entirely when not in use. Connect as
shown in the diagram.

When using iron, if it does not start
at first, soak the iron in a strong solu-
tion of common lye until the grease is
cleared off. The ratio of transformation
will be about t to to 95, and the direct
current can he readily reduced to proper
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voltage by the use of lamps or water re-
sistance. Fuse up to 15 amperes on the
alternating -current side before starting.

Such a rectifier will be found equal to
a small mercury rectifier for ignition bat -
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tery work and small batteries in offices
of dentists and physicians, and in house-
hold service. It heats a trifle and needs
a little attention, but is cheap and
efficient.

FIRST ELECTRIC FIRE
They are the first electrical fireboats

in the world. They are the largest and
most powerful fire boats in the world and
the first centrifugal pump boats to be
used on the great lakes. They are the
first fire boats to be driven by electric pro-
pulsion. They are the first turbine driven
boats in the world to be electrically con-
trolled from the pilot house. The engi-
neer answers no bells. The captain con -

BOATS IN THE WORLD.
electric dynamo and a centrifugal pump
to throw the water. The dynamo in the
middle generates electricity which is
carried to electric motors to run the
boat. The centrifugal pump at the left
pumps the water for the fire streams.
The steam turbine at the right oper-
ates them both.

A peculiar set of conditions made the
above arrangement desirable. The Chi-

EI.ECTrnc FIRE BOAT TN ACTION.

trols the screws from the pilot house.
going ahead or back on either or both
at any speed, entirely independent of the
engineer. These are the interesting
characteristics of the two new twin fire-
boats in Chicago, the Joseph Medill and
the Graeme Stewart-"Dreadnaughts"
among the fire fighters of the world.

In the design of these boats the power
is applied in a unique manner. On one
shaft is a powerful steam turbine, an

cago River is crossed by bridges every
block or two, which must be opened for
the passage of the boats, so that high
speed is out of the question. It was
considered, further, that a combination
of circumstances requiring full power
on the fire pumps and full power on the
propelling motors at the same time for
any protracted period is practically im-
possible, and that if, while the boat is
pumping water to her full capacity, the
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ON DECK OF A FIRE BOAT.

motors are called into service to change
her position slightly, the turbines will
easily stand the temporary overload.

It was for this reason that the electric
propulsion was decided upon. The tur-
bines were there, anyway, for the fire -
pumps. If ordinary steam engines were
used for propelling the boat, it meant
two more engines, with four cylinders,
valves, shafts, rods and all the compli-

CENTRIFUGAL PUMP

the sea cocks are closed and the pumps
drained of water. When an alarm comes
in the engineer has only to start his tur-
bines, circulating and air pumps. The
captain starts the propelling motors, and
on the run to the fire, the power of the
turbines is used for running the boat
only, the impellers of the fire pumps
turning freely in the casings and doing
no work. On arrival at the fire, all the
engineer has to do is, without stopping
the turbines, to open the sea cocks and
turn water into the pumps.

If the boat ever has to go into rough
water, there can be no racing of the
screws, the speed of the motors being
constant for whatever voltage is being
used ; this being governed by the con-
troller. Another advantage is that, if a
sudden strain is put upon the shaft by
the propeller striking heavy ice, or run-
ning against dock piles or other obstruc-
tions which are frequently encountered
in the confined spaces in which the boats
must work, the circuit breaker is auto -

STEAM TURBINE

COMBINATION STEAM TURBINE, DYNAMO AND PUMP ON FIRE BOAT.

cated working parts to take care of and
keep in repair. Adding the generators
and motors, which practically require no
attention at all, the engineer is even re-
lieved of the necessity of answering
bells and operating engines as usual.

When the boat is lying at her station,
under banked fires, waiting for an alarm,

matically thrown out, instantly taking
off the power.

Each steam turbine is of 66o horse-
power and there are two on each boat.
The pump connected to each will deliver
9,000 gallons of water at 15o pounds to
the square inch. By branch pipes, prop-
erly fitted, the discharge of one going

C
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into the suction of the other, the pumps
may be operated in tandem, throwing
5,000 gallons of water a minute at 500
pounds pressure.

APPLICATIONS OF SMALL STORAGE
BA1 TERIES.

Storage batteries or accumulators or
secondary batteries, as they are various-
ly known, are extremely useful in elec-
trical work, for they afford the only
means of apparently "storing" electric-
ity ; that is, putting current into the de-
vice in time of plenty and taking it out
again in time of need, or putting it in
in one locality and carrying it to an-
other for application.

When the accumulator was still in the
experimental stage in 1881, enthusiasm
was aroused by the fact that Sir Wil-
liam Thomson, afterward Lord Kelvin,
received in Scotland a "box of electric
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chemical action. Not the same literal
electricity is taken out as is put in. But,
as Mr. Kipling would say, that is an-
other story.

Large storage batteries are used in
electric light, power and railway work.
but there is also a wide field of applica-
tion for small accumulators. The bat-
teries make available many electrical ap-
pliances where other sources of current
are not at hand. They operate electric
fans, railway signals, motors for phono-
graphs, sewing machines and other pur-
poses, interior telephone and fire -alarm
systems, telegraph circuits, bell circuits,
portable electric lamps, carriage lights,
small motor boats, Christmas tree dec-
orations, sparkers for automobile or oth-
er gas engines, etc. For some purposes,
as in laboratory work the steady stor-
age -battery current is preferred even
when other sources are available.

Of course some means of charging

With Lamps in Circuit. With Rheostat in Circuit
METHODS OF CHARGING STORAGE BATTERIES.

energy" charged by Faure in France.
This, seemingly made electricity porta-
ble ; it was put into the battery cell in
Paris, as one would put clothing into a
traveling bag, and taken out for use in
Glasgow.

Really the electricity is not actually
stored when the 'current is applied to the
cell (a battery, strictly speaking, con-
sists of two or more cells or units). cer-
tain chemical changes are set up. This
;is "charging" the battery. When
charged, if the proper electrical connec-
tions are made, current will flow or dis-
charge from the battery as the result of

the cells must be available, and it is to
be remembered that only direct current
can be employed for this purpose. If
the source of supply is alternating cur-
rent, some means, as a "mercury recti-
fier," must be used to change it to di-
rect current. If the cells must be taken
to the charging source, the portable bat-
tery is, of course, necessary. In this
type the "elements"-that is, the posi-
tive and negative plates, properly ar-
ranged-are sealed in rubber jars and
placed in a wooden case with a handle.
For small stationary batteries glass jars
are generally used.
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The electromotive force of a storage
cell is usually figured at two volts; it is
about that at the beginning of discharge,
but the voltage runs down to about 1.75
at the end of discharge at the normal
rate. If the battery is discharged fas-

SMALL PORTABI. E STORAG E BATTERY.

ter than the i,nrin:tI r,,te, the voltage will
be somewhat lhi vcr.

Capacities of batteries are stated in
ampere -hours at gi\cn rates of dis-
charge. Thus, a cell of a certain size
may discharge at 3/4 ampere for eight
hours. It therefore has a capacity of
(/ X, 8) six amperes -hours ; or it may
discharge at the rate of i% amperes for
three hours, giving a capacity of 4/
ampere -hours. One rating is at the
8 -hour rate; the other at the 3 -hour
rate. If the battery has been completely
discharged at the 8 -hour rate, it will usu-
ally require about nine hours to recharge
it at the same rate. At a high rate of
discharge a_battery is not completely ex-
hausted, and it is necessary to restore
only what has been taken out in ampere -
hours, plus a small surplus for losses.

The simplest method of charging is
from a direct -current incandescent light-
ing circuit, using lamps connected in
parallel to reduce the voltage, the cur-
rent being adjusted by varying the num-
ber of lamps. The lamps are in series
with the battery. If the charging source
is a 110 -120 -volt circuit, and the charg-
ing rate five amperes, zo i6 -candlepower
or six 32 -candlepower lamps in parallel,
with the group in series with the bat-
tery, will give the desired charging rate.
The connections are shown in one of
the cuts on the preceding page.

Instead of lamps, a rheostat is some-
times used, as shown in second cut. Its
resistance should be such as to produce,
when carrying the normal charging cur-
rent, a drop in voltage equal to the dif-
ference between the pressure of the
charging source and that of the battery
to be charged. Thus, if a battery of three
cells, requiring a maximum of about
seven volts to charge, is to be charged
from a 110 -volt circuit at a 5-ampere
rate, the resistance to be provided would.
be, according to Ohm's law, which is :

E EC=-orR=-,
R C

I I 0 -7 volts
= 20.6 ohms.

5 amperes

The carrying capacity of the rheostat
should be slightly in excess of the cur-
rent required. The voltage required for
charging varies from 2.4 to 2.7 volts.

It is often desirable to have one set
of batteries in service while another is
being charged. The diagram shows a
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CONNECTIONS FOR TWO SETS OF
BATTERIES.

convenient arrangement for accomplish-
ing this. (A) represents the source of
current and (B) the lamps or other re-
sistance. (C) and (D) are knife switches
connected as shown to batteries (E) and
(F). (G) represents the connection to
the apparatus supplied with current by
the batteries. By throwing the switches
in opposite directions one battery will be
charging while the other is discharging.

Always connect the positive wire of
the charging source to the positive ter-
minal of the battery and the negative
wire of the charging source to the nega-
tive terminal.
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GE1 TING A LIGHT.

Since the beginning, fire has been the
most sacred possession of man. Fire
came with the very beginning of civiliz-
ation. It was worshipped by the men of
the East and the half -savage Aztecs and
Incas of the West. In this modern elec-
trical age, when the simple turning of a
switch gives immediate light or heat, it
is interesting to follow the history of
the primitive methods of "getting a
light."

In ancient days it was very difficult to
obtain fire and among the savages men
were tolled off to tend the fires and to
carry the live coals from place to place.
Many of the American Indians could not
make fire at all and either obtained their
sparks from neighboring tribes or from
trees struck and fired by lightning. Once
the fire was obtained it was never al-
lowed to go out. Other savage tribes
produced fire by friction. The fire drill,
used by American Indians of the North,
which whirled a pointed stick of hard
wood in a shallow crevice of a dry block
of softer wood, was a good source of
fire so long as it was kept dry. The drill
revolving with great rapidity raised the
temperature of the wood dust in the
crevice until it burst into a flame.

Then came the flint and steel which
proved the handiest way of getting a
light for hundreds of years. Even in
the memory of some of the older folk of
today the flint and steel were in daily
use. When it was found that a b:t of
jagged flint, struck with a piece of steel,
would emit a shower of bright and in-
tensely hot sparks, then fire building be-
came easy. Sparks from the flint would
set fire to tow, to charred rags, to gun-
powder or to most any combustible ma-
terial.] The first matclies were made of thin
strips of highly resinous or dry pine-
wood, about six inches long, the pointed
ends of which were dipped in melted
sulphur; thus prepared, the sulphur
point's easily ignited when applied to a
spark obtained by striking fire into
tinder from a flint and steel. Then some-
one invented the "instantaneous light
box." This consisted of a small tin box
containing a bottle, in which was placed
some sulphuric acid, with enough
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fibrous asbestos to soak it up and pre-
vent its spilling, and a supply of prop-
erly prepared matches. These primitive
matches consisted of small splints of
wood about two inches long one end of
which was coated with a chemical mix-
ture, prepared by mixing chlorate of
potash, six parts; powdered loaf sugar,
two parts; powdered gum arabic, one
part ; the whole colored with a little ver-
million and mixed with water until it
became a thin paste. The splints were
first dipped into melted sulphur and then
into the prepared paste. They were
really made to burn by dipping the pre-
pared ends into sulphuric acid.

In the year 1823 a peculiar match was
introduced. Phosphorous and sulphur
were carefully mixed in a glass tube
tightly corked. A splinter of wood was
slipped into the tube, a small portion of
the mixture was drawn out, and when
this was exposed to the air it ignited
and set fire to the wood. John Walker,
a druggist in England, invented the first
really practical friction matches, giving
to them the name of "Congreves." They
were of thin strips of wood, or card-
board, coated and dipped with sulphur
and tipped with a mixture of sulphide of
antimony, chlorate of potash and mucil-
age. But they cost 25 cents for seven
dozen of them.

It was not until about the year 1833
that the friction method of obtaining a
light began to be developed, and fric-
tion matches came into use.

But even matches, so common today,
are being superseded by electrical de-
vices. Electric cigar lighters are pro-
vided at cigar stands as a substitute for
matches which take too much time. The
electric lights are rapidly superseding
thé old oil and gas lamps, which require
matches, and even the faithful old cook
stove is being replaced with an electric
cooking outfit which produces plenty of
heat without fire or flame and without
matches or',. fuel. The electric cigar
lighter, which is the very latest rr ethod
of obtaining a light, consists primarily
of a few turns of German silver wire
stretched behind a non -conducting
screen of mica or embedded in heat re-
sisting cement. Electricity passing
through this wire makes it red hot
which in turn heats the screen or cement.



THE "WHITE COAL"
The people of Switzerland are noted

for their thrift and ability to utilize to
the last degree the available products
of their country. But in the matter of
fuel they have al-
ways been depend-
ent upon outside
sources, and to them
"coal bills" have
been a matter of
serious concern.
Fortunately, how-
ever, they had in
their own beautiful
Alps a substitute
for coal which the
developments in el-
ectricity in the last
few years have
placed at their dis-
posal. This substi-
tute is hydroelectric
power-the "White
Coal" of Switzer-
land.

Throughout the
mountains of Switz-
erland are glacier -
fed lakes which
have been the ad-
miration of sight-
seers for centuries.
These lakes, situ-
ated as they are at
great altitudes, are
every one a source
of potential energy,
waiting only to be
tapped by man to
pour out their
wealth of power.
Electric power thus
generated is now
used very exten-
sively in the opera-
tion of Swiss rail-
roads and in the
manufacturing in-
dustries.

One of the not-
able power devel-
)pments is the Brusio-Campoclogna
plant, supplied by Lake Pochiavo over
3,000 feet above the level of the sea.
There is a tunnel carried through the

OF SWITZERLAND.
mountain leading from the Lake Poch-
iavo headrace to a collecting basin, and
the water is carried through penstocks
under a head of 98o feet to the power

plant located at
Campocologna. The
headrace tunnel is
25 feet below the
normal water level
of the lake, a siphon
being utilized for
connecting the tun-
nel with the lake
instead of directly
with the lake bed.

The five great
penstocks, which
bring the water
down the mountain
from the tunnel, ter-
minate in the power
plant at the foot of
the incline, and the
force of the water
coming from such a
height is sufficient
to generate 48,000
horsepower.

The dynamos in
the power house de-
liver electric cur-
rent at a pressure of
7,000 volts. This
pressure is, how-
ever, not sufficient
to transmit the elec-
tricity over the long
distance which it is
to be carried before
it is turned to use-
ful work, so trans-
formers. are used
which raise the
pressure to 50,000
volts. Current at
this pressure is car-
ried by a transmis-
sion line through
nearly too towns

ORIGIN OF THE "WHITE COAL." and across three
provinces. The

towers which carry the conducting
wires are of steel lattice work. There
are over 3,000 of them and they weigh
from [,5oo to 2,80o pounds each.
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ELECTRIC TRANSMISSION LINE IN SWITZERLAND.

Owing to the fact that the generating
plant is not located on a railroad line the
heavy machinery was hauled over the
mountain roads by teams, part by part.
One of the pictures shows a massive
armature being drawn to its destination,
20 horses being required to accomplish
the task.

HAULING ELECTRIC MACHINERY
THROUGH THE MOUNTAINS.
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PATENT OFFICE ODDITIES.
Mr. William A. Darrah related some

of his experiences as an examiner in the
United States Patent Office at a recent
meeting of the branch of the American
Institute of Electrical Engineers at the
Worcester (Mass.) Polytechnic Insti-
tute. He found the work very interest-
ing. He observed that the examiner han-
dles applications from all kinds of peo-
ple in all parts of the world ( for there
are a large percentage of foreign appli-
cants), and naturally comes across many
curious errors and ideas. Thus a cer-
tain legal light from California, more
versed in legal than technical details,
recently presented several cases describ-
ing a "Paul and Rachel" wheel evident-
ly considering "pawl and ratchet" a bib-
ical quotation. Then there is the class
of attorneys, who, having a marked an-
tipathy to friction, call all pivots "anti -
friction pivots," while another group of
practitioners call all devices automatic.
The applicants from abroad, notably
German inventors who try to conduct
their cases after the rules of their home
office, are another group who make in-
teresting errors.



SOME UNIQUE MOTOR APPLICATIONS.
The field of usefulness of electric mo-

tors for driving machinery is practically
limitless. In this electrical age motors
are no longer considered complicated or
impracticable by the average power
user, and there is almost no line of work
requiring power where they may not be
employed with economy.

THREE STAGE PORTABLE PUMP.

The three illustrations show the ap-
plication of motor drive to three widely
different operations. One is a letter
sealing machine, driven by a little spher-
ical motor about as large as a good sized
apple. It is a pretty small affair, not
over one -thirtieth horsepower, but it
makes the letter sealing machine hum.
The only work necessary is to feed the
letters into the machine, where they are
moistened and come out neatly sealed,
all in the twinkling of an eye.

Another view shows an induction mo-
tor operating an unhairing machine in
a modern tannery. The motor is fast-
ened to the ceiling and drives a number
of rolls which carry spiral shaped knives
or scrapers. The hides are fed into the
roller and come with all the hair neatly
and expeditiously removed.

It might here be mentioned that an
induction motor is different from the di-
rect current motor, or the ordinary al-
ternating current motor. These operate
on the principle that a current flowing
from the wires of the line through the

wires in the armature and out again wil
cause the armature to revolve owing to
the fact that the magnetism which is in
the pole pieces exerts a repelling effect
on the wires in the armature while cur-
rent is flowing through them from the
main line. On the other hand, in the in-
duction motor, which operates an alter-

n a t i n g current,
the current from
the feed wires
does not pass
through the arma-
ture, but goes
around the coils
of the fields. The
armature contains
wires which cut
the lines of mag-
netic force of the
fields, but these
wires are short
circuited at the
ends, and are in
no way connected
with the source of
current. The two
or three phase al-
ternating current

flowing in the field coils makes the
poles alternately positive and negative,
and where there are several poles gives
a rotating effect to the field as the poles
one after another become positive. This
rotating field drags the armature around
with it through virtue of the induced
currents which are caused to flow in the
short circuited coils mentioned above.

LETTER SEALING MACHINE.
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The third application of motor drive
illustrated is that of a three stage port-
able centrifugal pump operated by a di-
rect current motor. The advantages of
this outfit for general utility purposes

UNHAIRING MACHINE IN TANNERY

are evident. It is easily moved about
from place to place and can be employed
to drain excavations and for other pur-
poses.

FROM TRAINS TO STOCKINGS.
From the gigantic ytask of hauling

freight and passenger trains over the
electrified branch of the Canadian Pa-

s cific the Aroostook Falls, in Maine. per-
forms such little chores as knitting
stockings. The falls has recently been
harnessed to drive electric generators
which supply current to the railroad and
to the knitting mills of the vicinity. An
electrically operated machine will knit a
stocking in less than two minutes.

Competent engineers estimate that
there is 2,000,000 horse -power which
could be easily developed from water-
power in this country. This would save
annually 225,000,000 tons of coal.

MARVELS OF ELECTRICAL COMMUNI-
CATION.

Both telegraphy and telephony were
"born and raised" in the United States,
and it is in this country that their most

remarkable development, partic-
ularly in the art of telephoning,
has taken place. In the city of
New York, for example, there
are 250,000 telephones, while
Chicago boasts 180,000. It is art
interesting comparison to note
that within a circle having a ra-
dius of 3o miles and its center
in New York City there are more
telephones than in all the British
1 sles.

Chicago telephone exchanges
are the busiest in the country
with an average of conversations
of 22 per line per clay. Every
clay there are about 1,Ioo,000 tel-
ephone conversations in the city,
and as each conversation aver--
pges two minutes, or about 200
words, there is a total of 220,-
000,000 words of telephone talk
daily in this one city. This num-
ber of words is equal to the num-
ber contained in a library of
1,500 books each of the size of
an ordinary popular novel.

If all the wires used in the
Chicago telephone system both
in the exchanges and in the lines

were put end to end, they would be suf-
ficient to girdle the earth at the equator
5o times.

Mr. Kempster B. Miller gave some of
the foregoing facts in a recent address
in Chicago. He added that in his opin-
ion the automatic telephone system
success and he also described briefly the
semi -automatic systems, which retain a
greatly reduced number of operators,
but place at their disposal automatic ap-
paratus in the exchange for making and
disconnecting calls. The speaker
thought it probable that in large cities,
in the course of time the manual appa-
ratus will be superseded by automatic or
semi -automatic appliances, but probably
the telephone operator will not become
altogether extinct. for she is needed in
private branch exchanges and in making
toll connections.

Telegraphy has been backward com-
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pared with telephony, but Mr. Miller
thinks that high speed telegraphy is
surely coming, and he is confident that
a transmission of a thousand words a
minute is practicable. -

By wireless telephony a transmission
of 30o miles has been achieved, and it

is said that the clearness of talking
equals, if it does not surpass the result
in telephoning over an equal length of
wire, but for a number of reasons it is
not thought likely that "wireless" will
ever supersede communication by wire
either by telegraph or telephone.

A SUN POWER PLANT.
Heat of the sun's rays falling upon the

earth represents an amount of energy
that is almost inconceivable. This ener-
gy is for the most part wasted as far as
its mechanical possibilities are concerned,
but as coal becomes more scarce and
higher in price the rays of the sun will
undoubtedly be turned to account. Some
courageous inventors are even now
working in this direction and various

Fig. 2 is a diagram showing the
scheme upon which the system operates
and Fig. i is a view of the 16o,000
square foot water heating reservoir.
Water in the reservoir is three inches
deep and there is a dead air space be-
tween it and the glass cover. It has been
found that the water will attain a tem-
perature of 202 degrees F., not far be-
low the boiling point.

FIG. 1. WATER HEATING RESERVOIR OF SUN POWER PLANT.

types of sun power plants have been
built with more or less success.

A unique experimental plant of this
kind has been constructed near Philadel-
phia which is said to be capable of de-
veloping considerable power. The plan
employed consists in exposing to the di-
rect and unconcentrated rays of the sun,
under glass, a body of heat absorbing
liquid, such as water, then storing up
this liquid and subsequently using its
energy in an engine or turbine of proper
design to drive an electric generator.

Looking at Fig. 2 it will be seen that
the hot water is brought from the reser-
voir, marked A, through a pipe (M) to
the turbine (B), which carries on its
shaft an electric generator. A partial
vacuum is obtained in a chamber in the
turbine by vacuum pumps shown in the
lower part of the diagram. This partial
vacuum brings the pressure low enough
so that the incoming hot water at 202 de-
grees F. will boil and go into steam in
the same manner that water will boil at
comparatively low temperatures in high
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I, IC. 2. SHOWING THE PRINCIPLE OF THE SUN POWER PLANT.

altitudes where the air pressure is low.
The steam so formed is used to turn the
low pressure steam turbine and so turn
the dynamo.

- The large tank at the right stores the
cold water, which is returned to the res-
ervoir during the night.

ELECTRIC RAILROADING ON A LARGE
SCALE.

It is not generally known that over
the 800 miles of mountain stretches of
the new Pacific Coast extension of the
Chicago, Milwaukee and St. Paul Rail-
road, electricity is to be used as the mo-
tive power, and the engines will be 200 -
ton electric locomotives. Down the sides
of the Bitter Root mountains are pour-
ing a sufficient number of streams to fur-
nish abundant power for all of the elec-
tric locomotives which the St. Paul will
need. to handle its trains over the
mountain division. These streams are to
be harnessed at the cost of millions. The
boldness of conception and the unobtru-
sive way in which the work is being exe-
cuted challenge admiration. Through
the fastnesses of the Bitter Root range a
tunnel 8,750 feet long is being construct-
ed by electrical power and through it will
he operated electrically propelled trains.

One end of this tunnel will open in the
state of Montana and the other will land
the traveler in Idaho.

FU LGURITES.
Fulgurites, as they are called, are

found in sand and consist of tubes, both
simple and branched, which are lined
with vitrified silica. There was once
some doubt as to their origin, but it is
now known that they are formed by
lightning striking in the sand and melt-
ing the latter so as to make the strange
formations. Artificial fulgurites have
been formed by discharging electric con-
densers of high capacity through the
sand.

BAKING BY ELECTRICITY.
The largest electrical cooking device

in actual use is an electric bake -oven at
Marseilles, France. This furnace stands
over six feet high and has two compart-
ments, one above the other, each of
which is heated by electric currents
passing through resistance coils. The
cost of baking 5o pounds of bread is less
than 5o cents. Among its advantages
are rapidity of action, even temperature,
absence from fire dangers, and precise
control.



POPULAR ELECTRICITY WIRELESS CLUB.
Membership in Popular Electricity Wireless Club is made up of readers of this maga-

zine who have constructed or are operating wireless apparatus or systems. Membership
blanks will be sent upon request. This department of the magazine is devoted to the in-
terests of the Club and members are invited to assist in making it as valuable and
interesting as possible, by sending in descriptions and photographs of their equipments.

WIRELESS TELEPHONE RECEIVERS.
BY ALFRED

Probably the telephone receiver is the
most sensitive electrical instrument in
existence. A pair of high resistance
telephones which are in nice adjustment
will detect a smaller current than the
most sensitive galvanometer.

In choosing a telephone receiver for
wireless the best one is that type having
what are known as consequent poles.
That is, the permanent magnet is in the
form of a ring as in Fig. I. The ad -

1G. 1.

vantage of this is that the lines of force
cannot pass across the pole pieces of the
electromagnets before passing through
the diaphragm, as they are liable to do
in the horseshoe type shown in Fig. 2.

The ordinary low priced and low re-
sistance telephone receiver is all right
for the telephone work for which it was
made and adjusted. Although it will
work on a wireless system as it stands, it
may be improved by carefully following
the directions given below.

The first and principal objection to
the ordinary 75 -ohm receiver is that it
does not contain enough turns of wire
on its bobbins. This is easily remedied
by carefully rewinding them with a very

P. MORGAN.

fine silk covered, pure copper magnet
wire; no larger than No. 4o B. and S.
This will increase the number of turns
and likewise the resistance. But it must
not be inferred that high resistance is a
thing to be desired. This is a common
error of amateurs who do not under-
stand the underlying principle of elec-
tricity ; that the strength of an electro-
magnet varies directly as the product of
the number of turns of wire multiplied

IG.

by the amperes flowing through the
magnet. When we wind a telephone
with finer wire we increase the resist-
ance which cuts down the current and
therefore the strength of the magnet.
But this is counteracted and an increase
in magnet strength results when copper
wire is used, for the number of turns
then increases faster than the resistance
until the circumference of the outside
layer becomes twice as great as the cir-
cumference of the first layer. The wind-
ing should not be carried beyond this
point.

The Navy Department specifies that
its wireless receivers shall be wound
with silk covered copper wire of not less
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than o.00I5 inch. The diaphragm to
have a diameter of one and three-quarter
inches and a thickness of o.004 inch.
The resistance of the coils is given at
from i,000 to I,Ioo ohms. This has
been found to be the best winding for
use with most detectors, except the Mar-
coni magnetic type, in connection with
which a low resistance receiver gives the
best results.

The second objection to the ordinary
telephone is that the diaphragms are
very often too thick. A receiver having
a thin diaphragm is preferable to that
having a thick one because when a weak
current is sent through the coils the
change in strength of the permanent
magnet is greater. But this may be
carried to excess and the diaphragm
made so thin that it cannot absorb suffi-
cient line of force to properly play its
part. The best thickness for a dia-
phragm can only be determined experi-
mentally, as it depends altogether on the
diameter and thickness.

The distance from the poles and
strength of the magnets also have a
bearing on the thickness to be used. The
ordinary telephone will give good tones
and be very sensitive with diaphragms
from o.oi to 0.005 inch in thickness.

The relation between thickness and
diameter is shown by the following : If
the diaphragm of a receiver is increased
in diameter the tones will become more
distinct but if the increase is carried too
far they become indistinct and the rem-
edy is to thicken the diaphragm. Like-
wise if after clearness is secured, the
diaphragm is thickened so that the tones
again become indistinct, the diameter
must be increased. Telephones which
are small in diameter and therefore have
small diaphragms are liable to give in-
distinct tones.

The third objection is that such re-
ceivers are not adjusted properly. The
adjustment is also a matter of experi-
ment and is generally done by compari-
son of the receiver in question with one
which is known to be in a sensitive con-
dition. The adjusting is done by means
of a special tool as shown in Fig. 3.
This tool is easily made from an ordi-
nary file by grinding off the teeth on one
side save for a distance of about three-
quarters of an inch in the middle. The

grinding may be done on an emery
wheel. The part (a) is used for filing
the pole pieces and thus making the dis-
tance between them and the diaphragm
greater. The idea of the tool is to per-
mit the poles to be filed easily without
removal from the receiver case and
without grooving the diaphragm bed, or
the edge of the receiver case.

To lessen the distance between the
poles and the diaphragm, lay the receiv-
er, bed downward, on a piece of fine

a.

FIG. 3.

emery paper, and rub with a circular
scouring motion. If the emery paper is
placed on a perfectly flat surface no
trouble will be experienced in grinding
the bed down evenly. In filing the pole
pieces rub with a firm circular motion so
as to grind off all points evenly. Test
from time to time by passing a straight-
edge over the bed in all directions, while
holding to the light and looking between
the straight edge and the poles. They
should be made perfectly even and of
the same height.

In case you have a pair of telephones
which were in good condition but do not
give their former results, the last thing
to do is to tamper with the adjustment.
The cause is often very easily remedied.
The most common fault when the tones
of the receiver are impaired is caused
by filings and dirt or dust accumulating
on the poles and damping the vibrations
of the diaphragm. The cap should be
carefully unscrewed and the diaphragm
examined to see if it is bent. If bent re-
place it with a new one of the same size.
Remove any dust or filings, and if the
diaphragm is rusty clean it by laying it
on a flat surface and rubbing with a
piece of fine emery paper. Then give it
a thin coat of varnish or lacquer. The
magnets and poles should be examined
to see if they have not become loose and
allow the poles to touch the diaphragm.

The trouble may be that the per-
manent magnets have lost part of their
magnetism, and almost every receiver
which has been used any length of time
will bear having its magnets strength-
ened.
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If the magnets are found to be weak
they should be removed and mag-
netized. This is done by winding a coil
of wire around them and sending a
heavy direct current through the coil
for a minute.

In carrying out any of the suggestions
let me advise working with one receiver
at a time and keeping one for compari-
son, so that by repeated tests you may
tell whether or not an improvement is
being made, and when well enough is
reached let it alone.

HOW TO MAKE A TUNING COIL.
BY LOUIS DIETERICH.

This tuning coil comprises a secondary
coil wound over a primary coil. The
primary coil being of the usual type.
This will be made clear by reference to
the diagram, from which it will be seen
that on a suitably insulated core (a), a
primary coil (b) is wound. The coil
(b) is wound with ordinary bell wire of
a size about No. 18. After the primary

a,

coil has been wound it is scraped bare
of insulation as at (c) to form a bare
strip running parallel with the length of
the coil.

The secondary coil is next slid into
place as shown at (d), the secondary coil
being wound in the form of a bobbin,
with fine wire about the size No. 3o. A
metallic bar is then secured to the insu-
lated heads of the coil and held parallel
to the scraped part of the coil as shown
at (e). The primary is wound with a
great number of turns, while the sec-
ondary contains but comparatively few
turns.

A sliding contact makes engagement
between the rod and the scraped part of
the primary in the usual manner and one
end of the primary coil connects to the
aerial at (A), while the rod connects
with the ground at (G), as shown in the
lower part of the diagram.

The ends of the secondary coil are
connected one to a condenser (C) and
the other to the detector (D). The de -

e

CAHII 1'ti S'T'1'.PS IN ALA KING .-A 'PINING
COIL.

tector and condenser are also connected.
The receiver (R) is connected with the
detector as shown.

To make a working coil the core (a)
should be about 14 inches long and 2%
inches in diameter and wound with one
layer of No. 18 insulated wire. Over
one end of the primary (b) is fitted a
sleeve of heavy paper, on which the sec-
ondary is wound with one layer of No.
30 insulated wire and about 3o or 40
turns.
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EFFECT OF WIND ON WIRELESS WAVES.
The effect of atmospheric changes on

transmission in wireless telegraphy is a
subject still unsettled and being studied.
Mr. Marconi found that during the day
on water, 70o miles equaled 1,500 miles
at night. He believed that daylight
weakened the medium of transmission.
Aside from this we know that with good
insulation electric transmission is at its
best. Reason thus, when air becomes a
poor conductor, energy is dissipated.
At 15 pounds pressure air is almost a
perfect dielectric. At 35 miles above the
earth it becomes as good a conductor as
a mixture of three parts of sulphuric
acid and one part water. Indirectly air
movements or wind may assist in mak-
ing these conditions.

Capt. Jackson, of the U. S. Army,
studied the effect of atmospheric condi-
tions on wireless and found that in fine
weather, when the barometer showed a
lessening air pressure and a storm com-
ing, the signalling distance was reduced
to one-third that of normal conditions.
He noted that damp, dusty winds re-
duced the distance. He concluded that
in both cases the atmosphere became a
better conductor and so dissipated the
energy of the waves.

Capt. Wildman in Alaska, found
damp, stormy weather a difficult time to
send signals. One conclusion which he
makes in his notes is "that there is some
connection between the wind velocity
and the traveling, or about to travel,
electromagnetic wave."

WIRELESS SYSTEM WITHOUT AERIAL.
Members of Popular Electricity Wire-

less Club will no doubt be interested in
knowing how to receive messages with-
out the use of an aerial. The diagram
shows one method that may be employed.
The parts of the system are as follows :
(D) is the detector, (B) the battery,
(TR) the telephone receiver, (C) the
condenser. A tuning coil is connected
between detector and ground.

Connect a wire from one binding post
of the detector to the battery and from
there to the telephone receiver. From the
telephone receiver connect to the other
binding post of the detector. Now con-
nect another wire from the condenser to
the gas pipe in your cellar. It does not
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WIRELESS SYSTEM WITHOUT AERIAL.

make. any difference what kind of a de-
tector you use. With this outfit you
should be able to receive messages for a
considerable distance.

E. C. WAGNER.

A NEW TRIUMPH FOR WIRELESS.
\Vireless was given a real test and

one which will fortify its position almost
more than any accomplishment up to the
present time, when it saved the lives of
almost a thot5sand people on the fated
steamer Republic which collided with
the Florida on January 23d. The story
of wireless operator Binns on board the
Republic, his coolness and devotion to
duty, the concentration of helping ships
from miles around at the scene of the
disaster, made possible by the steady
stream of messages which he flung to the
winds-all this is an interesting story
which has been published by every news-
paper in the country.

The mystic letters of the code, C. Q.
D. (ship in great danger) which flew
from ship to ship, and were relayed from
station to station, causing all the wireless
operators for hundreds of miles around
to "sit up and take notice," and to listen
for more definite information, did a great
deal on that fateful occasion to prove the
worth of wireless. What ship, be she
modern liner or tramp, can afford to be
without wireless equipment, in view of
its wonderful life saving possibilities?
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AN ELASTIC COHERER.
Frederick G. Sargent of Westford,

Mass., has patented a coherer which
does not require a tapper, decoherence
being obtained through the agency of
an elastic substance mixed with the co-
hering material.

As shown in the diagram, a non -con-
ducting base (io) is provided, upon
which are mounted two metal brackets
(II) and (12) . On the bracket (II) is
a disk (13), of carbon. On the other
bracket is mounted an adjusting screw
(14) which engages the end of the
other electrode (15), made of metal.
The electrode (15) is provided with a

It 12

ELASTIC COHERER.

plug (16) on which is mounted a glass
tube (i7). A spring forces the plug
and tube apart against the adjusting
screw (14) and holds the end of the
glass tube against the face of the car-
bon disk.

The cohering material preferably con-
sists of a mixture of two or more kinds
of fine particles, some of which are con-
ducting and others non -conducting. The
conducting particles may conveniently
be made of metal such as zinc, and the
other particles are preferably formed of
rubber so- that they will always tend to
separate the conducting particles after
the cohering action has ceased, so as to
de -cohere them automatically. Any
other elastic substance may be sub-
stituted for the rubber, especially
if it is non -conducting, and in fact
the other parts of the invention can be
used with a cohering material compris-
ing a conducting substance, such as car-
bon mixed with the metallic particles.

WIRELESS QUERIES.
ANSWERED BY V. H. LAUGHTER.

TWO INCH SPARK COIL FOR 110
VOLTS A. C.

Question-Would it be feasible to make a
spark coil for use on a 110 A. C. circuit that
would give a 2" spark?-T. M. S., Jr., Mem-
phis, Tenn.

Answer --It would be next to impos-
sible to wind a coil that would give a
two-inch spark on the IIo volt alternat-
ing current. This is taking into con-
sideration the limited means the amateur
l:as for accomplishing the delicate work.
For your purpose we would recommend
a coil of the type described in the article
"How to Construct a Two -Mile Wire-
less Outfit" in the November, 1908, is-
sue. It will be necessary, however, to
use this coil with direct current and a
vibrator.

WIRELESS DETECTOR, MOTOR OPERA-
TION.

Question-(A) Will you kindly tell me how
a simple wireless detector is made, besides
the carborundum or silicon detector? (B)
Where can I buy the July issue of Popular
Electricity? (C) How many volts and am-
peres would I get out of a half horse power,
110 volt, shunt wound, direct current motor,
running it backward at the rate of 1200 revo-
lutions per minute?-C. M., Kingsbridge, N.
Y.

Answer-(A) The filings coherer is
as simple a detector as any, and consists
of two 1-16 inch silver plated wires in-
serted in the ends of a short glass tube
until their en'?s are I-16 inch apart. The
space between them is filled with metal
filings, preferably silver and nickel. The
filings must be decohered after each im-
pulse by tapping the tube. This is usually
done automatically by allowing the strik-
er of the signal bell to strike the tube.

(B) The July number of Popular
Electricity will be sent on receipt of ten
cents.

(C) You do not give the rated or
normal speed of your motor, and I,2oo
revolutions per minute is rather low. It
is doubtful if the machine will excite at
this speed as a dynamo. A shunt wound
machine should be run in the same direc-
tion as either dynamo or motor. If the
machine excites you may get 5o volts
and I% amperes. Better try a higher
speed.
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CLOSED CORE TRANSFORMS R.
Question.-I wish to construct a closed core

type transformer, using 110 volts in the pri-
mary and obtaining 20,000 volts from the sec-
ondary.

Answer.-See answer to C. R. P.,
this issue.

MOTORS; SPARK COILS.
Questions-(A) How is a battery motor

reversed? (B) Will any kind of a spark coil
do for wireless work? (C) What is a con-
denser used for, and is it necessary to use one
in connection with a spark coil for wireless
work ?-J. F., San Francisco. Cal.

Answers-(A) This is usually ac-
complished by reversing the field connec-
tions.

(B) Almost any of the types that
gives a spark above /-inch will answer.

(C) Condensers are put to such a va-
riety of uses that it would be impossible
to give the total list here. It is necessary
to use the condenser with the spark coil,
whether intended for wireless work or
not. The condenser is connected across
the vibrator and serves to take up the
spark at the contacts in the form of a
charge and discharges back through the
primary winding.

CONSTRUCTION OF WIRELESS
EQUIPME VT.

Questions.-(A) Will you please tell me
how to make a 250 watt transformer? (B)
What is the best wire to use for the aerial of a
wireless telegraph station? (C) With a 50
foot pole how far would I be able to receive
with a 250 ohm receiver? (D) What is the
most common way of measuring wave length?
-C. R. P., Los Angeles, Cal.

Answers.-(A) The construction of
a 25o -watt transformer brings in quite
a lot of detail matter and is too lengthy
to be given here. We would refer you
to the article "How to Make a High
Frequency Apparatus" in the January.
1909, issue.

(B) Stranded phosphor -bronze wire
is employed for commercial use. For
experimental work No. 14 bare copper
will answer. An experimental aerial ar-
rangement is fully described in the arti-
cle "Wireless Telegraphy Made, Sim-
ple," August, 19o8, issue of this maga-
zine.

(C) This question cannot be answered
with any degree of accuracy. As an esti-
mate we would say that you could pick
up messages from the commercial sta-
tions 5o miles away.

(D) The Donitz wave meter, the
Fleming Cymometer, the Slaby measur-
ing rods, are all used.

MOVABLE PLATE CONDENSER.
Question.-Can I make a variable condenser

out of 1/4 inch brass plate, 5% inches wide arid
7 inches long, having four movable and four
fixed plates?-W. S. McL., New Haven, Conn.

Answer.-Metals are more or less
good conductors. A non-conductor or
insulator must be used. for plates. Paraf-
fined paper or glass are common. Tin-
foil tongues from alternate plates may
run to wires at opposite ends respective -

o_

VARIABLE CONDENSER.

ly. By using glass and having a sliding
spring contact on these tinfoil tongues
at each end, any plate may be withdrawn
at the side. See answer to A Reader,
Questions and Answers Department,
September issue, 1908. The diagram
shows another self-explanatory method
of arranging and connecting plates so
that the capacity of the condenser may
be varied by putting in or removing
brass plugs.

CONDENSER; INDUCTION COIL.
Questions.-(A) How many sheets of tin-

foil 5 inches by 10 inches mounted on glass
plates will be required to make a suitable con-
denser for the induction coil described in the
article "A Two Mile Wireless Set" in the No-
vember, '08. issue? (B) How many feet of
wire should be wound in each section of the
secondary of this coil and what size should
the ends for the case be cut? (C) Would it
help to fill the case with boiled linseed oil and
place the coil in it ?-F. S. W., Delta, Colo.

Answers.-(A) Is the condenser in
question to be used across the vibrator
contacts or in the oscillation circuit? Ad-
vise us on this point so that we can give
you a satisfactory answer.

(B) There will be approximately
1,400 feet to the section. The end for
the case should be cut 5 by 5 inches.

(C) By placing the coil in linseed oil
yen will have a guarantee against break
clowns. This method is recommended
wherever possible.
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WIRELESS CODES.
Question.-I would like to know the tele-

graph code in use by wireless operators.-A.
G. McL., St. Boniface, Man., Can.

Below' are given the Morse and Con-
tinental codes.

LETTERS MORSEA- -
6 ----
c
D
E

c
H

J
K

M - -
N - -
o - -
P
o -
R
ST- -
u -
w
x
Y +-
z
& - - - -

z
3
4
5
6
7

9
O

CONTINENTAL

NUMERALS

PUNCTUATIONS, ETC
Period - --- -- -- --
Comma ---- - - - - - -

I Interrogation - - - - - - - - - - -
I Exclamation - - - -

MORSE AND CONTINENTAL CODES.

AERIAL ELEVATION.
Questions.-(A) Does not the amount of

air wire increase the sending efficiency of a
wireless set? If so, how far would a 1% inch
spark coil send with a 150 foot aerial eleva-
tion? (B) When I connect the air and ground
wire to my coil the spark is cut down to about
1 inch. Why is this?-E. L. S., Brooklyn,
N. Y.

Answers.-(A) The sending efficiency
under certain conditions is increased by
increasing the height and amount of
wire used in the aerial. However, when
the small size coils are used an aerial
about 4o feet in height gives the best
results. It would be a guess on our part
to say how far the I/ coil would send
with a 15o foot aerial. By using a 40 -
foot aerial you could probably send up to
two or three miles.

(B) See answer to D. H. in the Janu-
ary, 1908, issue.

TUNING COIL.
Question-I am constructing a tuning coil

for wireless work of 1000 meters wave length.
May No. 20 B. & S. gauge magnet wire be
used, and should same be single or double
cotton covered?-J. S. H., Shawnee, Okla.

Answer-The No. 20 gauge can be
used. Either single or double cotton
covered will answer.

SPARK COIL.
Questions.-(A) How can I make a 1 inch

coil for wireless use? (B) Is a vibrator nec-
essary for this coil? (C) What other appara-
tus would be necessary?-A. E. G., White
Plains, N. Y.

Answers.-(A) The dimensions of a
one -inch spark coil are as follows : Core
¡¡í inches long, / inch diameter, wound
with two layers No. 16 double cotton
covered wire for primary; secondary
I% pounds No. 34 single silk covered
magnet wire; condenser 33 5 by 6 -inch
foil sheets built up with paraffine paper.
For more detailed information concern-
ing the construction of a coil we refer
you to the article on "How to Construct
a Two -Mile Wireless Outfit," Novem-
ber, 1908, issue.

(B) Yes.
(C) We would refer you to the arti-

cle "Wireless Telegraphy Made Simple,"
May, 19o8, issue, which fully explains
the operation and all the parts used in
an experimental set.

PECULIARITIES IN SPARKING APPAR-
ATUS.

One of the members of Popular Elec-
tricity Wireless Club, Mr. William
Weber, of Novinger, Mo., has noticed
some peculiarities in the operation of his
sparking apparatus. He tried making
the spark gap between two bodies of
mercury, but could obtain no results
whatever. He then doubled the dis-
tance, making two openings in the cir-
cuit, whereupon two sparks would jump
across the double gap. The spark work-
ed better between two pieces of steel
than between brass or copper, and seem-
ed to give better results if the make and
break were slow, He would like the
experience of other members of the club
in this line.



ELECTRICAL MEN OF THE TIMES.
CHARI.FS PROTEUS STEINMETZ.

In sheer intellectual brilliance, in
grasp of the principles underlying all
forms of electrical application, in versa-
tility, Charles Proteus Steinmetz of
Schenectady, N. Y., consulting engineer
for the General Electric Company and
professor of electrical engineering in
Union University, stands in the very
front rank in his profession not only in
the United States but in all the world.

Steinmetz is gifted with a marvelous
mind and is a most
interesting personal-
ity. He can talk off-
hand on the most ab-
struse scientific sub-
jects with a fluency,
clearness and cor-
rectness which are
simply amazing not
merely to ordinary
folks, but to special-
ists as well. Whether
the subject be his-
tory, political econ-
omy, chemistry, as-
tronomy, meteorol-
ogy, the theory of al-
t e r n a ting currents,
electrification of rail-
roads, high -efficiency
electric lamps, tele -
p h o n e engineering,
electrochemistry, or
the latest slant in na-
tional or world poli-
tics, apparently it is
all one to Steinmetz. Seemingly all
knowledge is his province, as was said
of Macaulay.

And yet this man's work is essentially
practical. He is no mere spinner of
theories. Like Edison, he wants to know
if the thing will work. He is often
called into conference with keen, .prac-
tical men of affairs, and his sound, sen-
sible advice is highly valued. He is one
of the finest mathematicians in the coun-
try, but he is credited with having said :

"Mathematics is valuable only to obtain
results. Mathematics for mathematics'
sake is foolishness." His inventions,

principally electrical, run into the hun-
dreds, but they are all directed to some
useful purpose, never merely showy or
fantastic. They embrace generators and
motors, systems of electrical distribution,
various forms of lamps, both arc and in-
candescent, steam turbines, lightning
protection, motor control and devices of
various kinds. One of the latest related
to an arrangement of arcs for producing
nitrous compounds from the atmosphere.

Dr. Steinmetz was
born in Breslau, Ger-
many, in 1865. He
was a student in the
university of his na-
tive city, but, em-
bracing socialistic
opinions, he dis-
pleased the authori-
ties, and thought it
wise to leave sudden-
ly for Zurich, Switz-

he con-
tinued his studies in
chemistry, physics
and electricity in the
university at that
place. Forming a
close friendship with
an American, the
whole course of his
life was changed, and
he came to the Unit-
ed States in 1889,
practically penniless
and unknown. He

studied English in the steerage. He se-
cured employment with Rudolph Eicke-
meyer, the electrical inventor, as a
draftsman at $12 a week. When the
Eickemeyer works were sold to the Gen-
eral Electric Company four years later
Steinmetz was perhaps the most valuable
acquisition secured by the latter com-
pany. Now the man who formerly
cooked his own meals in modest lodg-
ings in Brooklyn is perhaps the fore-
most electrical engineer in the country,
with a finely appointed laboratory, a
large staff of assistants and a salary so
ample that he is reported to have re-
fused an increase offered him.
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HovstnoLn
A MODERN AEOLUS.

Aeolus lived in the Aeolian Islands
and gathered the winds in an ox hide
sack to be liberated at will to do his bid-
ding. If this mystic progenitor of the
great Aeolic race were to visit the earth
again he would be apt to say that the
people of the Electric Age had stolen his

clean, or trying to. But with the wide-
spread use of electricity in the home
which presents a source of power, ready
at all times, the electric vacuum cleaner
has sprung into prominence.

Several types of these machines have
already been described in this depart -

APPLICATION OF THE MASSAGE ATTACHMENT.

ideas, so remarkable has been the devel-
opment of electric vacuum cleaning de-
vices. Three thousand years ago the tem-
ples of Pharoah were swept with brooms
and up to the last few years this humble
implement solved the problem of keeping

ment, but here is a new one which not
only performs the ordinary duties of the
vacuum cleaner, but also has attach-
ments for cleaning especially difficult
places, for cleaning clothing and uphol-
stery and also for massage purposes. It
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PORTABLE VACUUM MACHINE.

has ten tools or attachments for various
purposes.

The device consists of a rubber -tired
truck with a conveniently arranged han-
dle -bar, and, weighing about 75 pounds,
it can be easily wheeled to any portion
of the house where cleaning is to be car-
ried on. A /-horsepower motor is

CLEANING CLOTH IN ; WITH THE VACU-
UM OUTFIT.

geared to a rotary pump. The motor is.
connected to an ordinary lamp socket by
a flexible cord, and either direct or al-
ternating current may be utilized.

It is operated at I,800 revolutions per
minute, and by suitable gearing this
speed is reduced to 30o revolutions per
minute in the case of the pump, which
acts as a positive blower.

CLEANING THE DIFFICULT CORNERS
WITH A SPECIAL TOOL.

The air is forcibly drawn into a dust
separating and collecting tank and again
returned to the atmosphere of the room,
through a muffler device, after all dust
and foreign matter has been removed in
the tank.

The housemaid rolls the cleaner into
one corner of the room, attaches the
cord to the lamp socket, unwinds a rub-
ber hose, connected to the tank, and at-
taches to this hose one of the cleaning
nozzles or tools. The electric current
operates the little motor, and at once the
vacuum pump begins to revolve, creat-
ing a strong suction at the tool at the
end of the hose. The tool is passed over
the floor or curtains or furniture, or
whatever is to be cleaned, and the dust
is screened out through a bag in the
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REMOVING DUST FROM UPHOLSTERY.

tank and is collected in a receptacle be-
neath. Later it is taken away and pref-
erably burned.

One of the tools, for instance, is a
carpet and rug sweeper, another an up-
holstery and stair -carpet cleaner, while
others are arranged to clean the edges
of stair steps, tiles and floors, tuft but-
tons in furniture, drapery and curtains,
wall paper and clothing. Still other ar-
rangements to the same machine, as
mentioned above, operate tools for facial
or body massage. It is said that the
whole machine operates at a cost of
three cents an hour for electric current.

Of course the great advantage in elec-
trical cleaning is that the dust and dirt
are entirely removed from the room and
taken away. In ordinary cleaning by
hand the dirt is usually simply dislodged
by the broom or duster to settle in a
new place, with its countless germs and
possibilities of diseases.

"MAMMY" WAS SURPRISED.

A private electric plant had just been
installed in the sunny southland and the
plantation buildings were wired for elec-
tric lights and electric heating devices.

A shiny nickel -plated coffee percola-
tor was brought out on the front porch
and placed on a small table and connect-
ed to one of the lighting fixtures. When
all was ready the old negro "Mammy"
was invited to come and inspect the new
device. The old woman's pipe was filled
and as she smoked she was shown the
new device, but no explanations of its
mysterious powers were added as the
current was turned on. A few minutes
later the aged Regress began to look
quickly under and around the table.

"Fo' de Lawd, honey, wh' dat steam
comin' frum," she exclaimed when the
percolator began to boil. "Dat dish am
voodoo shur', to boil wid out no fiah."

It was several minutes before her
alarms were quieted and she was con-
vinced the boiling was not the work of
spirits. When she was handed a cup of
steaming, aromatic coffee she refused
both sugar and milk saying: "Ah jus'
want de pure 'lectric coffee."

And then they went to the laundry
where "Mammy's" daughter Julie was
looking doubtfully at the electric iron.

"Go ahead, Julie," said the mistress.
"But muh iron ain' hot," she an-

swered.
"Yes it is, Julie. Try it and see."
Julie tried the iron and was .aston-

ished to find that it was "sissing" hot.
A few minutes later when the mistress
called Julie she answered, "Law, Missus,
ah hasn't time. Ah has ter run dis here
iron ; I'se afeared it might get col'."

For upwards of 3o years a small flour
mill, of 35 barrels a day capacity, has
been busy operating at Catawba Mills,
an active little hamlet three miles west
of Fincastle in Virginia. The mill is
driven by a turbine water wheel of ao
horse -power. A year and a half ago a
member of the family chanced to visit
the plant of one of the great electrical
manufacturing companies at Schnec-
tady, N. Y., where he was told the pos-
sibilities of the utilization of small water
power for private electrical plants, and
it was not long before he was figuring
on securing an electric generator.



ADVANTAGES OF FLAMELESS COOKING.
BY JANE STANNARD JOHNSON.

With the approach of the spring and
summer seasons, the woman who must
do much of her own cooking turns to
electricity -for relief. In the great va-
riety of electrical utensils now made for
household use, every culinary need is
supplied. It is surprising the number of
ways in which electricity is adapted to
the household tasks.

The most complete method of install-
ing electricity for cooking is, of course,
the electrical range. Its top, which looks
like an ordinary kitchen table, is of slate

ed. With the oven, the current may be
turned off io or 15 minutes before the
baking is completed. The oven is regu-
lated for three different degrees of heat.
For baking bread, 120° are required,
while for meat 350° to 400° are neces-
sary. A controller allows the heat to be
gauged with absolute accuracy.

For a less elaborate installation there 
is a less expensive and very simple
method. The wires may be brought
through the kitchen wall, providing one
attachment for each vessel to be used.

THE JAPANESE COOK IN HIS ELECTRICAL DOMAIN.

or marble. The electric wires pass
through the wall at the back, and are
placed under the bed of the range so as
to supply current to each vessel in use.
By merely turning a button, the current
is on and the heat ready.

In this kitchen, the Japanese cook has
pastry and biscuits baking in the oven,
while meat and vegetables are cooking
on the body of the range. The economy
of electricity lies in the fact that the cur-
rent may be applied to the vessel in use,
and be turned off when no longer want -

The cooking utensils are then placed on
an ordinary kitchen table, and the elec-
trical cord attached to each. Very odd
indeed it looks to see these pans and ket-
tles steaming and boiling, with no sign
of heat or fire near, the only thing to
identify them as anything but handsome
nickel cooking utensils being the cord
attached at the bottom, and leading to
the baseboard where the wires are con-
nected.

The time varies for heating the in-
dividual dishes. A griddle will heat in
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five minutes or a trifle
less, while a broiler will
require about to min-
utes ; and it will take 15
or 20 minutes to boil a
quart of water. In pre-
paring breakfast, t h e
cooking may be so esti-
mated as to have every
dish ready on minute
schedule, each one hot
when wanted to serve ;
for electricity is always
on tap, and can be in-
stantly utilized by turn-
ing the button.

A portable. "s t o v e"
is a great conve-

POPULAR ELECTRICITY

A dainty

breakfast
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nience in using the style of installation
just mentioned. This stove consists of
a piece of steel about half an inch thick,
round, square or oblong, with a lever
underneath for regulating the heat. It
comes in séveral sizes, from 3% to 15
inches in diameter, and the oblong ones
ranging accordingly. The larger stove
will hold several vessels, and any ordi-
nary kitchen ware may be used ; but it is
important that each piece have a flat
bottom, to utilize the heat to the fullest
advantage.

Where a house is equipped with elec-
tricity for lighting purposes only, elec-
trical cooking may still be indulged in,
for the current from the lighting system
is sufficient to heat most of the individ-
ual pieces, including the 4% -inch stove.
Quite extensive housekeeping may be
carried on with only two or three elec-
trically attached utensils. These are
specially desirable if a coal range is used
instead of gas.

For using the lighting current, elec-
trical utensils are specially designed.
For instance, the double boiler is an
ideal arrangement for cooking break-
fast. While the cereal is cooking in the
top boiler, the eggs will boil in the lower
one. If a slow cooking cereal is being
prepared, water for coffee may be boiled
in the lower boiler and the eggs cooked
afterward, and both will be ready by the
time the cereal is ready to serve.

Another pot made on the same prin-
ciple, but differently constructed, is the
one with a partition across the middle.
cutting the space into half. This is con-
venient in preparing a dinner. Two
vegetables may be cooked at the same
time, and a pudding or custard will
steam on the top meanwhile.

There are still other electrical cook-
ing devices which may be used on the
dining table, and the dishes be prepared
actually while you wait. The chafing
dish we have with us always, but it is
more or less of a nuisance with alcohol
as a fuel. With the electric chafing dish
there is no alcohol to spill over or burn
out at the wrong time, nor is there any
danger of setting something afire, and a
uniform heat may be maintained as long
as it is wanted. For a supper at home
or when entertaining friends, it is not
necessary to go into the kitchen to pre-

pare oysters, rarebit or any of the de-
licious dishes suitable for the occasion.
These may all be prepared on the dining
table, the hostess or some obliging man
presiding over the cooking.

If coffee is to be served, the electric
percolator will automatically make the
coffee without the intervention of any-
one. The ground coffee and water are
first accurately measured and put into
the percolator. The heat is then turned
on, and as the temperature rises, the
water is forced up and automatically
drips over the coffee grounds until the
strength is fully extracted. The coffee
may then be kept hot until the last cup
is called for, by turning the heat regu-
lator to the point where the minimum
current will be supplied. Coffee is served
from the percolator by a faucet.

Another improvement of the kitchen is
the electrical refrigerator. The ice man
is a creature of the past in the electric
household. The refrigerator is kept cold
by artificial means, and operated by elec-
trical appliance, at the same time freez-
ing enough ice for daily table use.

The cost of electricity for cooking is
a very important item to those contem-
plating its use. The impression is abroad
generally that electricity is very ex-
pensive, and the first question always is,
What will it cost? The cost is depend-
ent to some extent upon conditions. The
operator, too, must be taken into con-
sideration in estimating the cost, for one
may use the maximum and another the
minimum of heat to secure the same re-
sults. -

It is stated by persons of authority
upon the subject that if electricity be
used with the same care as gas, and
with proper attention to the controlling
gauge, that it will cost no more than gas
as a fuel.

One other erroneous belief is that a
person using electricity is liable to re-
ceive a shock in handling the utensils.
There is no danger of this, as thorough
insulation has been provided to prevent
possible injury by contact with the cur-
rent. The current is turned on and off
by switches, and the heat is controlled by
regulators. Any person of average in-
telligence may be instructed in its
manipulation and the attachment of the
various utensils.
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`SECTION
OPERATING BATTERY MOTOR FROM

LIGHTING CIRCUIT.
A simple and practical method of run-

ning battery motors by the ordinary elec-
tric light current is as follows : Remove
one of the electric lights from a con-
venient socket and in its place put a plug
with two long wires running out, (A)
and (C) in the diagram. Procure an -

Socket & Fuse Plug
0

When first commencing to operate the
motor, one 16 candlepower lamp should
be lighted. If the motor does not run
fast enough then another lamp should
be thrown in the circuit. The more lamps
connected in the circuit the faster the
motor will run. This plan will work
either with direct or alternating current,
although with the latter the motor heats

From Electric
Light Socket

1,To Motor Key u Sockets

Lamps
OPERATING BATTERY MOTOR FROM LIGHTING CIRCUIT.

other wire, as (B), and attach three or
four 16 candlepower lamps in multiple
to wires (A) and (B). The sockets for
these lamps should be key sockets so as
to enable the operator to cut out the dif-
ferent lamps conveniently. A fuse plug
and socket can be located on wire (C) to
protect the motor in case the current be-
comes too strong.

considerably. In that case it should be
allowed to cool off for a short time, when
again it may be run. If the motor sparks
when alternating current is used then a
slight film of oil put on the commutator
will allay the trouble. In case one or
more motors are to be used then they can
be connected up in series on wire (C).

EDW. E. HARBERT.



SOME ELECTRICAL TERMS SIMPLIFIED.
BY PAUL

VOLT.
The volt is the unit of electrical pres-

sure.
In order to explain its meaning, we

will take a water tank-the one that you

(

FIG. 1.

have ridden on will do-and plant it on
a house roof, say 120 feet high. Tap it

FIG. 2.

with a pipe leading to the ground, turn-
ing the lower end upward.

Look at the illustration (Fig. 1). The

T. KENNY.

water spurts upward. Why? Simply on
account of the pressure exerted.

It'§ exactly the same in electricity ; it
will "flow" only when pressure is ap-
plied.

In a dynamo, this pressure is exerted
between two elements, positive and nega-
tive, or from one "brush" to the other.

Is this clear? No! Well then, imagine
a machine in operation with its positive
part on a roof 120 feet high, the nega-
tive part on the ground, a metallic cir-
cuit or wire connecting the two, and you
have the everyday generator or dynamo
causing a "current" to flow at 120 -volts
pressure.

AM PERE.

The ampere is the unit of current or
"flow" and is found by simply dividing

AMPERES

FIG. 3.

O R RATE
O F FLOW

the pressure by the resistance, or the
volts by the ohms.

Back to the water tank again.
You may remember we stated that a

volume of water, 120 feet high, exerts a
certain pressure, and in passing through
a one -inch pipe, encounters a given re-
sistance which permits a "rate of flow"
of about 40 gallons per minute. Ponder
carefully now !

Raise the tank higher in the air, there-
by increasing the pressure, and a greater
flow will take place. Or, leave the tank
where it stands, and enlarge the pipe,
again the flow will also be increased.

Precisely the same in electricity.
Impressing 120 volts pressure on a

wire or lamp having 40 ohms resistance,
permits a rate of flow of three amperes.

Double the pressure to 240 volts, and
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retain the same resistance and you have
six amperes. Enlarge your wire so as to
halve your resistance, or zo ohms, and
you get with the original pressure of 120
volts, six amperes.

After all, isn't this simple ?
Now for the terms that are liable to

send you flying in the direction of the
water cart, the "watt" and "kilowatt."

WATT.
The watt is the unit of power, and is

obtained by multiplying the pressure by
the rate of flow, or the volts by the
amperes.

A kilowatt is t,000 watts, and repre-

WATTS,
OR

P 0 W E R.
J [A KILOWATT IN
THE BACKGROUND

FIG. 4.

sents about one and one-third horse-
power ; 746 watts being equal to one
horsepower.

Can we explain it ? Certainly.
We have before stated that 120 volts

impressed on 40 ohms resistance, gave a
current of three amperes.

Multiplying the last by the 120 volt,
we obtain 360 watts.

Impressing pressure of 120 volts on a
larger wire, having only two ohms re
sistance, enabling a current of 6o am-
peres to flow, will produce 7,zoo watts
or 7.2 K. W. of energy.

A kilowatt hour is the use of i,000
watts for one hour or 50o watts for twos
hours or ioo watts for to hours. This.
is the unit that the electric lighting com-
panies use in charging for current and is'
analogous to "cubic feet" of gas. An
ordinary incandescent lamp consumes
about 5o watts. so if it were burned con-
stantly for zo hours it would use a kilo-
watt hour. Burning 20 lamps for one
hour means the consumption of identical-
ly the same amount of energy or one
kilowatt hour.

DYNAMO AND MOTOR.
Having mastered the foregoing defini-

tions you are now ready to investigate
the principles of the dynamo and electric
motor, a simple bi-polar form of which
is illustrated (Fig. 5) with its "Fields,"
"Armature," "Commutator," and
"Brushes.'

The first step is to note the properties
of the electromagnet.

We mentioned heretofore that when
an ordinary dynamo is in operation, and
a wire run from the positive to the nega-
tive pole or brush, a current would
"flow" over the wire.

How is an electromagnet made?
Take an ordinary iron or steel rod,

bent over as shown, wrap an insulated
wire around it and permit the current to
flow-Presto! the iron becomes a mag-

A BI -POLAR DYNAMO OR MOTOR.
FIG. 5. -

net, perhaps powerful enough to lift sev-
eral tons.

Interrupt the current, and the iron
loses its magnetism, with the exception
of a small particle known as re.:idual
magnetism, which is, so to speak, the
dormant little spring emitting "Lines of
Force," (see upper corner, Fig. 5) that
can be developed into enormous propor-
tions.

Every magnet has two poles, north
and south, and between the two, these in-
visible mysterious lines of force are con-
stantly traveling, varying in number with
the magnetism developed.
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When a dynamo is at rest, the mini-
mum number are emitted, but when it is
loaded with its maximum number of
lights and motors out on the line, the
maximum number are shot across the air
gap::., Why? Simply because the mag-
netic strength developed is proportionate
to the amperes flowing around the fields.

THE ARMATURE.
If you take an ordinary piece of wire,

bent as shown in Fig. 5 and place it be-
tween the poles (N) and (S) so as to cut

(G19-%:_:«*

Ikl°9

DIAGRAM
SHOWING DYNAMO,
DRIVEN BY ENGINE,
SUPPLYING CURRENT

l FOR LIGHTING
AND POWER.

SIG. s.

these lines of force, you are at the
ing point 'of the armature.

Revolve this piece of wire, which we'll
call an armature winding, in a given
direction, and a current will flow from
the upper side to the lower.

start -

Connect each terminal of this winding
to a convex piece of copper or segment.
and we have the commutator.

Suspend two pieces of copper or car-
bon so as to rest on the upper and lower
segments, and you have the brushes.

It is evident, therefore, that if we can
construct a machine as above with sev-
eral windings on the armature, and re-
volve the latter at a high speed, between
the pole pieces of the field with an en-
gine, or turbine, a current will start from
one side of the commutator, thence to
the positive brush around the fields out
to the line, across each lamp, motor, etc.
(see Fig. 6), back to the negative brush
and other side of the armature winding.

That's all there is to the dynamo,
which may be wound either "Series,"

l9 is
OMH$ } ONN6 I

FIG. 7. FIG. 8.

"Shunt," or "Compound," when required
for direct current, as the conditions may
require, or in "phases" or "frequency"
for alternating current work.

Alternating current machinery should
never be placed on the same line supply-
ing direct current service, and direct
current motors should always have the
right voltage to meet the line conditions.

RHEOSTAT.
Of course, you've heard of the rheo-

stat, and wondered what the clumsy look-
ing box hung on the wall near a motor,
was for, anyhow. Let us see.

Looking at the. cut of a motor wind-
ing (Fig. 7) you- will notice that the
incoming current in passing into the ma-
chine is bifurcated, that is to say, one
part travels from the positive around the
field-over a winding perhaps a mile
long-while the other part travels direct-
ly to the brush, thence across an arma-
ture winding to the other-the negative
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-brush, a distance of perhaps to feet.
In the former we might have a resistance
of 19 ohms, in the latter only one ohm.

Now, electricity, like other things, will
follow the path of least resistance, and,
unless something like a dam were put in
the path leading to the armature, nearly
all the current would take the short cut
home across the armature and blow the
fuse.

We can reduce this flow with a rheo-
stat (Fig. 8), which is practically noth-
ing more than a lot of iron wire in com-
pact form having, in this instance, a re-
sistance of, say, 18 ohms; so that when
it is placed in series with the armature. -
bringing up the latter's total resistance to
19 ohms, the current will flow as readily
over the fields as it will across the arma-
ture, causing the motor to start up grad-
ually, the speed being accelerated as the
resistance is cut out. When the motor
has attained full speed, the entire resist-
ance should be cut out, unless the rheo-

stat is designed for varying the speed.
The reason for this is that the armature
of the motor when it gets to revolving
tends to become itself a dynamo and
generate current of its own which flows
in the opposite direction to that which' is
impressed upon it. This is called "back
electromotive force." When the arma-
ture of the motor attains full speed this
back electromotive force counteracts the
impressed electromotive force to such
an extent that the rheostat resistance is
no longer needed. In an ordinary motor,
the resistance is always placed in series
with the armature, while in a dynamo, it
is placed in series with the fields.

A motor is constructed identically the
same as a dynamo, but in operation it
absorbs watts, instead of generating, pro-
portionate to the work done.

Take two dynamos, connect with two
wires, rotate one with a steam engine
and the other, which may be miles away,
will revolve as a motor.

AN OPEN CIRCUIT TELEGRAPH.
Being a young student of electricity

myself I know the great desire which
boys have to construct telegraphs be-
tween their homes, so I will describe for
their benefit an open circuit equipment,

Sounder

Transmitter

Switch

LINE

LINE

one end without going through the bat-
tery and key.

When not in use both switches are
turned to connect through the (A)
wires. When so connected there is no

Switch

L
--11h1

Batteries

CONNECTIONS FOR OPEN CIRCUIT

because the closed circuit is entirely too
expensive for this purpose.

All the instrument needed at each end
of the line are a regular sounder, a regu-
lar transmitter, a two -point switch and
a set of batteries.

It will be noticed that this plan is ex-
actly the same as the ordinary tele-
graph except that a wire (A) (see dia-
gram) has been added so that the cur-
rent can be sent through the sounder at

A
1 Battery

T
Transmiftter

Sounder
TELEGR1r

circuit through either set of batteries.
The person who wishes to call simply
moves his switch so that it connects
through the battery and key, then he is
ready to call and does so in the usual
manner. To answer the call the other
person also changes his switch. Then
they may send messages in the usual
manner. When through, both persons
change their switches again and the cir-
cuit is open, but either person can call.

PERCY J. FRIDAY.



QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.
Readers of Popular Electricity are invited to make free use of this department.

Knowledge on any subject is gained by asking questions, and nearly every one has some
question he would like to ask concerning electricity. These questions and answers will by
of interest and benefit to many besides the one directly concerned. No consideration
will be given to communications that do not contain the full name and address of the writer.

SMALL DYNAMO ARMATURE.
Questions.-I have a small dynamo which I

would like to run on 110 volts direct current.
It is of the bipolar type, single field coil, lami-
nated armature, field magnets 5 inches high
and 2 inches wide. Field core 1% inches
thick and 1% inches wide. The armature has
12 slots % inch wide by % inch deep, and is 2
inches long and 1% inches in diameter. Com-
mutator segments, 12. Field coils wound with
No. 22 B and S gauge, single cotton covered
wire.

(A) What size wire should I wind on the
armature?

(B) How many feet of wire will I need ?-
F. E. B., Mendota, Wis.

Answers.-(A) No. 24 B. and S.
gauge, double cotton -covered wire.

DIAGRAM REPRESEN TIN G ARMATURE
SLOTS.

(B) Winding as follows with slot di-
mensions given, you can wind each coil
4 or 5 layers deep and 7 layers wide,
making 28 or 35 turns, or 22 feet per
ea; coil No. I should go in slots
(AA') ; coil No. 2, (BB') ; coil No. 3,
(CC') ; coil No. 4, (DD') ; coil No. 5,
(EE') ; coil No. 6, (FF'). Now with
slots half full, coil No. 7 goes in (A'A)
on top of coil No. i. beginning as let-
tered; coil Nd. 8 in slots (B'B) and so
on. Bring finishing end of each coil

where starting end enters and twist to-
gether. With all coils in place untwist
the coil ends and twist the last end of
each coil to starting end of the coil next
to it at the right. These twisted ends
go each to a commutator segment in
regular order. We assumed the field
winding to be in shunt to brushes and a
starting resistance, such as a no -volt
lamp. We also assumed 5,000 or 6,000
turns of wire on field coil.

WINDING A TWELVE -SLOT DRUM.
Question.-Please give diagram and infor-

mation as to how a small twelve -slot drum
armature should be wound.-H. J. R., Siloam
Springs, Ark.

Answer.-See answer to F. E. B.,
Mendota, Wis.

ELECTRO-MAGNECTIC ENGINE.

Question.-(A) How large an electro -mag-
netic engine similar to one described in the
"Junior Section" of the June issue can be
made for power purposes?

(B) How can a suitable reverse for this
engine be made? H. R. C., Chicago, Ill.

Answers.-We have the assurance of
manufacturers that they have thus far
not designed such an engine for any con-
siderable power purposes. One maker

O. R5.

r

TO

MOTOR
DOUBLE POLE, DOUBLE THROW KNIFE

SWITCH.

says : "We have made no calculations on
a larger type than the toy form. At first
glance we are inclined to think that for
a larger type of engine, the rotary form
might be preferable, but for a toy the
reciprocating type answers every pur-
pose and does it much more economically
than the rotary form could possibly do.
So far as we can say, the matter would
involve much experimental design." We
shall be glad to know results should you
attempt a large engine.
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(B) By using a double throw, double
pole knife switch connected as shown in
diagram.

INDUCTION COILS AND HIGH FRE-
QUENCY APPARATUS.

Questions-(A) How does an induction coil
differ from a high frequency transformer?
(B) How is a transformer made capable of
sending 40 miles? (C) Did Tesla connect the
secondary of an induction coil to the primary
of a transformer? (D) Does the U. S. gov-
ernment make any charge or license for pri-
vate wireless lines ?-E. H. B., Jr., Brooklyn,
N. Y.

spark gap ; but with oil insulated trans-
former will give a much longer spark.

(C) Yes.
(D) No. But transmission of gov-

ernment messages must not be inter-
fered with.

250 WATT TRANSFORMER.
Question-Please tell me how to make a 250

watt transformer that will give a six-inch
spark on 110 volts 60 cycles.-C. S. K., Chi-
cago, Ill.

Answer-See answer to E. H. B., Jr.,
in this issue. Use a rheostat in series
with primary of coil.

CONNECTIONS OF HIGH FREQUENCY TRANSFORMET:.

Answers-(A) A high frequency
transformer is, properly speaking, an
induction coil; but it has no iron core,
as no iron core would respond to the
rapid changes of current. The primary
is usually outside the secondary, and in-
sulated from it by a considerable air
space, or else the whole apparatus is im-
mersed in oil.

(B) Soft iron wire core 16 inches
long, two inches diameter. Primary, one
layer No. 13 double cotton covered wire.
Secondary, 10 sections each 1 / inches
thick, 2 5-8 internal diameter, wound to
six inches diameter with No. 31 wire and
thoroughly insulated. Condenser, 3o
sheets of tinfoil eight by io inches, with
two plates of io by 12 inch window glass
between each two sheets of foil. High
frequency transformer, primary, 14 turns
of four No. 8 wires in parallel wound on.
a paper cylinder 12 inches in diameter,
18 inches long. Secondary winding,
placed inside the primary, No. 31 double
cotton covered wire, one layer wpund on
paper cylinder seven inches diameter, 18
inches long. The diagram shows connec-
tions-IN) volts at 125 cycles, or 5o volts
at 6o cycles will be right. The trans-
former secondary will give a five to six
inch spark, depending on condenser

P

SPECIFICATIONS FOR THIRTY -INCH
SPARK X-RAY COIL.

Question.-I would like some information
as to how to build a 30 -inch spark coil for X-
ray work. I have a lot of No. 12 double cot-
ton -covered magnet wire that I would like to
use on the primary winding. I intend to use a
motor generator set giving 110 or 220 volt di-
rect current. Please give dimensions of this
coil and the best way to wind the secondary.-
R. A. F., Joplin, Mo.

Answer.-Core 2/ inches in diameter
and 48 inches long should be made of
annealed No. 22 B. & S. gauge Norway
iron wire. Cover core with one layer
of friction tape, or two or three layers
of oiled paper. Wind four layers of No.
12 B. & S. gauge double cotton -covered
wire over oiled paper, placing cotton
cord same diameter as wire between
each turn of wire, bring out taps at ends
of each layer for variable inductance
(number of layers in circuit will depend
entirely upon type of interrupter used ;
one layer for electrolytic interrupter and
from two to four for mercurial or me-
chanical interrupter). Dip core with..

its winding in boiling hot beeswax. Place
core and winding in mica or paper tube
having a -inch walls ; if mica is used it
must be free, from metals, if paper is
used, tube must be built up of paper.
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soaked in boiling beeswax with no air
spaces between layers. Twelve second-
ary coils should be wound in .sections on
mica or paper rings treated as specified
for tube over primary; paper or mica
rings to be two inches wide and to have
an internal diameter at least one inch
greater than external diameter of tube
over primary. Wire may be from No. 31
to No. 36 B. & S. gauge single cotton -
covered. Wind 25o layers on each ring,
placing one strip of oiled paper two
inches wide between each layer. Wire
of each layer to be so wound that a clear-
ance of / inch will be had to each edge
of paper strips. Boil secondary sections
in beeswax. Construct thoroughly sea-
soned birchwood box large enough to
provide at least 3 -inch clearance to sec-
ondary coils. Place core, tube and wind-
ings in position, spacing secondary sec-
tions so that a clearance of 1 / inch will
he provided between sections and / inch
to tube over primary. Fill box complete-
ly with a boiling mixture of vaseline and
paraffine, use just enough paraffine to
slightly stiffen the vaseline.

HOW TO MAKE AN INDUCTION COIL.
Question-Will you please tell me how to

wind an induction coil? What is the size
and length, and are the primary and secon-
dary wires connected? Would soft wire make
a good core?-R. Y., Rock Falls, Iowa.

Answer-Your question is very in-
definite. Induction coils are made in
all sizes, from the little pocket "medi-
cal" coil to the great wireless telegraph
coil, throwing a spark 12 inches or more
in length. For a small shock coil, wind
two layers of No. 18 wire on a soft
iron wire core three inches long and 1/8
of an inch in diameter. Over this lay
three layers of paper, well shellaced.
Then wind on two ounces of No. 36 silk
covered copper wire, connecting the ends
to handles. A vibrator in the primary
circuit is needed to complete the coil ;
but a home made substitute may be used.
by connecting one pole of battery to one
end of the primary winding and the
other end of primary winding to a large,
coarse file, then rubbing a wire connected
to the other pole of battery on the file.
The secondary winding is connected to
nothing but _the handles for delivering
the shock.

INDUCTION COIL.
Question-I wish you would publish in your

magazine how to make an induction coil.-S.
M. C., Denver, Colo.

Answer-See answer to R. Y., in this
issue.

SIMPLE TELEPHONE CIRCUIT.
Question.-Will you please inform me how

I may run two telephones on one wire with a
bell on each, operated by a push button or
switch?-K. Y., St. Paul, Minn.

Answer.-The diagram gives the cir-
cuit you wish with bells operated by

SIMPLE TELEPHONE CIRCUIT.

three-point switches. Normally the
switches should be left as shown. Either
party may call the other by swinging the
switch arm across (SA) and preferably
leaving it on (N) while talking. The
batteries are arranged to work together
when the receivers are off the hooks.

REWINDING FAN MOTOR.
Question-I have a C. & C. 500 -volt fan

motor (Y horsepower) that I wish to wind
as a dynamo. The armature is a laminated
ring two inches wide, rfa inch thick by 41
inches diameter, with 30 segment commuta-
tor. Field spool is about 41 or 5 inches out-
side diameter. I wish to shunt wind the
machine for 12 volts (or 10). What size
wire, number of layers and turns to the sec-
tion should I use? What size for fields?
Speed of armature? I have the armature
wound now with No. 20, four layers of 11
turns to the layer and calculated for 50 volts.
What should I use on the field for a shunt
and what current should I get, at what
speed ?-G. B. G., Bath, Me.

Answer-For 12 volts: Armature 3o
sections, each two layers, six turns to the
layer, No. 14 single cotton covered wire.
Field, No. 20 wire, shunt connected. For
5o volts wind the field with No. 26 wire.
You will have to experiment a little to
determine the correct speed. Probably
2,800 or thereabouts. Machine should
deliver 150 watts ; but turning a small
motor into a dynamo is often an uncer-
tain performance.
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MAGNETIC NEEDLE; MOTOR OPERATION.
TELEPHONE TRANSMITTER.

Questions.-(A) What is the effect of an
alternating current on a magnetic needle
placed parallel and under the wire? (B) Is
there any effect of winds on oscillations in
wireless apparatus? (C) Why should not an
alternating current operate a series wound
motor with a commutator, since the change of
direction of direct current does not change the
direction of the motor? (D) Please explain
the parts and workings of a telephone trans-
mitter.-E. R., Franklin, Ind.

Answers.-(A) The answer to your
question is fully given in the article on
"Elementary Electricity," pages 274-5,
September number, 1908.

_7

3
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TELEPHONE TRANSMITTER.

(B) See article, "Effect of Wind on
Wireless Waves," this issue.

(C) It will run. Sec answer to M.
B., this issue.

(D) The diagram shows a Blake
transmitter which operates on the prin-
ciple of varying pressure and in this
way the resistance of the circuit through
the transmitter is increased or decreased.
(A) is the diaphragm surrounded by a
rubber ring (B), the whole being fast-
ened back of the mouthpiece (C). A

piece of platinum wire (D) is secured
to a spring (E). The wire touches the
diaphragm and also makes light contact
with a carbon button (F) attached to a
spring (G). The screw (H) adjusts
this latter contact. When sound waves
disturb the diaphragm (A), the resist-
ance between the platinum wire and car-
bon button varies, and a fluctuating cur-
rent passes through (E), (D), (F), and
(G), and then to the receiver coil. This
varying current reproduces the original
variations and sounds in the receiver.

Some transmitters use carbon gran-
ules between two polished disks or elec-
trodes, one of which is attached to the
diaphragm. One type of this transmit-
ter is called the solid -back or White
transmitter and is used by the American
Bell Telephone Company.

DIRECT CURRENT MOTOR ON ALTER.
NATING CURRENT.

Question.-Can a direct current motor with
laminated armature and field be run with al-
ternating current ?-M. B., Superior, Wis.

Answer.-Yes, if a series wound mo-
tor. The writer had this
with the above type motor and found it
necessary to reduce the field turns about
one-half for satisfactory results. See
answer to questions (D) of V. E. H..
July number, 19o8; also any treatise on
rotary converters.

HIGH FREQUENCY APPARATUS.
Questions.-(A) In the article on "How to

Make a High Frequency Apparatus," how
many pounds of secondary wire would be re-
quired in the transformer? (B) What length
of spark should transformer give and how far,
with same, should transformer transmit wire-
less signals, both ends using tuned circuits and
electrolytic detectors? (C) Of how many watts.
amperes and volts capacity would above trans-
former be? (D) Would it be practical to use
shasta water bottles for leyden jars by coating
the outside with tin foil or some metallic paint
and filling the jar about one-third full of di-
lute sulphuric acid, so as not to break or cut
the neck of the bottle off? (E) Do you know of
any better method of preparing jars, and how
many would it take of same to condense the
spark of the transformer?-R. L. McC., San
Francisco, Cal.

Answers. - (A) Secondary: nine
pounds No. 32 B. & S. gauge, single cot-
ton covered wire. Primary: four
pounds No. 12 B & S. gauge, double
cotton covered wire.

(B) Primary in parallel on Ho volts
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or in series on 220 volts will give a
spark one inch long with pointed ter-
minals; a little less than half as far with
primary in series on I to volts. The sup-
position is 6o cycle current. The spark
will jump much farther if a condenser
capacity is shunted across the gap. Dr.
De Forest, who has seen this transformer
in operation, said that it would trans-
mit signals up to 20o miles.

(C) Maximum Watts 2,000; cur-
rent, 25 amperes; secondary voltage, to, -
000 and 20,000, depending on connec-
tions.

(D and E) With the apparatus de-
scribed in the article it would be bet-
ter to use plate condensers instead of
Leyden jars. Leyden jars may, how-
ever, be made as described in answer to
G. A. C., this issue, or as in the article
on page 452, November issue.

CONSTRUCTION OF A LEYDEN JAR.
Questions.-(A) How can I make a Ley

den jar, referring to the December number,
page 465, Fig. 63? (B) Of what material is
the instrument there shown made? Can it
be purchased? (C) How long does it take to
pierce a hole through a glass one -eighth of
an inch thick using an electric discharge? G.
A. C., Pittsburg, Pa.

Answers.-(A) Paste tinfoil coatings
on the inside and outside of a glass jar
to about two-thirds of its height. Var-
nish the jar above the coatings to pro-
vide better insulation. Through a rub-
ber or dry wood stopper pass a brass
rod terminating in a knob at the top, and
connecting with the inner coating by a
loose chain at the lower end.

(B) Glass rods may be used for pil-
lars ; and brass fittings, rods and knobs
for live parts. Glass serves as a good
insulator, but collects moisture. With-
out proper tools it is hard to use in
construction. Hard rubber, ebonite, or
vulcanite is much more easily worked, is
a good insulator and much used. Con-
tinually exposed to the light, however.
the sulphur used in vulcanizing, oxidizes
and the rubber slowly loses its insulating
qualities to a certain extent. For mount-
ing, quarter sawed oak, dull weathered
oak, or any well seasoned solid wood
may be used. Examine the apparatus of
some physician who gives electro -thera-
peutical and X-ray treatments and you
will be able to gather a great many help -
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ful suggestions. Any company supply-
ing experimental electrical apparatus to
school and college laboratories will be
glad to send you a catalogue.

(C) This depends upon the quality
and brittleness of the glass, and the capa-
city of the Leyden jar. A one -quart jar
will often if fully charged give desired
results. A five or six -jar battery will act
very positively on a single discharge.

MAKING A STORAGE BATTERY.
Questions.-(A) How would be the best

way to make a storage battery?
(B) What would be the dimensions?
(C) How many batteries would be re-

quired to light six sixteen candlepower lamps
for twelve hours?

(D) How should connections be made?
(E) How can I tell when batteries are fully

charged?-E. L. F., Fort Worth, Tex.
Answers.-(A) In addition to the

method described in the answer to F. R.
in the February issue, the following
method is recommended: Get a quantity
of torpedo lead about 1-64. inch thick by

inch wide ; also ten pounds of sheet
lead / inch thick, cut into strips 1/8
inch wide. With these last make seven
frames 7 by 6 inches, using a block of

FIG. 1.

wood to shape the strip like Fig. I.
Solder a 3 -inch strip between the ends.
Now cut 6 -inch torpedo lead strips, and
as many 8 -inch strips. Fit the 6 -inch
strips horizontally and corrugate the fl-
inch strips as in Fig. 2, fusing the ends
so they will stay in place. Using about
four pounds of yellow lead, to parts of
water and one part sulphuric acid, make
a paste and fill four frames for negative
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plates. The remaining three frames fill
with three pounds of red lead mixed
with . the same proportion of acid and
water as for the negative plates. These
are the positive plates. Prepare card -

1111 -
FIG. 2.

board 3-16 inch thick, soaked in silicate
of soda and well dried. Place these be-
tween alternate positive and negative
plates laid together and tied. Lugs of
opposite plates should stand opposite
each other. Now fuse a heavy strip of
lead, Fig. 3, across the three positive

FIG. 3.

411

plates, and another across the four nega-
tive plates, Fig. 4. Place the whole in
a glass jar and fill with dilute sulphuric
acid and two ounces of sodium bicar-
bonate. Charge with a current of 12
amperes for 45 or So hours. This bat -

FIG. 4.

tery should give eight amperes for 12
hours at two volts.

(B) Since upon the size of the plates
depends in part the current delivered,
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you can make a close estimate for your
purpose from the above figures.

(C) This depends upon the voltage of
your lamps. A battery should not be
discharged below 1.75 volts per cell, so
dividing the voltage of your lamps by
1.75 gives number of cells required.

(D)  Cells connected in series give the
voltage of one cell multiplied by the
number of cells, and the current of one
cell.

Cells connected in parallel give the
voltage of one cell and the current of one
cell multiplied by the number of cells.

(E) See answer to E. R. in February
issue.

COIL TO EXPLODE POWDER.
Question.-Please tell me what kind of a

spark coil I would need to explode powder at
any distance up to one mile.-C. D.

Answer.-Length of core, 6/ inches ;
diameter, 1 3-16 inches ; diameter over
primary winding, 1/ inches; size of
wire, No. 14 B. & S. gauge ; weight of
wire, 8 ounces ; insulating tubes between
primary and secondary, 3-32 inch :
length of secondary winding, 4/ inches;
diameter, 2% inches; size of wire, No_
36 B. & S. gauge, number of sections,
4; weight of wire, 1/ pounds. Con-
denser: Size of tinfoil, 6 by 3 inches;
number of sheets, 40 ; voltage. 8 ; am-
peres, 4. See "Two -Mile Wireless Out-
fit" in November issue, 1908, for further
construction details.

To make a fuse for exploding pow-
der, provide a tube of paper, large
enough to slip over two wires well in-
sulated and twisted around each other,
their ends for I-16 of an inch being
bare and within / inch of each other
in the tube. Fill this tube with fine gun-
powder, close up the end with wax and
connect the two free ends to the ends of
the secondary of your coil. Place this
fuse in the powder to be exploded and
close the primary circuit of the coil.

THE NATIONAL ELECTRICAL CODE.
This department will be glad to an-

swer and discuss questions pertaining to
the installation of electric wiring and
apparatus in accordance with the Na-
tional Electrical Code, Rules and Re-
quirements of the National Board of
Fire Underwriters. These questions will
be cared for by an electrical engineer and
inspector actively engaged in field work.
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TELEPHONE REPEATERS.
Questions.-(A) Are there any telephone

repeaters similar to the telegraph repeater in
working principle in existence?

(B) Why do you not hear yourself talk in
the telephone?-L. A. F., Lyons, Ia.

Answers.-(A) Yes. Under telephone
relay or repeater in any standard work
on telephony you will find a detailed ac-
count of one-way and two-way repeaters.
The diagram shows the arrangement of
the former. Transmitter (T), battery
(B,), induction coil (PS), line (L,L,),
microphone contact on the principle of
the Blake transmitter, operating with a
receiver at (M), a second induction coil
(PS), battery (B2) at receiving end,

TELEPHONE REPEATER.

operate diaphragm at (M), which causes
variation of resistance of contact at
(M), allowing corresponding currents
from battery (B2) to act inductively on
the receiver.(R) with reinforced energy.

(B) Listen to your receiver while you
blow into your transmitter. Let some
one talk into the transmitter in a quiet
room, while you stand off the full length
of the receiver cord and listen in the re-
ceiver. The fact is you do hear your-
self through the instrument but your
voice is so much stronger that you do
not notice it.

GRAVITY BATTERY; SMALL INDUCTION
COIL.

Questions.-(A) How many pounds of blue
vitriol will it take for a gravity battery six by
eight inches?

(B) I am to make an induction coil, core
four inches long and I/4 inch in diameter.
How much No. 18 single cotton covered wire
will be required for four layers on the pri-
mary? How much No. 30 single silk covered
wire will be required for twelve layers for the
secondary?-A, E. H., Fenton, Mich.

Answers.-(A) The standard "Crow-
foot" cell is a jar six inches in diameter
by eight inches high, and for steady
work about three pounds of blue vitriol
is sufficient.

(B) About two pounds of No. 18 for
primary, assuming that core is entirely
covered, and / of a pound of No. 3o,
B and S gauge, for secondary.

SPARK PLUG COIL AND WIRING.
Question.-(A) Please give diagram for

wiring a three binding post coil with vibrator
to a make -and -break spark plug on gas en-
gine. (B) Please give a diagram of a four
binding post coil in circuit. (D) Could I
make a coil by making a core and winding the
primary on the core and boiling it in beeswax
and insulating between each layer of wires,
then wind on the secondary and boil each
winding, insulating with paper and taking care
not to wind close to ends of coil? (D)
Would such a coil do for wireless telegraphy
if made eight or nine inches long? (E) What
size wire should I use?-W. W., Novinger,
Mo.

Answers. -(A) See Fig. I in which are
timer (T), plug (P), and vibrator (V).

FIG. 1. WIRING OF A THREE BINDING
POST COIL.

(B) See Fig. 2.
(C to F) You would need good insu-

lation between the primary and second-
ary and also sectional winding of the

FIG. 2. WIRING OF A FOUR BINDING
POST COIL.

secondary. See "Construction of a TWo-
Mile Wireless Outfit" and also answers
to a Reader, C. R. B., G. S. and C.' E.,
in the November issue, 19o8.

TELEPHONE MAGNETO.
Question.-Cap a telephone magneto be

changed so it will give direct current without
changing armatures?-A. M., Alhambra, Cal.

Answer.-Yes. See answers to ques-
tions (C) and (D) of V. E. H., this de-
partment, July issue, 1908.



NEW ELECTRICAL INVENTIONS.

ADVERTISING AUTOMATON.
A unique advertising "stunt" is illus-

trated in the accompanying cut. It con-
sists of an electrically operated automa-
ton used to advertise smokers' supplies.
The figure is provided with a movable
head and arm which are operated by a
series of levers and cams, run by a small
motor. The hand moves up to the face

ADVERTISING AUTOMATON.

and inserts a cigar in the mouth. The
figure apparently takes a deep puff and
the cigar is withdrawn. Then the head
tilts back and a little volume of steam,
from a small boiler beneath the figure, is
blown from the lips, simulating smoke.

In the mouth there is a contact plate
which is connected by a wire with one
side of a battery. In the end of the
cigar which is placed in the mouth is
another contact plate, which is connected
through a small incandescent lamp in

the outer end of the cigar to the other
side of the battery. Thus when the cigar
is placed in the mouth the two contact
plates are brought together and the lamp
lights up. The end of the cigar contain-
ing the lamp is formed of frosted glass
made to represent ashes, so that the
effect produced is startlingly realistic.

The inventor of this ingenious ap-
paratus is Daniel F. Brown of South
Framingham, Mass.

ELECTRIC BELL FOR LIGHT CIRCUITS.
There is a great demand for some

means for operating an alarm bell from
the electric lighting circuit instead of by
dry batteries. The ordinary call bell
cannot be operated in this way without
a transformer or resistance of some sort
to keep the coils of the bell from being
burned out.

A special type of bell for connection

ELECTRIC BELL FOR LIGHTING CIR-
CIRCUITS.

to the lighting circuit is shown in the
cut herewith. It is the invention of E.
P. Steen of Cripple Creek, Colo.

At the bottom of the bell is a tube
containing an iron plunger. The tube is
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surrounded by a magnetizing coil which
is in circuit with the lighting wires when
the button is pushed. The current then
flows around the coil and sucks up the
plunger, on the solenoid principle, strik-
ing the bell or gong. The little lamp at
the right cuts down the strength of the
current in the coil and at the same time
lights up and forms a visual signal.

ELECTRIC RAT TRAP.

This unique device for killing rats
consists of four metal plates insulated
from each other. To the first and third
plates are connected a wire from one
side of the ordinary lighting circuit. To
the second and fourth plates runs a wire
from the other side of the circuit. Thus

ELECTRIC RAT TRAP.
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adjoining plates are of opposite polarity
and a rat stepping across from one to an-
other is electrocuted. This ingenious
trap is the invention of John T. Norris
of Troy, S. C.

ALUMINUM SOLDER.

One of the things inventors have been
working on for a long time is to obtain
an effective solder for joining aluminum
to aluminum. Lack of such a solder has
been one of the drawbacks in the more
extensive use of aluminum in electrical
work.

A new compound for this purpose has
been patented by Harry B. Lambert of
North Pelham, N. Y. It consists of 68
parts of tin, 29 parts of zinc, two parts
of antimony and one part of phosphor-
us, by weight. These different compo-

nent parts are first thoroughly heated

separately to a liquid form, then thor-
oughly mixed and allowed to cool off
and then used in the form of what is
commonly known as bar solder.

BUTCHERS' ELECTRICALLY OPERATED
SAW.

A meat saw which is operated by a
motor and which is easily adjusted to the
work in hand is shown in the cut. The
saw, which is partially enclosed in a pro-
tective housing, is suspended by cords
and weights from two wheels which run
on an oyerhead track. Another parallel

BUTCHERS' ELECTRIC SAW.

track carries an electric motor from
which depends a flexible shaft to turn
the saw. The weights just about balance
the saw and its housing so that the lat-
ter may be readily raised up out of the
way when not in use. The inventor is
T. A. Tubbs of Treadwell, District of
Alaska.
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SU ORT CIRÇUITS,_
"What's that curious -looking charm you are

wearing on your watch -chain?"
"That is our new coat-of-arms-chauffeur

rampant, policeman couchant, justice of the
peace expectant."

An Englishman said he liked babies best
when they cried, and on being asked why, re-
plied, "Because then they are taken out of the
room."

TX9 N82+ WA Y.
Courtesy The Electric Traction Weekly.

"Now," said the teacher, proposing a prob-
lem, "suppose I had ten dollars and went into
a store to spend it. Say I bought a hat for
five dollars. Then I spent two dollars for
gloves, and a dollar and fifty cents for some
other things. How much did I have left?"

For a moment there was dead silence. Then
a boy's hand went up.

"Well, Isaac, how much did I have left?"
"Vy didn't you count your change?" said

Isaac, with a disgusted tone.
A widower who was married recently for the

third time and whose bride had been married
once before herself, wrote across the bottom
of the wedding invitations: "Be sure and
come; this is no amateur performance."

They were looking up at the latest sky-
scraper. "But what are those things sticking
out from the sides?" asked the up -state friend.

"Those? Oh, those are mile posts!" an-
swered the New Yorker.

An old darkey wanted to join a fashionable
church on Fifth Avenue, New York, and the
minister, knowing it was hardly the thing to
do, and not wanting to hurt his feelings, told
him to go home and pray over it. In a few
days the darkey came back.

"Well, what do you think of it by this time?"
asked the preacher.

"Well, sah," replied the colored man, "Ah
prayed an' prayed, an' de good Lawd he says
to me, 'Rastus, I wouldn't boddah my haid
'bout dat no mo'; Ah've been tryin' to git into
that chuch mahself for de las' twenty years,
and I hain't done had no luck!' "

AN AERIAL TROLLEY PARTY.
A burglar who had entered a minister's

house at midnight was disturbed by the waking
of the occupant of the room he was in. Draw-
ing his pistol, he said: "If you stir you are a
dead man. I am hunting for money."

"Let me get up and strike a light," said the
minister, "and I will hunt with you."

A psychologist came upon a hard-working
Irishman, toiling, bare -headed, in the street.

"Don't you know," asked the psychologist,
"that to work in the sun without a hat is bad
for your brain?"

"D'ye think," said the Irishman, "that Oi'd
be on this job if 01 had any brains?"
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Mistress-"Did the mustard plaster do you
any good, Bridget?"

Maid-"Yes; but, begorry, mum, yt do bite
the tongue!"

"That's a curious mule you're driving," re-
marked the man who was whittling a pine
stick.

"Yassar," answered Erastus Pinkley. "He's
kind of cur'us."

"What will you take for him?"
"What'll I take foh him? Say, boss, is you

referrin' to dat mule as a piece o' property or
an affliction?"

"Now, children," said the- teacher, "is the
sentence, 'The horse and cow is in the pas-
ture' correct?"

"No, ma'am," said Johnny.
"What is the matter, Johnny?" asked the

teacher.
"Please, ma'am, the lady should be mentioned

first."

Two London cabbies were glaring at each
other.

"Aw, wot's the matter with you?" demanded
one.

"Nothink's the matter with me, you bloomin'
idiot."

"You gave me a narsty look," persisted the
first.

"Me? Why, you certainly 'ave a narsty look,
but I didn't give it to you, so 'elp me!"

A diffident man who had been asked to re-
spond to a toast at a banquet grew more and
more nervous as the time approached when he
should be called on. When at last the critical
moment arrived, he gripped the edge of the
table and rose uncertainly.

"Gentlemen," he said, "when I heard I was
to be called upon this evening I made the ef-
fort of my life, and really the result was a fine
speech. I made one telling point after another
-but I kept my scintillations strictly to myself
for a surprise. Only myself and God knew that
speech; and now-God only knows it." A.nd he
sat down.

A disheveled man, much the worse for liquor,
staggered out of a Maine "speak-easy" and la-
boriously propped himself against the door.
For a while he owlishly surveyed the passers-
by. Suddenly his foot slipped and he col-
lapsed in a heap on the sidewalk. A moment
latér he was snoring.

A hurrying pedestrian paused, reflectively sur-
veyed the fallen man for a few seconds, and
then poked his head in the door.

"Oh, Frank," he called. "Frank. Come
out here a minute."

Presently the proprietor of the joint, smok-
ing a fat cigar, emerged. He blinked in the
bright sunlight.

"Hello, Hud," he said, pleasantly. "What's
up?"

Hud jerked his thumb toward the slumberer
on the sidewalk.

"Yer sign has fell down," he explained, and
briskly resumed his walk uptown,



ELECTRICAL DEFINITIONS.
Accumulator.-Storage battery.
Alternating Current.-That form of electriccurrent the direction of flow of which reverses

a given number of times per second.
Ammeter.-An instrument for measuring elec-tric current.
Ampere.-Unit of current. It is the quantity

of electricity which will flow through a resist-
ance of one ohm under a potential of one volt.

Ampere Hour.-Quantity of electricity passedby a current of one ampere flowing for one
hour.

Anode.-The positive terminal in a broken
metallic circuit; the terminal connected to the
carbon plate of a battery.

Armature.-That part of a dynamo or motor
which carries the wires that are rotated in the
magnetic field.

Branch Conductor.-A parallel or shunt con-
ductor.

Brush.-The collector on a dynamo or motor
which slides over the commutator or collector
rings.

Bus Bars.-The heavy copper bars to which
dynamo leads are connected and to which the
out -going lines, measuring instruments, etc.,are connected.

Buzzer.-An electric alarm similar to an elec-tric bell, except that the vibrating member
makes a buzzing sound instead of ringing a bell.

Candle Power.-Amount of light given off bya standard candle. The legal English andstandard American candle is a sperm candleburning two grains a minute.
Capacity, Electric.-Relative ability of a con-

ductor or system to retain an electric charge.
Charge.-The quantity of electricity present

on the surface of a body or conductor.
Choking Coil.-Coll of high self-inductance.
Circuit.-Conducting path for electric current.
Circuit-breaker.-Apparatus for automatical-ly opening a circuit.
Collector Rings.-The copper rings on an al-

ternating current dynamo or motor which areconnected to the armature wires and overwhich the brushes slide.
Commutator.-A device for changing the di-rection of electric currents.
Condenser.-Apparatus for storing up elec-trostatic charges.
Cut-out.-Appliance for removing any appa-ratus from a circuit.
Cycle.-Full period of alternation of an alter-nating current circuit.
Diamagnetic.-Having a magnetic permeabil-ity inferior to that of air.
Dielectric.-A non-conductor.
Dimmer.-Resistance device for regulating the

intensity of illumination of electric incandescent
lamps. Used largely in theaters.

Direct Current.-Current flowing continuously
in one direction.

Dry Battery.-A form of open circuit batteryin which the solutions are made practically
solid by addition of glue jelly, gelatinous silica,
etc.

Electrode.-Terminal of an open electric cir-
cuit.

Electromotive Force.-Potential differencecausing current to flow.
Electrolysis.-Separation of a chemical com-

pound into its elements by the action of the
electric current.

Electromagnet.-A mass of iron which ismagnetized by passage of current through a
coil of wire wound around the mass but in-
sulated therefrom.

Electroscope.-instrument for detecting thepresence of an electric charge.
Farad.-Unit of electric capacity.
Feeder.-A copper lead from a central station

to some center of distribution.
Field of Force.-The space In the neighbor-

hood of an attracting or repelling mass or
system.

Fuse.-A short piece of conducting material
of low melting point which is inserted in a
circuit and which will melt and open the cir-
cuit when the current reaches a certain value.

Galvanometer.-Instrument for measuringcurrent strength.
Generator.-A dynamo.
Inductance.-The property of an electric cir-

cuit by virtue of which lines of force are de-
veloped around it.

Insulator.-Any substance impervious to the
passageKiloatt electricity.

(See watt.)
Kilowatt-hour.-One thousand watt hours.
Leyden Jar.-Form of static condenser which

will store up static electricity.
Lightning Arrester.-Device which will per-

mit the high -voltage lightning current to pass
to earth, but will not allow the low voltage cur-
rent of the line to escape.

Motor-dynamo.-Motor and dynamo on thesame shaft, for changing alternating current to
direct and vice versa or changing current of
high voltage and low current strength to cur-
rent of low voltage and high current strengthand vice versa.

Multiple.-Term expressing the connection ofseveral pieces of electric apparatus in parallel
with each other.

Multiple Circuits.-See parallel circuits.
Neutral Wire.-Central wire in a three -wiredistribution system.
Ohm.-The unit of resistance. It is arbi-trarily taken as the resistance of a column of

mercury one square millimeter in cross section-al area and 106 centimeters in height.
Parallel Circuits.-Two or more conductorsstarting at a common point and ending at an-

other common point.
Polarization.-The depriving of a voltaic cellof its proper electromotive force.
Potential.-Voltage.
Resistance.-The quality of an electrical con-

ductor by virtue of which it opposes the pas-sage of an electric current. The unit of re-sistance is the ohm.
Rheostat-Resistance device for regulatingthe strength of current.
Rotary Converter. - Machine for changing

high -potential current to low potential or viceversa.
Secondary Battery.-A battery whose 'positive

and negative electrodes are deposited by cur-rent from a separate source of electricity.
Self-inductance.-Tendency of current flowingin a single wire wound in the form of a spiral

to react upon itself and produce a retarding
effect similar to inertia in matter.

Serles.-Arranged in succession, as opposed toparallel or multiple arrangement.
Serles Motor.-Motor whose field windings arein series with the armature.
Shunt.-A by-path in a circuit which is inparallel with the main circuit.
Shunt Motor.-Motor whose field windingsare in parallel or shunt with the armature.
Solenold.-An electrical conductor wound ina spiral and forming a tube.
Spark-gap.-Space between the two electrodesof an electric resonator.
Storage Battery.-See secondary battery.
Thermostat.-Instrument which, when heated.closes an electric circuit.
Transformer.-A device for stepping -up orstepping -down alternating current from low tohigh or high to low voltage, respectively.
Volt.-Unit of electromotive force or potential.

It is the electromotive force which, if steadily
applied to a conductor whose resistance is one
ohm, will produce a current of one ampere.

Voltage.-Potential difference or electromotiveforce.
Volt Meter.-Instrument for measuring volt-

age.
Watt.-Unit representing the rate of work of

electrical energy. It is the rate of work of one
ampere flowing under a potential of one volt.
Seven hundred and forty-six watts represent
one electrical horse power.

Watt-hour.-Electrical unit of work. Repre-sents Work done by one watt expended for one
hour.



CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
Rates, 40 cents per agate line, cash with order, nothing less than 3 lines.

Advertisements should be in our officc on or before the 2d preceding date of issue.

HELP WANTED.

$10.00 PER 100 PAID for mailing or distribu-
ting circulars. Particulars 5c. Independent
Chemical Co., Box 204, Waterloo, Iowa.

WANTED - Railway mail clerks, customs
clerks, clerks at Washington. Over 2,000 ap-
pointments to be made from many examinations
to be held during March. Salaries $800.00 to
$1,600.00 yearly. No "layoffs" because of poor
times. Annual vacation. Short hours. Everycitizen over 18 is eligible. We prepare candi-dates free. Common education sufficient. Write
Immediately for schedule. Franklin Institute,
Dept. B 67, Rochester, N. Y.

WE EXPECT to have positions for a number
of men as automobile car drivers, and interur-
ban railways; only sober and reliable men need
apply; experience unnecessary; send four -cent
stamp for applications. The Western Transpor-
tation Company, American Nat. Bank Bldg., St.
Paul, Minn.

PATENTS.

MASON, FENWICK & LAWRENCE, Patent
Lawyers, Washington, D. C., Box B. Est'd.47 years. Booklet free. Highest references.Best service. Terms moderate. Be carefulin selecting an attorney. Write us.

PATENTS. H. W. T. Jenner, patent attor-
ney and mechanical expert, 608 F Street, Wash-
ington, D. C. Established 1883. I make an in-vestigation and report if patent can be had,and the exact cost. Send for full information.
Trade -marks registered.

PATENTS-Advice and books free. Highestreferences. Best results. I procure patents thatprotect. Watson E. Coleman, Patent Lawyer,
Washington, D. C.

DON'T SPEND A DOLLAR on patents until
you have read the book we will send free on
request. Benjamin & Bassett, 516 F St., Wash-
ington, D. C.

AGENTS WANTED.

CIGARETTE MAKING MACHINE. Agentsand dealers selling 1,000 monthly profit $250.Machine weighs one ounce, fits vest pocket.Sample 50c postpaid. Exclusive territory given.
Esrich Mfg. Co., 28 East 23rd St., Box 23, New
York.

WANTED-One hustler in every concern em-
ploying any number of men to represent Popu-lar Electricity. Here is your chance to double
your income without interfering with your reg-ular work. Others are making $2.00 to $5.00 aday and there is no reason you cannot do what
others are doing. Give name of your company
and number of employes, name of your superin-
tendent or foreman and we will send free, sam-
ples and outfit. Address Circulation Mgr., Pop-
ular Electricity, 1252 Monadnock Block, Chicago.

AGENTS to sell Dutch Cooking Set; sellsevery house. Write us. Pace Bros. & SonsPottery Co., Roseville, Ohio.

INVENTIONS.

EXPERT AND SUCCESSFUL inventor willdevelop ideas and inventions, build models,
make drawings and give general advice in per-
fecting and marketing inventions. Long ex-perience. Circular free. L. Casper, 633 Ns.Park Ave., Chicago.

A MANUFACTURER of electrical goods de-
sires to add to his line and will consider new
inventions of merit. Manufacturer, Room 810,
534 Sixth Ave., New York City.

LUBRICANTS.

LUBRICANTS, asbestos, graphite and mica
candles for loose pulleys and shaftings; nodrip; no dirt; economical. Swain LubricatorCo., 250 E. Lake St., Chicago.

SONGS.

SONGS. Send for our latest, "Riding In a
Motor Car," and the Souvenir Portland Song,
"Down Mid the Isles of Casco Bay." Prettiestyou ever heard. Sing them, play them, whistle
them. Pretty anyway. 25c each, or both songs
40c. Higginbotham & Ryder Co., 42 India St.,Portland, Maine. One cent stamps taken.Agents wanted for our various specialties.

AUTOMOBILES.

15 AUTOS-Must be sold. Michigan runabout,
$90; steam surrey, $100; Wood's electric, $125;
Cadillac, $325; four -cylinder, $2,800 car, $750.Others in proportion. Stamp gets bargain sheet.
T. S. Culp, Canton, Ohio.

USEFUL INFORMATION on: Care of storagebatteries; regeneration of dry cells; care ofelectric autos; home made batteries for electric
novelties; best batteries to use on gasolineautos. A full and complete analysis of any of
the above subjects given upon receipt of 25c.
Careful attention given to all inquiries. Chemi-
cal Engineering and Developing Co., Waukegan,
Ill.

SCHOOLS.

ONLY REAL TRADE SCHOOL in theWorld. $20,000.00 contract work being done in
plumbing, bricklaying, electricity; advancedstudents earn wages; enrollment, 200. Freecatalogue. United Trade School ContractingCo., 120 E. 9th, Los Angeles.

$200 TO $600 MONTHLY EASILY MASSE fit-ting eye glasses. Short, easy mail course. Re-duced tuition. Big demand for opticians. Writeto -day for free "Booklet O." National Optical(`nlle¢e. St. Louis.
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¡CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING.
(CONTINUED.)

FOR SALE.

ELECTRICAL EXPERIMENTERS can easily
make a transformer to reduce 110 volts A. C.
to 10, 20, 30 or 40 volts -1-5 K. W. Full detail
drawings, price 50c. W. C. Getz, 645' N. Ful-
ton Ave., Baltimore, Md.

WIRELESS, double head, hard rubber receiv-
ers, 1500 ohms, with German silver head band
and silk cord. Most sensitive and lightest in
weight on market. Complete, $5.00. A. B. C.
Wireless Specialty Co., 333 E. 133d St., New
York City.

THREE OF THE MOST interesting, irre-
sistible and useful articles on the market. Free
samples to hustlers. Smith Supply Co., B-6,
Los Angeles, Cal.

FOR SALE-Nice, thoroughly rebuilt, modern,
up-to-date automobiles. Some rare bargains.
Write for list. Address Robert Holmes & Bros.,
Danville, Ill.

FOR SALE-Right to manufacture compound
for brazing cast-iron. Robert Gedge, New Cas-
tle, Ind.

FOR SALE-Simple process for changing
flowers, leaves, insects to metal; makes beauti-
ful hat or stick pins, Jewelry and curios; price
$1.00. Formula for silvering brass or copper
articles of every description, $1.00. R. Austin,
2809 Cal. St., San Francisco, Cal.

TELEPHONE EXCHANGE FOR SALE. Com-
plete with switchboard, one hundred and thir-
teen instruments, battery box attachments, etc.
All in good order. Harrison Bros. & Co., Inc..
Paints and Chemicals, 35th St. and Gray's Ferry
Road, Philadelphia, Pa.

FOR SALE-Complete set of castings, with
blue prints of % h. p. gasoline stationary en-
gine; includes governor and timer, screws, etc.
$10. Comet Motor Works, 17 W. Madison St.,
Chicago, Ill.

THOUSANDS
15c each. We
mend anything.
Redlands, Cal.

OF PRACTICAL FORMULAS,can tell you how to make or
Consulting Chemists, Box 217,

BOOK BARGAINS-Engineering and Mechan-
ical-Cyclo. of Architecture, Carpentry and
Building, A. S. C., 10 vols., $12.00. Cyclo. of
Chemistry, I. C. S., 8 vols., $16.00. Swingle's
Engineering Practice, 7 vols., $12.00. Cyclo. of
Applied Electricity, A. S. C., 5 vols., $8.00. Cy-
clo. of Modern Shop Practice, A. S. C., 4 vols.,
$6.00. Cyclo. of Surveying, I. C. S., 3 vols.,
$10.00. Kirkman's Science of Railroading, 20
vols., $15.00. Cyclo. of Engineering, A. S. C., 6
vols., $8.00. Cyclo. of Building Trades (Hodg-
son), 6 vols., $9.00. Home Law School Series
(Drake & Co.), 12 vols., $12.00. Each set slight-
ly handled. Bindings all good, stout and sound
and in keeping with the character of the works.
Contents are intact. Angle, Book Broker, $63
East 64th St., Chicago.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES.

$10.00 PER 100 PAID for mailing or distribu-
ting circulars. Particulars Sc. Independent
Chemical Co., Box 204, Waterloo, Iowa.

INVESTORS' NOTICE-Invest $5.00 or more
and become an original organizer of the South
Bend Mining and Milling Company, who hold
options on grand "Tungsten properties;" an in-
vestment of each $5.00 secures 100 shares of
stock. Invest to -day. For further information
address South Bend Mining and Milling Com-
pany, Neitzel Block, South Bend, Ind.

WOULD YOU INVEST two months' work
without wages if you could earn about $2.00 a
day the next three months and learn a trade,
then earn $5.00 a day the rest of your life.?
Only men or strong boys wanted. Write to
United Trade Schools Contracting Co., 120-126
E. 9, Los Angeles.

$100-7% PREFERRED STOCK, prosperous
Pacific Coast corporation, for $75 cash, or $5
monthly, netting 91%. Write for particulars
immediately. Lewis N. Rosenbaum Co., In-
vestment Bankers, Washington Block, Seattle,
Wash.

5% IS ALL THAT CAN BE SAFELY PAID in
these days of low money rates. We will pay
You this and you have the satisfaction of
Knowing that it is Safe, as we only loan on
First -Class Real Estate on a big margin. 17
years old. Write to -day. "Mercantile," Stew-
ard Bldg., 6th and D St., N. W., Washington,
D. C.

WANTED-To sell any size of Louisiana red
cypress cross arms, bored to pattern. Louisiana
Red Cypress Company, New Orleans, La.

BIGGEST MONEY MAKING fire extinguisher
proposition ever offered; exclusive agency. $36
week fairly certain; sells easily. Address Mr.
Freet, Mgr., 34' Murray St., New York.

WILL SELL 500 money -making 'secrets. Book
worth one dollar for twenty-five cents silver.
Several cost $1,000 each. Address Colorado Col-
lection Co., Inc., Cheyenne, Wyo.

MISCELLANEOUS.

CASTINGS of high speed marine or horizontal
steam engines, with slide valve, 0¿" bore, 1"
stroke, best gray iron and easily machined on
9" lathe, complete with blue print, $1.25. Fin-
ished horizontal engine, 1-10 h.p. $5.00, marine
$6.00. Automatic flash boiler for these engines
with feed pump and all accessories, $6.50. Send
3 cents for catalogue. The Miniature Engine
Mfg. Co., Elgin, Ill.

MECHANICS-If you will send me the names
of firms or persons who are about to purchase
an Electric Breast Drill, I will pay you a com-
mission on every sale I make. Oscar P. Wo-
dack, Sales Manager, 1340 Old Colony Bldg.,
Chicago.

$5.75 PAID for rare date 1853 quarters. Keep
all money coined before 1875 and send 10 cents
at once for set of 2 coin and stamp value books.
It may mean your fortune. C. F. Clarke & Co.,
Dept. 16, Le Roy, N. Y.

FREE -45 Post Cards sent with 6-mos. subs.
at 25c, or 10 for 3-mos. at 10c. Collectors'
largest, oldest 100 -page monthly on Coins,
Cards, Stamps, Curios, Relics, Old Books, Min-
eralogy. West Collectors' World, Superior, Neb.

ALL SAFETY RAZOR BLADES 234c each.
Double edged blades a specialty. We sterilize,
resharpen and return your own blades better
than new. Send address for convenient mailing
package. Keenedge Co., 87 Keenedge Bldg.,
Chicago.

PREPARED SIGN LETTERS for store and
office use. Easily applied. Many different kinds.
Catalogue free. C. Johnston Mfg. Co., Quincy.
Ill.

THOMPSON RECORDING WATTMETER,
brand new. Cost $50. 600-550 V. D. C. 10 am-
peres. Price $25. Lock Box 886, Canal Dover,
Ohio.

SMALL DYNAMOS and motors, switchboards,
small charging plants, sparking dynamos, gov-
ernor and clutch tullíes. Write for prices. T.
L. Thorsen, Menominie, Wis.

GASOLINE ENGINES FOR SALE. One 12
h. p. and one 15 h. p., in first-class condition.
De Moulin Bros. & Co., Greenville, Ill.

MEN-Sweating, bad smelling feet helped.
Send 25c silver for receipt. Box 145, Lincoln,
Cal.

3,000 VALUABLE FORMULAS, prepaid 50c.
Griffin Mfg. Co., 1721 First St., Washington, D.
C.
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SWEDISH AMERICAN TELEPHONE COMPANYCI -i ICAGO.
4T" EDITION.

HOW A TELEPHONE TALKS
THE above 90 -page book is full of valuable information, wiring diagrams, tables and specifications. 84

illustrations. Tells how to organize, build and operate telephone companies in town as well as rural
lines. By-laws and constitution. Copy of ordinance. Renter's contract. Model code of signals. Selective
ringing circuit. Specifications. Rules and regulations. Switchboard advice. Complete list of tools illus-
trated. Sent prepaid to any address for ten cents.

SWEDISH -AMERICAN TELEPHONE COMPANY, CHICAGO, ILL.

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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Don't Be aWage Slave
Make $3,000.00 to $5,000.00 a Year 1

Be a Doctor of Mechano-Therapy
Are you tired of working for wages which barely keep body and soul
together? Have you the ambition to enjoy the profits of your own
labor? To gain social prominence and financial independence? To
go forth among your fellow men with your head up-an honored and
respected citizen of your locality?

THEN SEND FOR OUR FREE BOOK
Entitled "How to Become a Mechano-Therapist." It tells how every man
and woman, with an ordinary, common school education, can acquire a pro-
f Ission within a few months which will insure financial independence for life.
G ET OUR BOOK-it costs you nothing.

What is Mechano-Therapy?

A Personal Word
From the President of the College.

Have you ever thought of going into
business for yourself 1

Then send for my FREE book. It will tell
you how others are enjoying a life of lux-
ury, while putting money away In the bank.
How YOU can not only gain independence,
but bea benefit to humanity and ahighly
respected citizen with an income of 03,000
to 61000 a year.

All I ask is that you send me the coupon
below for my FREE book. You can then
decide, in the privacy of your own home
whether you wish to embrace the oppor-
tunity which I offer you, or whether you
will continue to plod along the balance of
your days slaving for others.

irchano-Therapy is the art, or science,
of treating disease without drugs. It is
similar to Osteopathy, but far superior, be-
ing the latest, up-to-date method of treat-
ing disease by the Natural Method. It heals
as Nature heals-in accordance with Na-
ture's laws.

The Mechano-Therapist Is a drugless phy-
sician and a bloodless surgeon. His medi-
cines are not drugs, but scientific combina-
tions of food, circumstance, idea, water and
motion.

The Mechano-Therapist is skilled in com-
pelling the body TO DO ITS OWN HEALING
with its own l ores, rather than with poison-
ous drugs of the old school practitioner.

CAN I LEARN IT?
Have you asked yourself this question/

We answer, unhesitatingly, YES.
If you have so much as an ordinary, com-

mon school education, you can learn.
if you have the ambition to better your

condition-to earn more money-to have
more leisure-you can learn.

Nor does thle require years of patient
study to learn Mechano-'therapy-we can
teach you in a very short time. so that you
may enter this profession-and when you
do, you begin to make money. No text
books are required, beyond those furnished
by us. We supply all lessons and necessary
text books Tree of cost to you. No ap-
paratus is used. You do not even need if
place to work. All you require Is your
two hands.

We Teach You in Your Own Home
We can teach you an honorable and profitable profession in a few months, which will

insure your financial independence for life. We can make you master of your own time-
to come and go as you will-an hcnored and respected citizen, with an income of $3,000 to
$6,000 a year. We teach you this pleasant, profitable profession by mall, right in your own
home at your owncoi'venieee, and without interfering with your present duties. It makes
no difference how old you are any person-man or woman-with just an ordinary common
school education, can learn

are,
It Is easy to learn and results are sure.

It Is simply drugless healing. A common-sense method of treating human ills without
dosing the system with poisonous drugs-that's all. We have taught hundreds of men and
women who were formerly clerks-farmers-stenograpners-telegraph operators-insur-
ance agents-railway employes-In fact, of nearly every known occupation-old men of
70 years who felt discouraged and hopeless-young men of 20 years, who never bad a
day's business experience-salaried men,who could see nothing In the future but to become
Oslerized-laboring men, who never realized that they had within themselves the
ability to better their conditions. Write for our FREE book, which explains all-today.

Read What Our Graduates Say
The statements of a few of our graduates

below verify every claim we make. Read
them carefully, and remember that what
these men and women have done, you may
do. The success they have made, you may
make. We do not give the address of the
pAople whose testimonials we print. Our
is.aduates are meeting with remarkaable
financial success, and shrink from having
their prosperity published broadcast. If
you wish to communicate with any whose
names are given below, write us and we
will supply you with the address.

Treating for Diabetes
Dr. Ellsworth says: I have all I can do, and

at very good fees, and am et present treating an
M. D for Diabetes. It is impossible for me to
speak in befitting terms si the wonderful success
of Machado -Therapy in the treatment of disease.

Considers Mechano-Therapy Batter
Than Osteopathy

Dr. B. E. French says: I consider Mechano-
Therapy greatly superior to Osteopathy. and ae it
is a profession so very interesting and one so
easily learned. I am auprised that more do not
take it up, especially as the course in your ml-
lege is so inexpensive.

An Enthusiastic Graduate Says Best
Paying Profession

Dr. Slagle ray,: Mechano-Therapy is one of
the cleanest, best paying, up-to-date professions.
One that ie remunerative from the start-one
that is practical in every way-one that is not
built on theory-one that is progressive- one that
will make you prosperous while you are making
others well and happy.

Cut Out This Coupon and Mad it Today

AMERICAN COLLEGE OF MECHANO-THERAPY,
Dept, tss, 120.122 Randolph Street, Chicago, Ill.

GENTLEMEN:- Please send your book, "How to become a
Mechano-Therapist," free of cost to me.

My Name

My Post Office..

R. F. D. or St. No.... ....State
l\%rite name. town and state very plain)

SIMPLY SEND
THE COUPON
FOR THIS

FREE BOOK
Try to n -alive ..hat this opporianily means 'fI)

TOIL. If you are contented, and willing to
drudge for others all your life for a mere pit-
tance our proposition may not Interest you.
But Itt you have a spark of manhood or wom-
anhood left-any ambition whatsoever to
Improve your condition socially and finan-
cially, learn this pleasant profession. It will
make oa Iadepeddeot for life. It is so easy-so
VERY easy-to pet all the details-without
trouble or expense. Simply sign and send us
the coupon now.

AMERICAN COLLEGE OF MECHANO-THERAPY
Dept. 722, 120.122 Randolph lit., Chicago, ill.

. Send for
thisBook
Today, it
is FREE

Illustrated
BOOK

How To Become A

Mechano-
Therapist
Sent To Any Address

,)FREE

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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The Day's Work
What Does It Mean Ta You P

What thoughts beset you as you leave the house each morning or the day's work?
Is it "the same old grind at the same old wage" or is the outlook bright?

There is no reason in the world why the prospect should not be bright. With a
training such as the International Correspondence Schools of Scranton can give you,
you need never anticipate the day's work with misgiving. You will know that what-
ever task the day brings, you will be well able to perform it. That whatever infor-
mation may be required about your work, you will be qualified to furnish it. That
if promotions are in order you will be one of the first considered. That if expenses are
to be reduced your knowledge protects you and insures the holding of your position.

Mark the Coupon
For a Better Position.
The I. C. S. will then tell you how

you can easily become an expert in your
chosen line of work. Without leaving home-
Without encroaching on your working hours.
Regardless of your age-Or where you live-
Or what you do. If you can read and write
there's an I. C. S. way for you. Marking the
coupon costs nothing. Places you under no
obligation.

On an average, 300 students every month
VOLUNTARILY report advancement received
as the direct result of I. C. S. training.
During November the number was 302.

Let the day's work mean more than just
so much money earned. Let it mean comfort
and independence-the heritage of every man
-the life-long possession of the trained man.
Mark the coupon NOW!

SALARYR,4/SING COUPON

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS
Bo; 1104 Scranton, Pa.

Please ezplain,without further obligation on my part, how
I eau qualify for employment or advancement iu the position
before which I have marked X

Boot keeper
Stenographer
Ad,erdse men l Writer
Show Card writer
Window Trimmer
Commercial Law
Illustrator
Civil Service
Chemist
Textile Mill Supt.
Electrician
Elea. Engineer

Meehan. Draughtsman
Telephone Englaevr
Elec. Lighting out a.
Mech. Engineer
Plumber A Steam Pat.: -
Stationary Engine.,
Civil Engineer
Building Contract.,
Arehltee'1 Draughtsman
Architect
Structural Engineer
Banking
Mining Engineer

Name

Street and No

City state

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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ANNOUNCEMENT

1
age cordially invite our customers and

ilke public generally to visit (*le c uz-í e
ei Op,lk newt opened electrical show
rooms of This Cvompczrty on The ound
floor of f ESea2 eRailway T /clmng,

o2 2L cfiz5an and c/ao%ron
ijo uler)crycr.
Xierre rooms are devoted to llae
demonstration and sale of elecíz-zeal
equipment and devices for use intlie
home, and no pa -ills tiavebeen spared
to actraini our with the mostpatrons
recent developmentsin}h+s Reld.

C OMM ONWEALTHEDI S ON COMPANY

OM C311 110i
For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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WING PIANOS
Ask a Hearing

and - - - Nothing More !

YOURSELF AND YOUR FRIENDS
THE JUDGE AND JURY

EVEN IF YOU ARE NOT MUSICAL, the Wing Piano will be sent
to you on trial without the payment of even one dollar. We deliber-

ately claim that the 21 largest styles of Wing Pianos have the most
majestic tone under heavy playing and the sweetest tone under light play-
ing of any upright pianos whatever, irrespective of the price or maker.

We would not (and could not if we would) thus address millions of the most cultivated and intelligent
readers in the U. S., spend thousands in magazines publishing such a challenge, and more thousands in R. R.
freights, if we were wrong in our statements or over -conceited about the tone quality of the Wing Piano.

For we are neither young nor trifling. We have been nearly half a century in the piano business, and
during all of forty years have been scientifically studying tone and durability in preference to dollar making.
This is the reason why the Wing Pianos ring with music.

The forty years' business experience has also taught us to weigh our WORDS carefully whether printed
or spoken. Our WORD, black on white and over our name (which will be found at the foot of this notice),
is that the Wing Piano is the sweetest of all in tone.

Our commercial standing and references will guarantee you that our WORD is good and contract gilt-edged.
The publishers of any prominent magazine will also tell you this. Read this exact copy of one of our trial blanks:

TRIAL BLANK
WING & SON. New York. Wood Style

Gentlemen --You may ship me on trial one Wing Piano of the above style with stool and scarf,
to this address: Town State Jith freight from New York prepaid in advance, and
send me an order to get it from the railroad depot. ON TRIAL ONLY. THERE IS NO AGREE-
MENT BY ME TO PURCHASE THIS PIANO, but I will allow it to remain in my home on trial for
twenty days. and if it provee satisfactory and I conclude to purchase it. I will make an agree-
ment with you to pay you tj in the following way: 'The piano to become
my property upon completion of full payment ae above.If, however, the piano does not prove satisfactory, I will return it to the railroad depot.I am to be under no obligation to keep this piano. In all respects the conditions are to be thesame as if I were examining it in your wareroom. It is distinctly understood that I am to be
AT NO EXPENSE WHATEVER FOR FREIGHTS COMING OR GOING.

Yours respectfully

We Refuse to Sell Through Dealers
Their profits would double the price of the

WING PIANO. Buy without the dealers' profits!

You Save From $75 to $200
when you buy a WING PIANO: for you buy direct --
absolutely. You pay the cost of building it with
only one moderate profit added.
With railroads everywhere, and business of all

kinds done by mail, the piano dealer or agent ie
now unnecessary. As the cheap kinds cost less than
half, the dealers 'talk up" and push the cheap
pianos --but often call them high grade.

You Need these Books-They are FREE
We send two good books, "The Book of Complete

Information About Pianos" is a Complete Reference
Book on the Piano. Technical Descriptions --Illus-
trates how all pianos are made --With large litho-
graphed pictures of 1908 modele of WING PIANOS --
Difference between excellent materials and labor
and cheap substitutes --Reveals agents' methods,
etc. A handsomely illustrated book of 162 pages.

THE WING PIANO Is broadly guaranteed In
writing for 111 years.

361 - 368 W. lathStreet, New York

Write for the books and Wing Catalogue at /
once, or fill in the coupon. Cut or /! -

tear it out and mail to us now while ,

you think of it (and while you have /
the coupon.) You will be under no
obligations whatever. /1/áq,

& SON
INO

The Instrumental Attachment , y 36I.368
is added to certain styles when, w.13th st.ordered. It produces almost to /el

New Yorkperfection the tones of the $
Harp, Zither, Banjo, Guitar / t' Send to theand Mandolin. It saves 'wear G

name and address
and prolongs the life of .o written below, thethe Piano. The usual / "Book of Completeplaying of the keys q Information about Pi -operates the Instru-,54 ones, 'Story Book" andmental Attachment. / q, catalogue. without ani, cost

e or obligation on my pare.4'Easy
Payments
Accepted
and old pianos .
and organs e
taken in /
part ex- ,/
change.
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A FREE TRIAL
Sent Express Prepaid to You

Write today for a Trial Order Blank.
Q. As a health and toilet requisite, no lady's or gentleman's
toilet equipment is complete without this wonderful and
dainty accessory. A daily vibratory massage is as essential as the daily
bath. After the bath it will invigorate, revitalize and give you the exquisite
feeling of the vigorous, young athlete. After a shave, well, all you men
know by experience how good the massage given you by the barber makes
you feel and look, but think how fine and unselfish it would be for you to
have your own vibratory massage outfit AT HOME, then YOUR WIFE
and the whole family could have a DAILY massage. Brings the BLOOM
OF YOUTH to faded cheeks, THE KIND THAT WON'T COME OFF.

Takes out the wrinkles and keeps them out.
Banishes the signs of age and keeps you young.

Q The Swedish Electric Vibrator comes in a handsome, portable case, in-
cluding six different applicators, a long flexible, silk cord with plug and
socket; attaches to any electric light fixture. Vibrator will operate on
either direct or alternating current --110 or 120 volt. Vibrator weighs only

24 ounces-So safe_and simple a child can use it.
Q Send for our FREE BOOK-It tells and shows a lot. Charts
and diagrams how to use to produce desired results.
The Swedish Electric Massage Vibrator is pronounced to be the

best in every respect by eminent, scientific people. Thousand,
testify to the almost miraculous things it has done for them, prom-
inent and up-to-date people, many social leaders, the most noted
and beautiful actresses, prominent actors, judges, athle'es, men
high in the greatest commercial, financial, political and medical
walks of life.
q Let us send you a copy of our unsolicited letter from an eminent
Judge, now on the bench, a letter from a man who says he is 86
j ears young and will live to be a hundred, and that he blames it
all to the Swedish Electric Vibrator. In short, the Swedish Elec-
tric Vibrator is the most extensively used, the highest endorsed and

THE BEST VIBRATOR ON THE
Removing doub:e chin MARKET AT ANY PRICE.

THE ONLY Vibrator properly adapted for home, travel-
ing and professional use.

If you have no electric wire in
your home we have a Vibrator
operated by Dry Batteries.

Q If you are not posted as to what the "Swedish Electric
Vibrator can do to save doctor and undertaker bills, you
owe it to yourself to get wise.

Q A postal will bring you a booklet
and a FREE TRIAL Order Blank.

Swedish Electric Vibrator Co.
CHICAGO, ILL.

602-640 Farragut Avenue. One of the Six Applicators.

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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My Boy!
Here's Your Chance
It's more than a chance - you can make It

a certainty because it depends entirely upon
yourself. It's your opportunity to rise to one of the

countess positions open to the trained man and obtain a trained man's salary.
The man who sits in his private office and "hires and fires" and lays out

your work, was no more qualified to fill that position a few years ago than
you are today. He saw HIS CHANCE and
made the most of it. He obtained his
training and knowledge by study. You
can do the same - the American School
will help you.

You don't want to remain in the "time -clock and dinner -
pail" class all your life-don't be satisfied with just a com-
mon job at small pay. Show the boys at the shop that you
have it in you to advance - you owe it to yourself and your
family.

Don't be afraid to mail the coupon, you won't be bothered
by agents or collectors. Like all strictly educational institu-
tions, the American School depends, for growth, upon reputa-
tion and the success of its students.

Don't let a little thing like filling in and mailing a coupon
stand between you and success, congenial work and more pay.
Accept your chance to -day.

WE HELP MEN HELP THEMSELVES

American School of Correspondence
CHICAGO, U. S A.

CI For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.

FREE INFORMATION COUPON
American School of Correspondence:

Please send me your free Bulletin of engineering Informa-
tion and advise me how I can qualify for position marked

....Electrical Engineer

....Draftsman
Civil Engineer

....Mechanical Eng'r

....Stationary Eng'r

....Structural Engineer

....Municipal Eng'r

....Railroad Engineer
.... Structural Drafts'n

....Telephone Engineer
....Heating and Ventllai'g ragr.
.... Plumber
....Architect
....Hydraulic Engineer
....Textile Boss
....Sheet Metal Pattern Drafts'n

College Preparatory Course
eanitary En ;sneer

NAME
ADDRESS
OCCUPATION

Pop. Elect. 3-09
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THE LIGHT
THAT NEVER FAILED

ORDER

THE

BEST

THE

LIGHT

DE LUX

Immediate Prices
Delivery Right

THE " QUALITY OF LIGHT " OF

G -I TUNGSTEN LAMPS
IS TRUE AS THAT OF THE SUN

The General Incandescent Lamp Company
CLEVELAND. OHIO

SAN FRANCISCO. 403 Atlas Bldg. SEATTLE. 223 Colman Bldg.

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertl.ere.
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Only the man who is "The Master"-master of himself-master of his
trade or profession wins great success.

It's Knowledge, not strength that gives this mastery to man. The educated
trained, thinking workman is in demand.

If mechanically inclined you can educate yourself- -you can prepare for advance.
ment by using this portion of our Great Specialized Engineering Library:

CYCLOPEDIA OF ENGINEERING
Important
Subjects
Covered

Calorimeters _ Pumps-
Ble,atorn-tndi,atern---
Talve Genre-Turbines-
Compression and Absorp-
tion - Refrigeration --
tiaseens and Liquid Fuel
-Condensers-- Naviga-
tion-Air Brakes-Ma-
chine Shop Work-Ten-
Iilation- Heating-air
Compressors-Prinelples
sad Management of DI.
rset Currant Dynamos
and Motors - Storage
Batteries- automobiles,
Lathes, Planes, Milling
Machines, ate.

A practical, general reference work on steam boilers, steam, gas and oil engines,
marine and locomotive work, mechanical drawing, management of dynamos and motors,
electric lighting, wiring, etc.

These six volumes contain 3,200 pages, size 7x10 inches, and over 2000 ful'-page
plates, drawings, diagrams, formulas, tables, etc. Also contains a series of practical test
questions, with solutions, and is carefully indexed for ready reference.

It Costs Nothing to Look and Little to Buy.
Upon receipt of coupon we will send you a set of ibis great Cyclopedia, by pre-

paid express, without deposit or guarantee of any kind. Keep the books five a fop ©t
days, examine them carefully, give them every possible test. We want you 3-09ac
to be the judge-you are under no obligation. If you decide the books J A. g, of C.
are not what you want, advise us and we will have them returned at et Please :send set

our expense. If you keep the books send us $2.00 within five days G Fnogr lCcIp r
ob

and $2.00 a month until you have paid the special price of days' FREE exam -
$18.60. Regularprice is $36.00.

!nation, also T. W. for
gu one year. I will send $2

This Oiler is Good Until March 1st. móñthinu 5 days tard $2p a
FREEOrder promptly and we will include, as a monthly f $is.fi0. otherwise

l II
wl I notify

supplement, one year's subscription to the a you and hold the books subject

TECHNICAL WORLD MAGAZINE A regular $1.50 monthly, presenting to Your order. Title not to pass
twentieth century scientific facts in 4r until fully paid,

plain English. Latest discussion on timely topics in science, invention, discovory, industry, ` Name
etc. The strong-st serial of the season, WHO OWNS THE EARTH,- appears in `
the February issue. Just Mall The Coupon: 4 Address..

AMIRI(AM SCHOOL OF (ORR[SPOMD[MCE / Employer
CHICAGO, U. S. A. // Occupation

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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Interesting
THE NEW "DIAMOND" GYROSCOPE
The Most Wonderful Novelty of the Ago

The G T 11 O -
SCOPE is a most
instructive instru-
ment and with It
many interesting
experiments can
be performed. It
is used to demon-
strate the princi-
ples of rotation.
attraction and
equilibrium of
bodies when in
motion, the centre
of gravity and
centrifugal.

The GYRO-
SCOPE on the
pedestal illus-
trates the rota-
tion of the globe
better than any
other mechanical
instrument in ex-
istence. The in-

ner wheel shows the daily rotation of the globe on its
axis. The whole body moving around shows the yearly
rotation of the globe around the sun; the thin circle the
equator, the thick one the meridian, and the two pivots
the North and South Poles. M. Ganot's scientific treat-
ise demonstrates the usefulness of this instrument in
shooting galleries to measure the trajectory of projec-tiles and to ascertain their weight.

The GYROSCOPE Is an instrument of high precision.
A great variety of experiments are obtainable with the
Gyroscope, thus providing a diverting, instructive and
agreeable amusement in company.

Each 25 Cents, Prepaid.. $1.10 Per Dozen.

No. C POCKET FLASH LIGHT
This is an especial-

ly well made flash
light; very strong
and highly finished:
length 3% inches,
width 2% inches, 1

inch thick; full met-
al case, with strong
/ease and bulb. All
parts carefully fitted.
nickeled and polish-
ed, with spring for
holding battery in
right posithm under
all conditions. which
is one of the many
reasons why the bat-
tery lasts longer in
this flash light than
in other styles. Sold
all complete. Good
for 3.0151 flashes.

Postage, extra, 11
rents,
Price, regular $1,

cut to $ 65

ó
E. B. ELECTRIC LIGHT OUTFIT

Consists of an extra strong and powerful battery; tenfeet insulated wire: electric three and a half volt light
bulb; socket for holding the bulb; switch and all neces-sary screws, etc.. for installing. This outfit is useful inhundreds of ways. Can be placed só as to illuminateface of clock, having switch placed at bed. Fine for
closet lights; nice to have in ice box (saves you fromknocking things over); handy in the horses' stalls when
you come home after dark, not bad to have in the cellar,
etc. Often you have no match when you are down to fix
the furnace. These lights are absolutely safe anywhere,

Novelties
In powder magazine or gas tank. Can be placed any-
where you need a light and the switch at the most con-
venient point.

They are used extensively for experimenting, etc.; fine
for the boys who are studying and experimenting with
electricity. No 26 Bulbs are used. The "I'." batteries
used in this outfit give from 4 to 5 volts and 5 to 6 am-
peres. Choice of Green. Blue. Red or White Bulbs.
The outfit all complete, reduced to $ .65

By express. P.epnid. 20 cents extra.
3 VOLTS.

This is the only
true model of its
size on the mar-
ket. It is no
magnetic engine
with its pole
armature, but a
perfect, scientific
machine.

It has soft iron
field pieces, a soft
steel field core, a
laminated drum
armature having
six slots, self-ad-
justing brushes,
hard steel shaft,
brass bearings,
etc.

It is 314 inches
high x 3% inches
wide x 3s/{ Inches
long, and is fin-
ished in black enamel and nickel. It will run 2,500
R. P. M. on two good dry or wet cells, and is very pow-
erful, being capable of revolving about its armature when
its shaft is held stationary in a vertical position, or of
turning an 8 inch fan at good speed. Fitted with a
grooved pulley for running toy machinery, etc. Weight,
18 oz.
Price
By express, extra

MOTOR No. 1 } AMP.

$2.00
.20

COMPLETE ELECTRIC RAILWAY
4 to 5 VOLTS. Price, $3.50 h AMPERE

Ii ft ELERICAIWA11...i
.

The above cut shows our small Electric Railway. This
is a favorite size. The ear Is 7 inches long, 4% inches
high. It is made of polished brass and has iron wheels.The wheels are set with axles parallel, and are all of
the same diameter. The car may be thus run on straight
or curved track. The track furnished is a circle, 3 feet
in diameter and 2 inch gauge, made of polished rolled
steel.

Speed of car, about 150 feet per minute.
The electric current is conducted through the rails, andthence by the wheels of the car (which are insulated

from one another) to the motor.
The battery consists of four dry batteries, which are

connected in series and fastened in the box with two
wires extending all connected ready for use.

The complete equipment consists of car, 9 feet of track
(circle 3 ft. dia.) and four dry batteries.

Weight of the entire equipment, lacked in wooden
box. 12 pounds.

Motor car only $2.25.
TRAIL CAR, same size as No. 1 Motor Car, but with-

out motor, 45 cents each. By mail. 60 cents.
Motor Car Wheels, with axles and insulating bushings,

25 cents per set of four. By mall, 29 cents.
Trail Car Wheels, drilled. but without axles, 15 cents

per set of four. By mall. 19 cents.
Track and Ties in 9 ft. lengths, 35 cents. By mail.

50 cents.
Dry Batteries, per single, 25 cents.

COMMERCIAL ELECTRIC CO., Kewanee, III.
For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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The Big Three in Electricity
Frinklin Discovered It Edison Developed It-The Cyclopedia Applies It

CYCLOPEDIA of APPLIED ELECTRICITY
is a practical guide for every man who wants information regarding electrical appliances. This
work presents in compact, practical form and in simple, non -technical language, the results
of the best work of the best men in the electrical profession; it lays the foundation of electrical
progress for years to come.

This Cyclopedia covers the whole electrical field more completely than any other group of volumes. It com-
prises 2,896 pages of up-to-date, authoritative information; it treats of 23 general subjects; its detailed index includes
over 4,000 different topics. It contains hundreds of special photographs, diagrams, sections, etc., besides condensed
'tables and formulas, containing information that it would require years of time and a fortune to collect. The pages
are 7x10 inches in size, printed on special paper, in large, clear type, carefully bound in half morocco.

THE Yount MAN
who has not yet chosen his life's work, will find it a valuable guide to one of the greatest money
making professions of the present and future age. The development of this vast science has just

begun. There is !lent y of room at the top for inventive genius and new discoveries that will bring fame and fortxne.

THE ELECTRICAL WORKER
whether "trouble shooter" or expert, will find this Cyclopedia especially valuable as
an index to what he knows and a ready reference to what he has forgotten.

THE BUSINESS MAN AND HOUSE OWNER himcan many a dollar$
knowledge of electricity that will save

FREE FOR EXAMINATION-
Fill in and mail the coupon. We will send you a set of these practical
books for 5 days' FREE examination. Examine the books carefully.

If satisfactory send $2.00 within 5 days and $2.00 per month until you have paid the special $18.60 price.
The .regular list price is $36.00. If you don't keep the books, advise us and we will send for them.
REMEMBER! you can examine the books without expense or obligation-we pay all charges.

IMPORTANT SUBJECTS TREATED
Electric Wiring-Electric Telegraph-Wireless Telegraphy-Telautograph-Theory, Calcu-
lation, Design and Construction of Generators and Motors-Types of Dynamos and Motors-
Elevators-Direct Current Motors-Direct-Driven Machine Shop Tools-Electric Lighting-
Electric Railways-Alternating Current Motors, etc.-Single Phase Electric Railway-
Management of Dynamos and Motors-Power Stations-central Station Engineering-
Storage Batteries-Power Transmission-Alternating Current Machinery-Teleph-
ony-Automatic Telephone-Wireless Telephony-Telegraphone, etc.

FREE! IF YOU ORUER PROMPTLY
With all orders received before April lst, we will Include for one year. as a monthly

supplement, the
TECHNICAL WORLD MAGAZINE .4'

An Ideal American family monthly-regular price $1.50. Clean, instructivo, help-
ful and true-with the whole round world as Its field. Present day. scientific ¿vets
and Inventions are treated In a manner so clear and comprehensive that my one
can understand and every one can learn.

AMERICAN SCHOOL of CORRESPONDENCE
CHICAGO, V. S. A

o

Pop.
Elect.

3-09.
A. IS of C.

Please sendJ me Cyelope-
dI t of Applied

G Electricity for
five days' free ex-

amination. Also
T. W. for one year.

I will send $2 within
5 days and $2 a month

until I have paid $18.60;
otherwisef will notil y you

and hold the books subject
to your order. Title not to

pass until fully paid.

NAME

ADDRESS

OCCUPATION

EMPLOYER

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertiser*.



You feel safe
when writing a

Cheque with

POPULAR ELECTRICITY

AROUND THE WORLD BUT NEVER OUT OF INK
 BLAIR'S RED ROBIN AND BLA K
07; INK PENCILS;THE-PATENT OR

KEEPSTME POINT CLEAR_,,_

ES
MS;

IN THE WORLD ,

e
Are ink tight
In pocket.

Others leak thro
vent at

back end.
NOTE-Blair's are the Only Practical Ink Pencils. Take no chances on a substitute. Owing to U. S. and British patents they cannot beimitated. For Correspondence, Mºnifolding. Ruling and Stenography. Having no leaky air tube, they fill easier. Hold 50 per cent. moreink, and permit the use of Blair's Safety Ink -making Cartridges. 10c. extra. Saving cost of cheque punch. $5.00. Point will last foryears. Soon saves cost. PRICES: Plain, $1.00; Chased, $1.25; Chased and Gold Mounted, $1.50; Red Cases. 31 In., $1.25; large barrel,
4 In. or 41 In.. $1.50, 31 in. Silver Filigree, $2.50; by Insured mail. 8c more. Ordinary ink can be used. Blair's Fountain Pen Co., 6 John
Street, Suite 279, New lock; 15 Bishopsgate St., Without, London, E. C. Oct Agency.

LEARN PLUMBING
A trade than will matte you Inder endent for ',fc.
hours Shorter -Pa Slegsr-Demand Greeter tr.sa
any other trade. You need no previous exye'
Sate. Our practical methods enable you in a few
months to hold position as skilled plumber or
conduct your own business. Catalog sent free.

St. Louis Trades School
a4 -A C)llwe 54 Sf. louts. Mo.

BIG
PAY

SHORT
HOURS

A Parlor Magic Box
A fascinating window display and
electric optical illusion. $2 to $10.
How made? -10 stamps.

BUFFALO MECHANICAL AND
ELECTRICAL LABORATORY

147 Erie Co. Bank Buffalo, N. Y.

DO YOU LIKE T0 lbw
ell

w

v_.sosi

orire

p

That's all WS went to kr.r
Now we win wit grimegive you any gre eft.. -ot

lot  eta you answer Sur a...
Nor do claim to Mae ke y ou wombrea
week. But U you are anxious to 4e1M
your talent with a successful cartaosaari,

so you can make money. send a copyofthl pictureure wItb M in stamps for
et cartoons and -duple I Plea, and let
us explain. Till W. L. EVANS.RTANS SCHOOL O
CA 1 NO, 815 a ingmooro Bldg.. Cle,eland.O.

STAMPS FREE 100 all different for the
names of two collectors
and two ce`ts in postage.

6 Bosnia Picture Stamps, 6c; Philippine coin, }c, 5c; lc, 6c; 4
Congo Coins, 25c. Big list of sets, packets. and coins, free.
Wholesale lists for dealers. Toledo Stamp Co.. Toledo. O.

MAGIC TRCKT FREE
SCHOOL Dept. , '9htB270W 3t S, NEW YORK

Robert Pocket Meters
For general battery testing

Dead -Beat Accurate, Durable, Guaranteed
Send for Catalogue

Volt -Ammeters
0-3 Volta. 0-30 amperes. $s, Incl. I'th'r cane
0-6 Volts. 0-30 amperes, $$ss

0-12 Volta, 0-30 amperes,
'

" "
Ammeters

0-30 amperes, - $4, Incl. l'th'r case
Volt -Meters

0-3 Volts, - - - $4. Incl.l'th'rcase
0-6 Volts, - - - $4, "
0.12 Volta, $4, "ROBERT INSTRUMENT CO.

68 Shelby St., Detroit, Mich.

To The Man With A
Steady Job

I can add to your salary $5, $10 or $15
each month whichever you may select

It you want to increase your income let me hear from you. 1 will pay youa salary for doing some special work which will ant interfere with your
regular work In any way. Just ask me to "Send Special Plan No. 9."
E. M. NOLEN, Manager, Room 886, 151 Wabash Avenue, Chicago.

.1/1142
LightingSystem

The most up-to-date and complete light -
lug system on the market. Beautiful fix-
tures for the home. Attractive high
candle power Inverted arcs for stores,
hags, etc. the best proposition going
for hustling agents. Write today for
agents' terms and territory Handsome
catalog SUPERIOR MFO. CO.,
317 Second Street, Ann Arbor. Mich.

RIDER AGENTS WANTED
In each town to ride and exhibit sample
Bicycle. Writs for special' offer,

We Ship on Approval without a am,
deposit, allow 10 DAYS FREE TRIAL
and prepay fr tight on every bicycle.

FACTORY PRICES on bicyycles,tieea
am sundries. Do not 8,,y until yourecelveour cat.

siogsand lean oar ,,nfxccurdof!'ricesand marv,lu,rr special rift"
MEAD CYCLE CO., Dept, Chicano, Ill.

BOYS-- EXPERIMENTERS.
Poet A scientifically perfect model

motor, having a laminated
paid drum armature, self-adjusting

$2,00brushes, etc- Finished in black
japan and nickel, Space occu-
pied, 3t/ x 314 x 3) inches.

Send stamp for catalog.
H. W. PETERS MINIATURE

MOTOR WORKS.
01 Terrace- - . - Buffalo, N. Y.

Our graduates are filling ;li0k Salaried
Positions. Good artists

EARN $25 TO $100 PER WEEK
and upwards, In easy fascinating work. Our courses of
l'enonal Home lnatrurtlon by correspondence, are com-plete, practical. Eleven years' successful teaching. Expert in-

structors. Positions guaranteed competent workers. Write for
Handsome Art Book, Free.

SCHOOL OF APPLIED ART (Founded 1898.)
Nil Gallery Fine Arts, Battle Creek, Mich.

MAKE MIRRORS AT HOME. Big profits,with little outlay. One 18x86 -in. mirror costs
$2.00 to $5.00. You can silver a glass this size
for 20c. Send 50c in stamps or money order
and we will send you EXPLICIT DIRECTIONS
how to do it; also how to enabosa, grind, foil,
gold leaf, frost chip and make imitation stained
glass. How to transfer photos on glass, bore
holes in glass and cut skylights. George L.
Patterson & Co., 2214 Monticello Ave., Morgan
Park, Ill.

Dept. D.

The READY Is the handiest instrument ever In-
vented for drawing purposes. Compass, Protractor,

Rule, Scale, Square, etc., all in one piece. You
can carry it Ie your vest pocket and be ready to

make any kind of drawing. A practical tool
!n every way. Graduations In 10the, 20tha,

Whit and 32nde or Metric Units.
Prepaid with

directions
for $1.00.

READY MFO. CO., Rochester, N.Y.

AGENTS PORTRAITS 35c, FRAMES 15c,
sheet pictut es lc, stereoscopes 25c,

views Ic. 30 days credit. Samples and Catalog Free.
Consolidated Portrait Co., 290, 110 W. Adams St., Chicago.

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertleere.
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RHEUMATISM
Let Me Send You a Dollar's Worth of the Great

Michigan External Remedy Which
is Curing Thousands to Try

Free. Just

Sign and Mail My Coupon

FREDERICK DYER, Corresponding Sec'y.
Let us cure your Rheumatism (no matter

where located, how severe, or whether it is
chronic, acute, muscular, sciatic, lumbago or
gout) with our powerful, yet harmless Magic
Foot Drafts. They have even cured cal'es of 30
and 40 years' standing where baths and doctors
and medicine failed.

Just sign and mail the coupon below. Return
mail will bring you prepaid a regular $1 pair of
Magic Foot Drafts, the great Michigan cure for
every kind of Rhematism-chronic or acute-
muscular, sciatic, lumbago or gout-To Try
FREE. Then if you are fully satisfied with the
benefit received send us One Dollar. If not, keep
your money. You are the judge, and we take
your word. We know what Magic Foot Drafts
are doing, for we send them everywhere, and
wait for our pay until the work is done. Let us
send you a pair. Valu-
able illustrated booklet
free with the Trial
Drafts. Send no money
-just the coupon. Do it
today-now.

This $1.00 Coupon FREE -o
Good for a regular $1.00 pair of Magic Foot Drafts to be

sent Free to Try (as explained above) to

Name

Address

Mail this coupon to Magic Foot Draft Company,
340 F Oliver Bldg., Jackson, Mich.

LOOK HER]:!
Handy

Electrical
Dictionary
VEST POCKET SIZE

COMPACT,
CONCISE,
CONVENIENT

Invaluable to the amateur, the practi-
cal electrician or the expert.

24 pages - Definitions - in PLAIN
ENGLISH-of over 4,800 electrical terms
and phrases -7 pages of diagrams.

This practical little work is designed to
meet the need of the beginner in Electri-
city, explaining in simple language the
various terms and phrases of the science,
and at the same time to furnish a compact,
reliable reference for the electrical worker
and the expert. It's convenient size (just
fits the vest pocket), makes it instantly
accessible at all times. The constar t de-
mand testifies to its popularity. Nc one
interested in electricity should be without it.

Handsomely bound in cloth binding..25c
Leather binding 50c

SPECIAL OFFER
HANDY ELECTRICAL DICTIONARY,

Cloth binding, FREE with one year's
subscription to POPULAR ELECTRI-
CITY. In Leather binding FREE with
eighteen months subscription.

10iEC TI-IIS COVPON
Enclosed find $ for months

subscription to POPULAR ELECTRICITY and
Handy Electrical Dictionary, Free-as per your
special offer.

Name

St. and No

Town... State.

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertiser..
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Two Models for 1909
the well-known Pacific Electric Iron

Standard Type with improvements-Same with Automatic Cut -Out applied

OUR 1909 MODEL STANDARD HOT
POINT IRON is the same as the iron we
sold with great success during 1908, with a

number of decided imporvements.

This iron is extremely economical because it has
such great heat -storing capacity. When heated up the
swish plug can be pulled out and the iron used fully
half the time on light work without the current.

In one city where 1 100 irons were sold in 1907
and 1950 irons were sold in 1908, the number of
bum -outs was so small that the company wrote us that
it was not worth keeping track of. This means that
the iron has long life and can be used for years.

The heating elements are easily removable. Only
a screw driver needed to put in a new pair of heating
elements.

Every Hot Point Iron is guaranteed to the lighting
company or dealer for twelve months. Should the
user have any trouble with it the lighting company or
dealer stands ready to make it good.

Pacific Electric Irons are on sale :n many cities all
over the country. Inquire first of your Lighting Com-
pany. If they da not handle it they can probably
direct you to a Dealer who does.

If neither lighting company nor dealer have Pacific
Electric Irons, write to us for our special intro-
ductory price.

OUR 1909 AUTOMATIC HOT POINT
IRON is exactly the same as our "Standard"
model, but with our new automatic cut-off

device applied.

This automatic device throws the switch out when
the iron exceeds working temperature so that it is i

possible to injure the heating elements of the in.-.
to do any damage.

This does away with all risks of fire, which has
been the only real objection against electric flat irons.

The automatic device is positive in action. When
the iron has passed a certain temperature the switch
plug is thrown out and the iron immediately begins to
cool off.

It operates on an entirely new principle and is not a
thermostat. There is no other electric iron with an
automatic control.

An electric iron saves time and work. It makes
ironing a pleasure instead of drudgery. It is economical,
costing only 4 to 7 cents for an hour's ironing. Ana
so handy-simply put in the plug and begin to iron.

This Automatic Model of the Hot Point Iron is just
being introduced. It is the first automatic iron placed
on the market and possibly your Lighting Company
or Dealer will not have a sample. But ask them first.
If they can not show it to you, write us for our
special introductory price.

Central Station Managers and dealers should write for our special sample
proposition. This allows ample time to test the iron and if not satisfiedyou can return it at our expense. Order a sample now.

PACIFIC ELECTRIC HEATING CO.
FACTORIES AT

ONTARIO, CALIFORNIA 63-65 W. Washington St., CHICAGO

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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The Amount of Matches
Used in Cigar Stores

is Enormous

A method has been adopted by
many cigar store owners to serve
the customer in a better way.

fo light a cigar or cigarette it is only necessary
to place the end against the perforated mica,
using suction immediately.

The electric cigar lighter is a very modern
convenience and has found its way into
cigar stores, clubs and homes where the
ordinary gas and alcohol lighters would be
decidedly out of place. It is a conveni-
ence that every man appreciates. When
using this lighter it is only necessary to
place the cigar end against the perforated
mica, using suction immediately. Heat
is furnished by the hot air drawn through
the holes in the mica even before the mica
becomes red. The General Electric Com-
pany, Schnectedy, N. Y., will gladly send
complete information about this new
device.

3,240,000 Cigars
Lighted With

One Light
Allowing each man 5 seconds
to light his cigar this lighter
would give the above results
before the device burned out.

Continuous Pendant Type

Attached to a convenient lamp
socket the electric cigar lighter
suspends itself invitingly from the
ceiling for a person to light his
cigar or cigarette.

It eliminates the bother of having
to hunt for matches.
Perfect in design and construc-
tion-for alternating and direct
current circuits.

Complete information
sent upon request.

1 1 1

Ceunttl Elecíric Compa,y
Principal Office: Schenectady, N. Y.

Chicago Office: Monadnock Bldg.
New York Office: 30 Church St.

Sales Offices in all Large Cities.

1999

1

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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QUALITY INSURANCE
Means the elimination of
faults in your Product by
RIGID TESTS.

Shrewd manufacturers do not jeopardize their trade by shipping half -de-
veloped goods. Careful purchasers buy subject to specifications and tests.

We are the medium for satisfactory dealings. We make all manner of elec-
trical and photometrical tests and furnish you with exact and dependable data.

Electrical Testing Laboratories
8Oth St. and East End Ava., NEW YORK, N. V.

Especially adapted
to electrical work
Installed or removed
in a moment.

A SURE GRIP
Pierce Expansion bolts never slip.
They hold like grim death in
masonry, marble, tile or slate.

Pierce Specialty Co.
Elkhart, Ind.

Brain and Imprint
The Underwood Typewriter is so constructed that its type -bar imprints at once the
character the brain directs. Its work may be done on time, and without delay or
fatigue to the operator. The

UNDERWOOD
STANDARD

Typewriter
is so made and fitted-does its work so easily and certainly that the lightest touch of
the operator secures the result. There is no loss of time-no conscious effort-no waste

of muscle tissue or nerve force-no worry-the visible
writing shows at once whether the imprint is right or
wrong and if correction is necessary, it's easy.

If you will come in to see him, a very pleas-
ant mannered man will show you all the ins
and outs of the UNDERWOOD, answer your
questions and not try to be a salesman to
you-unless you so wish. Why not come in
today-at any business hour convenient to
you.

UNDERWOOD TYPEWRITER COMPANY, Inc.
ANYWHERE

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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DO YOU HEAR WELL?
The Stolz Electrophone-A New, Electrical, Scientific and Prac-
- tical Invention for those who are Deaf or Partially Deaf-

MAY NOW BE TESTED IN YOUR OWN HOME.
Deaf or partially deaf people may now make a month's trial of
the Stolz Electrophone at home. This personal practical test
serves to prove that the device satisfies. with ease, every require-
ment of a perfect hearing device. Write for particulars at once,
before the offer Is withdrawn, for by this personal test plan the
final selection of the one completely satisfactory hearing aid le
made easy and Inexpensive for every one.

This new invention the Stolz Elec-
trophone (U. 8. Pat. No. 763,576) rend-
ers unnecessary such clumsy, un-
sightly and frequently harmful de-
vfcesastrumpets horns, tubes, ear
drums, tans. etc It Is a tiny electric
telephone that fits on the ear and
which, the instant it is applied, mag-

nifies the sound waves in such manner as
to cause an astonishing increase In the
clearness of all sounds, It overcomes the

buzzing and roaring ear noises and also, so
constantly and electrically exercises the
vital parts of the ear that, usually, the nat-

ural unaided hearing Itself is gradu-
ally restored.

What Three Business Men Say.
The Electrophone is very satisfac-

tory. Being small in size and great
:n hearing qualities makes It prefer -

Mrs. C. Ndeeka 1148 11th Ave. able to any I have tried and I believe
laywaad, III, wean u I have tried all of them. M.W.How,Ho

Iseetro lioee. Wholesale Grocer, Michigan Av. and
ta.. eeapleaoastkaa eyeglass.. River St., Chicago.

I got so deaf I could not hear with
my speaking tube and was advised to

try the Electrophone. After 16 years of deafness, discomfort and
worry I now hear perfectly at church and at concerts. W. B.
D77.ti7 Sales Mgr., B. A. Maxwell & Co., Chicago.

I have now used your Electrophone over a year and know that
It lea first-class, scientific hearing device. Without it people
have to shout directly to my ear to make me hear. With It, I
can hear distinctly when spoken to in an ordinary tone. Best
of all, Mhos stopped my head noises, which was a terrible aggra-
vation. LEWis MAY. Cashier. 100 Washington St., Chicago

Write to, or call (call If you can) at our Chicago offices for par-
ticulars of our personal test offer and list of other prominent en -
donors who will answer Inquiries. Physicians cordially invited
to Investigate aurists' opinions.
Stolz Electrophone Co., 1723 Stewart Bldg., 7th Floor, Chicago.
Branch Offices: Philadelphia, Cincinnati, Seattle. Los Anteles,
Pittsburg. Indian:moil% Des Moines. Toronto. Foreign Office:
82-85 Sleet Street. London. Eng.

THE KIMBLE VARIABLE SPEED
SINGLE PHASE A. C. MOTORS

Send for Catalogue R

} H.P., 110 Vts., 60 Cycle $27.00
} H.P., 110 Vts., 60 Cycle 50.00
f H.P., 110 Vts., 60 Cycle 60.0.

All Motors Guaranteed 2 Years.

KIMBLE ELECTRIC CO.
617 West Adams Street

CHICAGO
For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular

PRACTICAL

ENGINEER
SIZE

9X12

INCHES

PUBLISHED

MONTHLY

214

PAGES

REGULAR

PRICE

=1 A YEAR

Yours Inars-$1050
Including the January 214 -Page
SPECIAL FEED WATER NUMBER

AND A VALUABLE TOOL FREE
PRACTICAL ENGINEER is a big up-to-date monthly paper

for Steam and Electrical Engineers. Each issue is bnmf u]
and overrunning with interesting illustrated articles, crisp
editorials, experiences of engineers and the latest and most.
useful facts regarding Steam -Electric Power Plants. It
gives plain, practical instruction and information, adapt-
ed to the needs of the man -on-the-job and everything is
to the point, presented in clear, forcible down -on -the -
earth -style, easily understood by every engineer.

It Is the paper you need. T` will make your work easier
and help you to do it,betterby pointing the way to better
methods and quicker results. Don't miss this special of-
fer. Take advantage of it today, now, while you think of
it, and receive in return for your $1.50 a copy of the Big
Feed Water Number -23 other big fat numbers, and a
polished Steel Combination Square thrown in free.

The January Feed Water Number of PRACTICAL ENGINEER
contains 214 pages and is a text book on the subject: It
is the most complete and practical treatise ever printed
and no engineer should be without it. The price of a
single copy is 50 cents, but we'll include it without extra
charge with your two years' subscription if received be-
fore the supply on hand is exhausted, but the supply is
limited, so send in your order at once.

'"1"'I" JITI"i'i'i"'''l""'

Y ou'l l find this 6 -inch Com-
bination Square one of the
most useful and valuable
tools you ever had. It takes
the place of a whole set of
try squares and you will use
it constantly. You can ad-
just it to any point within
its length and it combines
in one compact tool a square
miter, depth gauge, level and a handy little scratch awl
on the bottom. And it is yours free with 2 years' sub-
scription to PRACTICAL ENGINEER.

This is your chance to get a high class engineering pa-
per at a mighty low price, including the Special Feed
Water Number and a valuable tool free.

Send in $1.50 today and the Big Special Number and
Square will be sent you by return mail. If, after receiv-
ing them you are not pleased, return them, and your
money will be refunded at once.

Canadian readers send $1.00 extra for Postage

PRACTICAL ENGINEER
359 Dearborn Street, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

Would mink* to be oar Agent in your
locality? ., Our term. are liberal.

This
Steel

Combination
Atjus:able
Square sent
FREE

Electricity when writing to Advertieere.
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E A -TRAVELING
SALESMAN

We have trained hundreds of men to be high-grade
Traveling Salesmen and assisted them to secure
positions with reliable firms. We will do the same
for you. Our course in Practical Salesman-
ship is endorsed by sales -managers of leading firms
everywhere. We also maintain the largest and best
equipped Free Employment Bureau in the

world, with offices in five cities, and have more calls for
salesmen than we can fill from the best firms in the
United States and Canada. Our graduates earn big
money because they get results. Salesmanship is

the Universal Science; no matter what your business is, the
knowledge of real salesmanship we give you will increase your
earning power. If you want to enter the most pleasant best
paid profession on earth, write for our Free Book, "A Knight
of the Grip." Address nearest office.

Dept.3SBNATIONAL SALESMEN'S TRAINING ASSOCIATION
New York Chicago Kansas City Minneapolis San Francisco.

1 TEACH

~2?/(~-/fi'/&
BY MAIL

f won the World's First Prize In Penmanship. By my new
system I can make an expert penman of you by mail. I also
teach Book-keeping and Shorthand. Am placing my students as
instructors in commercial college.. If vin, wish to become a better
',mimeo, write me. I will Bend you FREE one of my Favorite
Pens and a copy of the Ransomerian Journal.
C. W. RANSOM, 3827Euelid Ave., Kansas City, Missouri.

TELEGRAPHY.
TELEGRAPHY taught at home in the short

eat possible time. The Omnigraph Auto-
matic Transmitter combined with Standard
Key and Sounder. Sends you telegraph mes-
sages at any speed just as an expert operator
would. Five styles $2 up. Circular free.
OMNIGRAPH MFG. CO., 39 Certlandt St., New
York.

KELLOGG
HOUSE TELEPHONES

SAVE TIME
HAVE YOU SEEN OUR NEW PUSH BUTTON INTER-

COMMUNICATING SYSTEM IN OPERATION ?
ARE YOU INTERESTED IN SAVING MONEY EITHER

IN OFFICE OR FACTORY? IF YOU ARE, SEND
FOR OUR INTERCOMMUNICATING BULLETIN-
NO- 39-S.

Kansas City
1

BRANCH OFFICES:
San Francisco Winnipeg

For our Mutual

A Testing Set
Anyone Can Operate

Tests and Locates
all troubles in Tele-
phone and Tele-
graph lines, Cables,
Switchboard, In-
struments, etc.

Write for Information

MIDDLETON BROS,
Electrical Testing

Instruments
Igel Monadnock, Chicago

Advantage mention Popular

Er,nry Tool Put Out By Klein

I'

leas a distinct value for the Electrical Mechanic, the
Electrician, the Lineman, the Electrical Engineer. the
Superintendent, and every one interested in Electricity.
Our Catalog should be in the bands of all of these. It
will be mailed on receipt of 3 cents to pay the postage
Write for it now. Address

Mathias Klein & Sons, Sta. U. 3, Chicago, Ill.

ARITHMETIC
SELF-TAUGH T

A plain. easily -understood volume for ALL who
have not had the opportunity of learning this
subject thoroughly, or who have forgotten
what they once learned. 257 Pages. Requires

bbooka sen¿
Thisgat little 60 Centspostppaid for ..

(stamps accepted), leather binding $1.
OEO. A. ZELLER COOK CO.

Est. 1870. 4471 W. Belle Place, St. Louis Mo.

SPANCLNBERG S

PRACTICAL

ARITHMETIC

SeIF Tauthl

EXPERIMENTERS

Size of Tank,
3 x 2 inches

MAKE TOUR OWN
APPARATUS

Complete directions and blue prints how to
make (1) High tension transformer for wire-
less or high frequency work, 50c. (2) Static
Condenser, 25c. (3) Tesla Coil, 25c. Complete
set 75c. H. L. TRANSTROM, 75 McLean Ave.. CHICAGO

BUILD
An$500escape

0 BUSINESS
life. 33 cenwn ts a day will do it. I will send
you"Free Pointers" for a p$ostal. W. A. Myer,
Pres. Americas Collect's Seryies,199 State St., Detroit, Md.

MAGIC TRICKS Our latest Illustrated book
tells you how to do all
kinds or tricks GET ONE

and shine as a star entertainer among your
friends. Price only 25e Send for catalog.

PEERLESS TRICK AND NOVELTY CO.
Dept. D, 3146 & 3148 State St., Chicago IN.

The Baby
Torch Lights

with a match.
BURNS without air -pres-
sure : gives intense blue
flame. The smallest, most
compact and efficient
torch made.

For Electricians, Wiremen
and Automobile Users.

WRITE FOR PRICES

H. W. HARROLD
Valparaiso, Ind.

Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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Death in the Phone!
She Doesn't
S Know

YOU TELL HER
that if she presses
her lips against the
mouthpiece of an
undisinfected Phone
she takes chances of
becoming infected
with loathsome and
incurable diseases.

SCIENTIFIC
TESTS PROVE
that the mouthpiece of every undisinfected Phone swarms with
malignant Germs, which she may inhale and thus contract
Tuberculosis, Dipphteria Typhoid, Pneumonia, or even
a more revolting disease! TThe diaphragm of the Phone, upon
which the breath of the user condenses in large drops, forms an
ideal incubator for GERMS; Guinea pigs inoculated with such
drops developed Tuberculosis of the lungs.

Even the healthy mouth harbors Germs of dread disease which
might prove fatal it transmitted to a person susceptible to diseasel

Scoreruse your Private Phone; it may infect you even though
your lips do not touch it-for you cannot use it without inhaling
the exhalations of others. See the drops on the daphragm;
smell it. Ask your Physician or any Bacteriologist! Write us for
convincing proof. Take no chances; equip your Phone with a

DIO.ZO PHONE DISINFECTOR
& Deodorizer. It KI LIS lie runs-Dertn., s odors. Kecps the m oth-
piece oonstsntly DISINFECTED. Applied in less than a minute!
Guaranteed fort year No taro, trouble or recharging. itdoesnotin-
terfere with the operation of the Phone. Attractive in appearance;
made entirely of metal. aluminum finish and filled with solid DIOZO-
no 1,Igl"tD We mail one to any part of the world, postpaid, for 50e.

PARKER CHEMICAL CO., 233 Market St.. CHICAGO'

ELECTRICITY
Did you ever stop to think just how much
has been accomplished with this "something
of which we know so little."

It is only lately that public attention has
been directed to its value as a curative agent
especially in such diseases as

RHEUMATISM LUMBAGO
NEURALGIA SCIATICA

and the results that have been accomplished
have astonished even the most sanguine.

As a result of the study and investigation
which this Company has been making under
the direction of Expert Electro-therapeutists,
we have been able to place on the market

ELECTRO -ROL
a perfect combination of Faradic electricity
and Vibration or massage.

The Electro -Rol is so simple that a child
can use it without danger, so effective that
Physicians and Masseuse have adopted it in
their practice, and the price is so reasonab.c
that it is within the reach of every family.

We want to send YOU our booklet and
Body chart so you will know more about the
Electro -Rol and what it will do for you in
pain or sickness. A postal will bring our reply.

()LIVER MFG. CO. Inc. PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Instructions in Wireless Telegraphy
SEND 25c for the best wireless instruction book ever published. Tells you how
to construct your own spark coils, relays, coherers and tapping keys, etc. Non-
technical ; everybody can understand it. Complete instructions.
We also manufacture and deal in all kinds of electrical apparatus at low prices, and are the
only manufacturers of the famous Joerin Third Relay, with which many marvelous experi-
ments can be performed. Send stamps for catalogue.

ELECTRICAL EXPERIMENTERS SUPPLY COMPANY
Successors to Joerin Electric Novelty Co. Room 500, 622 Wells Street, Chicago, Ill.

Pilley's Combination Flue Brush and Scraper
is made of the very best steel wire
and in the very best and strongest
manner. Every brush is guaran-
teed, so that if it is not just what
we represent, you lose nothing.

WRITE FOR CATALOG

Pilley Packing & Flue Brush Mfg. Co., 612 S. 3a St., St. Louis, Mo.

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertiser,.
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This Offer Expires with This Issue
of Popular Electricity

EXTENDED 30 DAYS ON ACCOUNT
OF ITS TREMENDOUS POPULARITY

50 cents a month for six months, or six paid subscriptions
to Popular Electricity

Will secure for you "Popular Electricity's Groupe No. 1" set of Electrical Books.
Each and every one of which is complete in itself. The text is written so that
anyone not away up in the electrical industry can understand it. Just the set for
the young man about to take up the study of electricity.

The Electrical
Handy Directory

This little Direc-
tory gives you the
definition of all
electrical words
and terms.

Easy Experiments
in E'ectrikity and

How to Make
Them

The very latest
and most valuable
work on Electricity
for the amateur or
Practical Electric-
ian published

The Set of Books
Offered Here

First Steps
in Electricity or
Electricity for

Beginners
For t h e begin-

ner in the Electri-
cal Trade this book
is what you want.

would cost you if not purchased under this Group Offer, over $4.00
-10 minutes' work in securing 6 subscribers (paid) for us, we send
them to you free of charge, or send us the coupon with 50 cents
and we will sell them to you for $3.00 on installment of 50 wr
cents a month for 6 months-$3.00 in all. Everybody ee N fio
starting out in the electrical field cannot afford to be yo". en aot
without these books-especially a t the price n ow fibo á,wá~ \I>
offered. You have got to buy them some time- ea, 's, otti, ,4
why not now on this Special Group Offer. \o5ry`' cy A
POPULAR ELECTRICITY PUBLISHING COMPANY  ors fio4 +  

,5-"' 4.-.43 J`,9
1252 Monadnock Block, CHICAGO, ILLS. 4' 5

Electricity
Made Simple
Just the book for

beginners and el.,c.-
trical workers
whose opportuni-
ties for gaining in-
formation on t h e
branches of
electricity
have been

4;2.,
limited. 4`eoeb

92"'S'

tie/e, p
y

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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LET US FIGURE
on all your Electrical Work. Some of the
largest contracts on Electrical work in the
country have been performed by us.

WE INSTALL
Power and Light Plants. Genera-
tors and Motors, Electric Light
and Power Wiring for Factories,
Churches, Schools, Colleges, The-
atres, Office, Store and Residence
Buildings.

Estimates cheerfully furnished for this
class of work in any part of the U. S.

WE MANUFACTURE
Switchboards, Panelboards, Steel
Cutout Cabinets, Junction Boxes,
Service Switch Boxes, Theater
Stage Plugs, Experimental Switch-
boards and Appliances for High
Schools and Colleges. Newgard re-
ceptacles and other electrical spe-
cialties.

All Electrical work at the Chicago Electri-
cal Show installed by us.

Manufacturers of the Famous "Newgard" Waterproof
Receptacle and Globe.

HENRY NEWGARD ZC CO.
30-32 West Monroe St., Chicago, Ill.

1900 Dry Batteries
Are What You Should Use

'THEY HAVE STOOD
THE TEST OF TIME

1900 Dry Batteries
. Q

are becoming more pop-
ular every year. There
is a reason Why.

They make satisfied
customers.

We want your Bat-
tery business,

The Nungesser Electric Battery Co.
CLEVELAND, OHIO

General Sales Office
1)8 \Vest Jackson Boulevard CHICAGO, ILL.

CureYourself'
Right at Home' With

Vibration
Health is waiting for you! Per.
feet, abounding, glowing health
-such health as you have not
known for years, perhaps. And
without the aid of doctors, drugs
or medicines! No matter what
ails you: no matter even if your
case has been pronounced in-
curable-don't give up hope!

Vibration, the marvel of the
20th century, h a s cured un-
counted thousands of people
who thought they were ho oeless
Invalids,

THE WHITE CROSS ELECTRIC

IBRATOR
is the greatest boon that suffering humanity has ever
known. It gives life and health, strength and beauty to all.
It sends the good red blood leaping and coursing through
your veins, puts new life into disused muscles and nerves.
It shakes the disease right out of your system.

The White Cross Electric Vibrator is the only Instru.
ment in the world which enables you to make use of the
three great natural forces, Vibration, Faradic and Gal-
vanic Electricity-right in your own home! It is a per.
feet Massage Vibrator and Medical Battery combined for
less than the usual price of either.
VIBRATING CHAIR FREE With a simple attach.

went you can trans-
form any chair into a perfect Vibrating Chair.
You can take Vibratory treatments and
Swedish Movements right In your own
home, that physicians and sanitariums
charge $2 to Fd apiece for.

CURES THESE DISEASES:
Head Ache Asthma Heart Trouble
Catarrh Neuralgia Deafness
Insomnia Earache Stomach Trouble
Indigestion Weak Eyes Skin Diseases
Weakness Nervous Debility Scalp Disease
Rheumatism Cuastipatioe Lumbago

All these and dozens of other chronic and acute diFeases
can he Instantly relieved by Vibration and Electricity-.

Valuable Book Given Away
Send no your name and address on the attached common at
once and we will mail you a copy of tiro famous book,
"Health and Beatty, absolutely free and postpaid.
Tells how to prevent and cure disease and become
healthy, hearty, happy and beautiful in a natural
way. No matter how well you are now, you need
this book. It has saved thousands of lives-it may
save yours. No obligations-just your name
and address.

SIGN THE COUPON i -
Get the tree book at once. Let us
you shout our liberal Free Trial Off
Got Our special 60 day introductory
dim amt. Learn how you and all
you loved ones can get well
will out drugs or doctors. Oto -
mes her, no obligations. just
nan sand address. Oct the
free book today.

LINDSTROM,
SMITH CO.

25312300Sí, CHICAGO

Dept. 1153

telltr.

1153

Lindstrom,

Sloth Co.
253 la Ss le St.,
CHICAGO, ILL,

Without obligation': on me,
please send me tree your tree

bark Health and Ready,"
Special Reduced Price Offer and

Complete Catalog.

A(Ielresa
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The Standard Improved

Portable Massage Outfit

Write for Booklet "A"

Suitable for barbers, hairdressers and
beauty parlors, as it also gives the pop-
ular strokes, viz., the percussion,
lateral or side stroke, which is so bene-
ficial to the face and scalp.

The rate of vibration is regulated by means of the
current controller, which is attached direct to elec-
tric -light socket.

Operates on either direct cr alternating current
of 100-120 volts, 60 cycles.

Put up in a neat leatherette carrying case. Size
10}x51x3}inches.

Price complete, $17.50.

BIRTMAN ENGLISH CO.
92-94 Lake Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

MOTORS
Alternating 100 to 110 volt, 60 cycle.

Direct 100 to 110 volt.
Works on either.

3 SIZES: Polished Aluminum Case.

1-40 H. P. These are not toys, but high-grade durable, efficient,
1-20 H. P. commercial motors.

1-10 H. P. Designed for laboratory or mechanical installation.

Write for Prices and Catalogue P.

BIRTMAN, ENGLISH, EDWARDS CO.
92 East Lake Street, Chicago

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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Success
is Within

Your Reach
The unprecedented demand prompted the Publishers to issue

a popular paper bound pocket edition of this dollar book to
sell at 10 cents per copy, 104 pages, 16 chapters. It is prac-
tically a text book and should be the seed to a fortune to the man
or woman with brains and earnestness of purpose, desirous of accum-
ulating money More individuals owe their financial success to the
laws contained in this book than to any other known source.

MONEY
THE BESTIS PARTNER
a man can have, and the best friend a woman canhave. It will work for you through
health and sickness and stand by you through thick and thin. If you are unable to
accumulate money, if your money is idle, it you want it to earn more than saving.
bank Interest, if you want to invest it safely and profitably, or if you want to im-
prove your financial condition generally, you should secure this book without delay
and learn the laws governing financial success.

The Book is plainly written, easily understood, and deals with
The definition of money and its uses. How to guide your ambition and utilise your latent
The exercise of judgment in making investments, abilities.
How to develop the qualities essential to financial success. How to concentrate upon your aim, and persist until
How to create and realise the desire for better financial you achieve it.

circumstances
How to make money safely and judiciously, etc.. etc.

You cannot afford to be without this book, as it places within your own hands the means of starting you on
the road to a broader career and financial independence.

Regular edition, bound in limp leather, silk lined. $1.00 per copy Special paper bound edition, 10 cents
per copy, mailed post paid on receipt of stamps or silver.

SEND YOUR ORDER NOW
The Fiduciary Company, Publishers, 865 Tacoma Building. CHICAGO, ILL

ORANGEINE
(POWDERS)

"The Only Ethical Proprietary"
The Best Indorsed Remedy in the World. Widely Tested Since 1892

The Surest "Self -Help" Over Hard Places
There is nothing secret about Orangeine. Its formula is published on every package, and

shows a perfect balance of remedial agencies, skilfully selected. to reach the cause of pain and
many ailments, with no reactive or drug effect.

Especially prompt and accurate for Colds, Grip, Headache, Neuralgia, "out of sorts feeling."

WHAT ORANGEINE DOES
Prevents Sickness

Checks Indisposition Increases Nutrition Offsets Wear and Tear
Assures Energy When Most Needed Makes Better Blood and More of It

Perfectly Adjusts the Nervous System

Dispels Pain Regulates Digestion

25c Package Free for Honest Test
O rangeine is mailed anywhere on receipt of price. 10c package (2 powders), 25c package

(6 powders), 50c package (15 powders), $1.00 package (35 powders). We will mail free, one 25c
package, on receipt of request, with assurance of honest test, under suggestion of our direc:ions.

The Orangeine Chemical Co.,15 Michigan Ave., Chicago

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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Do You Lose Power?
We are experts in answering that question. That is our business.Write us your troubles. Ten chances to one we can be of service.

CATALOGUE A17
WE ARE EXTENSIVE MANUFACTURERS OF

Pulleys, Shafting, Hangers, Gears, Friction Clutches,
Sprocket Wheels, Bearings, Belting

and Mill Supplies.
Our Patent Leather Faced Pulleys are what you need for Motors and Generators.

W. A. JONES FOUNDRY 0. MACHINE CO., 148 West North Ave., Chicago

MAKE YOUR EYES A PRESENT EYE HEALTH
Your eyes deserve your best care. Wh  not soothe and rest
them with this gentle, medicated AIR -MASSAGE? It will
strengthen weak eyes, give you clearer vision and correctmany optical troubles. It is both an "eye -luxury" and a
"sight -insurance" that will re,'ay you its cost many times.
Makes Glasses Needless in many cases.

Like the touch of deft, skillful fingers.
this simple little device applies a delicate, soothing pressure;
but unlike any human operator it is uniform and regular; it
varies only as you yourself wish-for you adjust and regulate
the application. Nothing but the air touches your eyes.

Eye -massage is a modern and well -recognized treatment;
our Natural Sight Restorer offers you the means of applying
it automatically, easily, conveniently. ~Write to -day forour free illustrated booklet on Home Treatment.

The Natural Sight Restorer Co., DetroitaMich.

A NEW WAY TO PAINT SIGNS
UV BUTTS SIGN WRITING OUTFITS

'

Anyone can paint all kind of signs and show cards in half the time required by the old wayandmuch better. We furnish these Special Outfits complete with ten alphabets and three sets offiguresof the most modern styles of the day, from 2 to 12 inches in height, not printed alphabets but thereal letter, cut out of the most durable material. We a1 furnishurnsh with this is outfit a completebook of instructions for painting all kinds of signs and cards and a selection of beautiful de-signs, and guarantee that anyone can do perfect lettering as soon as he receives the outfit.
Special Price For a Short Time Only $5.00. Send in your order to -day.None sent C. O. D. Satisfaction Guaranteed or money refunded.

THE BUTTS SIGN & NOVELTY CO., 228 Temple Court Bldg., DENVER, COLO.

Instructions in Wireless Telegraphy
q Send 25 cents for the best wireless instruction book published. Everybody canunderstand it-non Technical-written in plain English-make your own wirelessoutfits-complete instructions.
q Dealers and manufacturers of all kinds of wireless apparatus at low prices.Send for catalogue-ask for my special offer to students.

JOERIN ELECTRIC NOVELTY CO. 622 Wells St., Chicago, III.

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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We Want a
Representative
In Your Shop

Q We have a plan by which farming
can be done on a large scale and pay
small investors very large returns.
1 We farm in TEXAS the land of op-

ortunities, where you can harvest
some crop every month in the year.

q It will pay every one to investigate
and secure an interest with us. Full
particulars free.

q You can make $100 a week repre-
senting us without leaving your
present occupation. Try it.

National Farm 0. Land Co.
Dept A. ST. LOUIS. MO.

Will You Accept This
Business Book if We

Send it Free?
Sign and mail the coupon below. Send no money I

Take no risk!
One hundred and twelve of the world's master business

men have written ten books -2,o79 pages -1,497 vital business
secrets; ideas, methods. In them is the best of all that they
know about

-Purchasing -Salesmanship -Position -Getting
-Credits -Advertising -Position -Holding
-Collections -Correspondence -Man -Handling
-Accounting -Selling Plans -Man -Training

Cost -keeping -Handling Customers , -.Business Generalship
-Organization -Office Systems -Competition Fighting
-Retailing -Short-cuts and and hundreds and bun.
-Wholesaling Methods for every dreds of other vital bush
-Manufacturing line and department ness subjects.
A 9,059 -word booklet has been published describing, explaining, picturing

the work. Pages 2 and 3 tell about managing businesses great and small; pages
4 and 5 deal with credits, collections and with rock -bottom purchasing; pages
6 and 7 with handling and training men ; pages 7 to 12 with salesmanship, with
advertising, with the marketing of goods through salesmen, dealers and by
mail l pages 12 to 15 with the great problem of securing the highest market
price for your services-no matter what your line; and the last page tells how
you may get a complete set-bound in handsome half morocco. contents in
colors-for less than your daily smoke or shave, almost as little as your daily
newspaper. Willyou rend the book UT., rend itfree?

Send no nwncy. Simply rngu the coupon.
The System Co., 151-153 Wabash Ave., Chicago

If there are, in your books, airy new ways to increase my business or
my salary. 1 should like to know them. So send on your 16 -page tree
descriptive booklet. Ill read It. 178-3

Name
Address
Business
Position

3 Years toPay
for the celebrated

Meister
PIANO

The best piano $1 755
in the world at 'P

$1 Weekly or $5 a Month
No cash payment down. No interest.

No freight charges. No extras.

30 Days Free Trial
In Your Own Home
and We Pay the Freight

We want y ti to sample this piano fur a month to
convince you that it is the best piano in the world at
$175. We guarantee a saving of $100 or more on each
instrument. Rothschild 10 - year guarantee bond
with each piano.

We don't want a cent from you until you are satis-
fied. If you don't want the piano we will send for it.

We own the Meister Piano Co. outright, and in-
stead of paying 30% to 40% commission to agents we

Sell Direct from Factory to You
Send now for the Meister Piano Book. It's FREE.

It shows all grades of Meister.. $175 00 $225.03, $255.00

and $255 00. Beautifully done in colors. A postal
card will bring it.

ROTHSCHILD & COMPANY
303 State Street, Chicago. Ill.
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. THE.-

Positive Electric Vacuum Cleaner

is the Acme of perfection vacuum
cleaning appliances. The exploitation
at this time is after the firm decision
on the part of the manufacturers that
they have overcome the defects and
eliminated the faults of electrically
applied vacuum cleaners that are now
on the market.

The ambition of the manufac-
turer has been realized in offering to-
day a vacuum cleaner that will per-
form the fun c ti o n s that vacuum
cleaners were intended for, that is
to clean more thoroughly and with
less labor on the part of the operator
than any method that has been em-
ployed in the past. Every perform-
ance of the machine has resulted
in a sale.

ELECTRIC CLEANER CO.
Monadnock Block :: CHICAGO, ILL.

Perfect Health Without
Medicine, Scien-

tific Discovery

OXYDONOR
Destined to Revolutionize

the Art of Healing.
Its record of cures is so aston-

ishing as to be almost unbeliev-
able. It has cured the most ob-
stinate ailments and weaknesses.
The nature of the disease makes
no difference. No matter how
severe your affliction, no matter
how long standing, no matter

how many other treatments you may have
tried, you have no right to believe your case
hopeless before you have tried OXY DONOR,
a self home treatment, without drugs. Most
convincing proofs in our descriptive booklet,
sent free to all.

DR. H. SANCHE CO.
67 Wabash Ave., Room 266. CHICAGO, ILL.

Electric
Freezer

The New 20th
Century

Ice Cream Freezer
and Crusher

Electrical Driven. No Belts or Pulley.
Requires small space to install.

The Best For
Commercial Use

Write for Catalogue and Price.
Over 200 in Use in Chicago

R. A. Dewsberry, Chicago, Ill.
46 N. Morgan Street

OUR NAM
IN GOLD

SHARP -WELL Strops
give your razor that " just right "
edge that means the difference be-
tween a quick, easy shave and a
painful ordeal.
(J Made by a RUSSIAN PROCESS
! y a Russian expert.

Beginning with the skin and
ending with the finished product,
every step is taken to secure
Highest Strop Excellence.
1 Double leather, prepared for
sharpening and finishing-one side
with Sharp -Well treatment; 21-x25
inches; rubberoid military swivel;
double stitched handle.
YOUR NAME PRINTED IN GOLD-Mail us $2.00
and receive the strop. Your money back in
90 days if not perfectly satisfied.
ILLINOIS RAZOR STROP COMPANY

60 Wabash Avenue. Chicago
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"CURE YOURSELF
BY ELECTRICITY"

New Book-Illustrated from Life-
Sent FREE to all who write.

Write to -day for our new Free Book-"Cure Yourself by
Electrlelty"-Illustrated with photos from I1fe. Shows how the
New Home Batteries cure Rheumatism, Neuralgia. Lumbago
Headache. Insomnia, Constipation and all nerve affections and
diseases arising from sluggish circulation; also how they afford
electric baths and beauty massage without cost at home.

THIS
BATTERY

$ 95

EXPRESS
PREPAID
Every Home Should Have a Home Battery.
We send our batteries Prepaid ,c i thou t a cent in advance (prices nee
and up) and allow Ii) (DAYS' FREE TRIAL. Write for our Rook.

DETROIT MEDICAL BATTERY CO.,
195 Majestic Bldg., Detroit. Mioh.

Let Us Make Your Metal Parts
\Ve make anything to orler-Stan:i'ings,

Sheet Metal work-anything a good ma-
chine shop should do-we do-because we're good ones. We
publish' The Silent Partner." Ask for a sample copy.
Write us.
THE GLOBE MACHINE 6. STAMPING CO.

3610 Hamilton Avenue, N. E., Cleveland, Ohio

KNAPP DYNAMO -MOTOR
Ask U; -to -Date Dealers. 6 V. 4 A.
Efficiency- finish unsurpassed. Lights
lamps drives motors. etc. Easily at-
tached to other drive. Fine as power
motor, S. dynamo, only $5 00; weight
6 lbs. Hand drive, only $5 00: weight
20 lbs. Stamp for specialty catalog.
KNAPP ELECTRIC & NOVELTY CO.
519 West Fifty-first Street New York

I Want the Address
of party at Trenton, Mo. who mailed us a
coupon with no name or address written
on it.
Freeport Correspondence School-

Freeport, Illinois.

THIS HANDSOME
DRAWING OUTFIT

F R E E

__

,.

__., .........,_,
....,.,,

í fit.

, .. ., F.'.

-,,.____

_.

_

TO EVERY STUDENT IN

DRAUTIMG AND ARCI11IECJURE

Learn to use these tools because with them you can
cam from $30.00 to $70.00 every week of the year.

LOOK HERE! THE "FREEPORT IDEA"
means that ordinary men can become Drai.sn en. De-
signers-Trained Men-in the drafting and dasign of
Machinery. Sheet Metal Work. Piano cases, Interior and
Office Fixtures; in Architecture and the Design of all
forms of Buildings.

The "FREEPORT IDEA" is a wonderful improve-
ment in Correspondence School Training. You will got
Technical training by doing actual work. We use com-
mon English and teach both the THEORY and PRAC-
TICE.

Ask us about it. Use the following COUPON.

FREEPORT CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS
903 Rice Bldg., Freeport, III.

I would like the position before which I have marked :t

cross (X). Please explain, without cost to me. how I can get
such a position and be sure to hold it.

Mechanical Draftsman Manual Training Instr.
Sheet Metal Draftsman Bookkeeper
Architect Advertiser
Architectural Draftsman stenographer
Architectural Designer Steam Engineer
Carpenter and Joiner Locomotive Firemen

NAME AGE.

CITY.. STATE

ST. or R. F. D..... OCCUPATION

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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either through my private correspondence course at your home or at my residenceschool. Telegra-
phy offers more opportunities for steady, profitable, fascinating employment and advancement to
the highest salaried positions than almost any other occupation. There is a good demand today
for competent telegraphers, and now is the time to learn telegraphy .

MY AUTOMATIC SELF -TEACHER will teach you at your home
during your spare hours. It is to telegraphy what the phonograph is to foreign language study. I
furnish a complete set of records with each machine, a 214 page cloth bound book "THE TELE-

GRAPH INSTRUCTOR," written by myself and in fact everything required to learn telegraphy at home.
MY RESIDENCs SCHOOL IS THE LARGEST IN AMERICA, and expenses are lower than

anywhere else. Now, if you are at all interested in the study of telegraphy, let us become acquainted.
WRITE ME TODAY for catalog containing information of r,oth courses. IT IS A FIELD 'YOU

OUGHT TO ENTER.

I WANT TO TEACH YOU TELEGRAPHY

G. M. DODGE, Foster Street, VALPARAISO, INDIANA

LEARN TO SHAVE
SAVES MONEY AND TROUBLE.

Our free book tells how, also gives lowest prices on
shaving outfits. Send for it.
LOVEL 8, CO., Dept. P. E. Amsterdam. N. Y.

DIE MODELS SPECIAL
WORK TOOLS MACHINERY
NATIONAL STAMPING AND ELECTRIC WORKS

153-159 S. Jefferson Street. Chlupo. III.

No. 7;. 1 inch to 2 inch pipe or conduit

Oster Ratchet
Stocks

For Easy Work-At Bench,
in the Ditch, or Close

Corners

THE OSTER MFG. CO.
2180 Bast 61st St.

CLl:\'1:LANi), í)Hln

AN INSPIRATION !
To refit your office with

"Andrews Quality" Office Fur-
niture is a good one. Improves
your business, nerves and bank
account.

Try it!

A. N. Andrews Co.
174 Wabash Avenue, CHICAGO

3-5-7-10-12-14 and 40 H. P. at proportionate prices.
Starts without cranking; no cams, valves, springs or sprockets. Only three moving
parts. Uses alcohol, gasoline. naphtha, distillate, kerosene, coal oil, etc. All bear-
ings babbitted. Cylinders and piston ground. Crank shaft forged steel. For your
Row Boat. Sail Boat, Launch. 10,000 in use, All sizes ready to ship. Send for
testimonials and tree catalog.

DETROIT ENGINE WORKS, 1368 Jefferson Ave., Detroit, Mich.
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ireless

If you are a Wireless Operator or
building Wireless Telegraph Equipment
you will want to join

Popular Electricity Club

are

or

Co.
ILL.

Send for particulars

You will also want
Book

TORY OF T"f 5t°11'

«
`

TTíi,,:1j1

Popular Electricity
Monadnock Block

and membership blank.

the Beat Wireless
published.

THE STORY OF
THE WIRELESS
TELEGRAPH

Non -Technical
In Plain English

Sent with one year's
subscription (new
renewal) to Popular
Electricity for $1.50

Pub.
.. CHICAGO,

I enclose herewith $1.50, for which enter me for
one year's subscription to Popular Electricity and
send me The Story of Wireless Telegraphy.

Name

Address

City

State
P. E. W. T. March'08.

LEARN A TRADE

w

in a

Practical Trade School
We Teach the

ELECTRICAL
Plumbing, Plastering
and Bricklaying Trades

by Practical Work
Largest and best equipped trade

schools in America. Our gradu-
ates are all skilled workmen capa-
ble of earning the highest wages.

Tools Take the Place
of Books

By our system of practical in-
struction we can teach you one of
these trades thoroughly in from
three to five months at a very
low cost.

With each trade we give a com-
plete course in drawing and esti-
mating which prepares you to
start a contracting business of
your own.

We have day and evening classes
and are open the entire year.

Call and see our school or write
for our free illustrated catalogue.

COYNE NATIONAL
TRADE SCHOOLS

852 N. ASHLAND AVENUE
CHICAGO, ILL.

257 10th AVE., NEW YORK, N. Y.
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Electrical Supplies
N I -UP This Battery is guaran-

teed to g i v e satisfac-
DRY BATTERY tion for Ignition work.
ISM I N AMPERPGf
UPIN VOLTAGE

FrppIENCYGu.RKRrQO

FOR IRNmON WORK

1RN1UR SLUIRICü SI4Pr
FFWYOTF-CM:.40

3 Sizes:
A 2126* inches Price, $0.25
B 3 z7.1 " .50
C 31x8 .60

Send for our Catalog 24E
"Something Electrical for
Everybody," 168 pages with
net prices.

The following are a few of them:
Red Seal Dry Battery, "A" 21x61 in., all kinds open

circuit work. $0.20
Mesco Dry Battery, 28x61 in., Call Belts, Tele-

phones, etc 15
Elite Battery Ammeter... 2 00
Marine Weatherproof Primary Coil 1.25
Marine Weatherproof Jump Spark Coil 4.00
Ignition Switch, Removable Lever 50
Electric Call Bell Outfit .60
Burglar Alarm Trap .13
Floor Tread for Servant's Call .75
Pony Telephone Receiver .38
Battery Call Telephone, each 2.50
Eureka Telegraph Instrument 1.15
Battery Rheostat, 20 ohms resistance .65
Sta -There Battery Connectors, per doz .36
Mesco Current Tap and Socket .25
Electric Vibrator (3 styles) $5.00, $10.00 and 15.00

Manhattan Electrical Supply Co.
NEW YORK, 17 Park Place CHICAGO, 188 Filth Ave.

THORDARS O N'S
TRANSFORMERS

Toy Transformer a practical substitute
for all batteries. Applicable only to

alternating current circuits.
Designed to operate any class of electrical toys,

such as small fans, motors, electric railway trains,
ring bells, buzzers, light small lamps, etc., etc. Will
last a life time. A most suitable Christmas present
for any boy.
Send for circulars and prices on our Bell Ringing and

Christmas Tree Lighting Transformers.

Thorddrson Electric Mfg. (o.
151-157 S. Jefferson Street.

CHICAGO, ILL.

EXCELSIOR AUTO -CYCLE

Not Rebuilt and Reconstructed-
But embodying every new feature found to be a real

improvement of practical value.
We were the first advocates of a low saddle posi-

tion. Watch others follow.
Our positive sight feed oiling system positively elim-

inates lubricating troubles.
High tension magneto or battery ignition.

EXCELSIOR SUPPLY CO.

It Was Right at the Beginning
Straight line frame that gives the maximum strength

at minimum weight.
These are but a few of the manypoints that make

the EXCELSIOR AUTO-CYC the one that is
always on the job.

Our new illustrated circular, M. C. 129, gives full de-
tails. Write for it today.

233-237 Randolph Street, Chicago, Ill.
Established 1876.
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ffpgeySavi#g Catalog frw
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PLUMBING AND HEATING MATERIAL
Direct to the Consumer at Factory Prices
Our certect ALL IRON PIPE system of plumbing will enable any handy mechanic to Instal 1ho ma-
terial on firm or in city. Send us a list of your needs. All we ask as an opportunity to fixture on
your wants. We carry everyth_ng necessary for installing this class of work. Soil P. e, lead
and water pipe and fittings of all kinds, etc.

COMPLETE BATHROOM OUTFITS.
from $24.60 to $125.00.

HEATING PLANTS
Don't think you can-
t afford o dero

list Water or Steam
Hating Plant tal rota
get our Sturm
ial pries for Brat pant
In ouch locality. Plana
free. Toole
hued.

We send FREE
detailed estimateon receipt of
rough sketch or
plan of the build-
ing to be heated.
Prompt atten-
tion. We will re-
fund purchase
price if plaet is
not. satisfactory.

,. READY ROOFING
We are offering the entire factory'out-

m put of mill ends of Extra lüg'i tirade Vul-
can Roofing. This is the regular $3.00
grade of Ready Roofing. but there are
two or more pieces in each roll of 108
square feet, or enough t o lay 100 square
feet. Fire Pratt! NctaffectedbyHeator

Cold! Permanently Weather Proof. INC.
Stock limited. While it lasts a, ;erroll

STEEL. ROOFING
50,000 squares of Heavy Steel Roofing. This is

made from metal used in the manufacture of
soap. Never exposed to the weather and
never nailed. 10 times better t han the lightest
weights of new. Coated both sdcs wit hweath-
er proof "Gelatine" coating. Guaranteed per-
fect and free from nail holes.

$1.50Flat, per 100 square feet

Corrugated, per 100 square feet 1.75
ORDER AT ONCE.

Write today for new enlarged Catalogue No.
123 covering Home Builders Supplies.

YOUR MONEY REFUNDED IF NOT SATISFIED.

MACHINERY
We are headquarters for

machinery of all kinds.
Heavy engines and large
power boilers, as well as
small. Below we list a few
items. Everything i. bar-
gain prices.
2 Speed Lathes.
1 10x4 Sebastin Lathe.

1 9x26 Barnes Lathe. 110x41 Chucking Lathe.
1 12 inch Drill Press. 1 16 inch Drill Press.
1 No. 2 Klempsmith Miller.
1 24 inch Shaper. 1 1I inch Pipe Machine -
3 4 inch Forbes Hand Pipe Machines.
1 2 H. P. 220 Volt Motor.
2 1 H. P. 220 Volt Motors. Tools of all
2 50 Light Dynamos. kinds at

30 Other Motors and Generators. Wholesale
10 Assorted Emery Grinders. Prices

Machinery List No. 123a lists a lot of splen-
did bargains. Write for it and ask us regard-
ing anything in the line of

Machinery or Electrical Equipment

errtrrefireSrrrery j jupply l_' 2593 Archer Avenue, CHICAGO.

Send You a Monarch Vibrator
Guaranteed to be the most powerful, durable ON APPROVAL
and practical vibrator of its size made.
These vibrators contain complete, perfect Electric Motors, and are made to run on their
own dry cells or to attach to electric light socket like a lamp. Fully adapted to professional
requirements, yet the most economical and satisfactory for home use. Light, compact
noiseless: motionless handle. To prove our strong claims for the Monarch, we send it prepai

For Health

TO TRY FREE
Don't buy a vibrator without careful consi-
deration of every one of the above points,
including scope of guaranty.

For Beauty Helps to restore to
nature's intended
perfections. Re-

moves wrinkles and facial blem-
ishes. If too thin, it brings the
blood and develops fullness of
the neck, arms or deficient parts,
by building new flesh. If too
stout, it brings the blood to wash
away adipose tissues. Splendid
for the scalp, for the complexion
and after shaving. Prevents
dandruff, irritation, falling hair,
baldness.

Furnishes passive exercise to parts which suffer from congestion, the cause of all disease,
bringing the rich, purifying blood in quick response to its swift pulsations, and restoring
normal functions. Soothes excited nerves and brings sweet, refreshing sleep.

Let us send you a vibrator, prepaid, without a cent in advance, so that you may know for yourself the wonderful
benefits of vibration when given by a high grade machine. Liberal allowance for old machines in exchange. Our new
Book, "Health and Beauty Without Medicine,' with illustrations from life, FREE. Write today. Address

MONARCH VIBRATOR CO., CHICAGO, Í s
IINCIS

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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Direct -Connected Slow -Speed
Rotary Electric Purpp

Automatic, silent,
4primes itself, has
positive action on
the water. Will
pump any liquid
that is free from
grit. Arranged
with tank switch
to control opera-
tion, starting
when tank is two-
thirds empty and
stopping when
water is at proper
level.

A most durable
pump, all wear
being easily taken
up.

For use in Tanneries, Laundries, Dyers, Hotels, Institutions and Private Houses.
Let us quote you on Rotary Pumps for all purposes, Vacuum Pumps, Pressure Blowers,

Blower Burners, Flat Irons.

BEACH-RUSS CO 214 FIFTH AVENUE
CHICAGO

WALKINS
LABORATORY AND PATENTS

COMPANY

Mechanical and Electrical Engi-
neers. Processes of Manufacture
Worked Out. Special Apparatus
and Equipment Designed for Any
General or Special Purpose.

I J Manufacturers of the Walkins
Mercury Vapor Electric Light.
Apparatus for Sub -M a r i n e or
Aerial Photography.

( Advise of your wants Mechan-
ical or Electrical and we will sub-
mit you a proposition.

 Correpondence invited.

LABORATORY,
140 Belmont St., BROCKTON, MASS.

"Vesta"

Pocket
Electric
Lantern
DRY STORAGE

BATTERY

TUNGSTEN
BULB

In response to a large demand for a safe, powerful
light which can be conveniently carried by miners.
gas inspectors and all persons whose work requires a
closed light of high candle power we have perfected
the "VESTA" Pocket Electric Lantern.

The battery is so made that it can be carried in the
hip pocket without inconvenience and will give an ex-
ceptionally clear, white light for 12 to 15 hours on one
charge.

Recharging can be done at small cost and the bat-
teries will last for many months if properly cared for.

DESERVEDLY POPULAR as a portable lanm
where the use of gasoline or oil is dangerous.

Write for further information.

VESTA ACCUMULATOR CO.
1338 Michigan Ave., Chicago, 111.

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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PATENTS PATENT ATTORNEYS

FREE

TWO BOOKS:
84 -Page

`Inventor's Guide"
A N D

80 -Page "Proof of
Fortu.ies in Patents"

"What and Bow to Invent"
Trade -Marks, Copyrights,

Print,. Labels
Registered

ADVICE FREE
Correspondence Solicited

Of' Protect Your Idea!<

PATENTS THAT PAY
MY TRADE MARK

SPECIAL OFFER: Send sketches or model
and description of invention for FREE

SEARCH of Patent Office Records and Report as to
patentability. You will save TIME and MONEY.

Expert -Prompt Services. Highest References

t. t. YROOMAn

a.imuei G. McMeen s cmpster B. Miller

McMaarl & Millar
Patent Solicitors and Patent Experts

In connection with our telephone engineering practice we
make a specialty of securing electrical patents for in ven tor?,
and of giving expert advice in patent matters. We also have
facilities for marketing meritorious electrical Inventions.

1456 k Block.
SMICHICAGOANFRANCSCO

PATENTS that PROTECT
Our 3 books for Inventors mailed on receipt of eels. In stamps

Rooms 41-51 Pacific Bldg.
R. S. & A. B. LACEY, Washington, D. C. Established 1869.

TRg INVENTOR'S UNIVERSAL EDUCATOR
TELLS ALL ABOUT PATENTS
HOW TO SECURE THEM. HASt

600 MECHANICAL MOVEMENTS
also 60 PERPETUAL MOTIONS

:very inventor should have a copy. Price $1.00 by magi-Address-
F. G. DIETERICH, Uray Bldg., Washington, D. C.

PATENTS SECURED. Invetor's Pocket Companion free.
Send description for freem opinion as

to patentability. VV. N. Roach. Jr..
Metzerott Building, Washington, D. C.

Registered Patent Attorney
Patent Lawyer, (Patent Litigation)

1176 F St., Washington, D. C.

REFERENCES:

American National B.ni,
Washington, 1). O.

Little Giant Hay Press Cc.,
Dallas, Texas.

Gray Lithograph Co.,
New York ()ty, N. Y.

Farmers Mfg, Co..
Norfolk, Va.

New Era Mfg. Co.,
Fatrtteld, Iowa.

The Parry Stationery Co.,
Oklahoma City, Okla.

Bell Show Print Co.,
Sigouruey, la.

A-1" E NI "1 -
TRADE MARKS AND COPYRIGHTS

SECURED OR FEE RETURNED
Send model or sketch and description of your invention

for free search of the U. S. Patent Office Records.
Our Four Books mailed Free to any address. Send for

these books; the finest publications ever issued for free
distribution.

HOW TO OBTAIN A PATENT
Our Illustrated 80 page Guide Book is an invaluable

book of reference for inventors and contains 100 mechanical
movements illustrated and described.

FORTUNES IN PATENTS
Tells how to invent for profit and gives history of suc-

cessful inventions.
WHAT TO INVENT

Contains a valuable list of inventions wanted anc'. sug-
gestions concerning profitable fields of invention. Also
information regarding prizes offered for inventions,
among which is a

PRIZE OF ONE MILLION DOLLARS
offered for one invention and $10,000 for others

PATENTS 7 HAT PAY
Contains fac-similes of unsolicited letters from our

clients who have built up profitable enterprises founded
upon patents procured by us. Also endorsements from
prominent inventors, manufacturers, Senators, Congress-
men, Governors, etc.
WE ADVERTISE OUR CLIENTS' INVENTIONS FREE
in a list of Sunday Newspapers with two million circula-
tion and in the World's Progress. Sample Copy Free.

VICTOR J. EVANS & CO.
(Formerly Evans, Wilkens & Co.)

Main Offices, 615 "F" Street, N. W., Washington, D. C.

Readers of Popular Electricity who have Inventions to Patent can refer to
Advertisers appearing on this page with the assurance that their interests will
be absolutely protected to the smallest detail.

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertiser",
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Drawing 13125 to $250 Monthly
ARE NOT MADE in Schoolrooms
And NOT MADE by reading books
And NOT MADE by making Copies
And NOT MADE at home drawing pictures

from printed book lesson.
NOT On Your Tintype

It requires actual practical
DRAFTING -ROOM WORK to train YOU
to gain the PRACTICAL EXPERIENCE
that your employer will demand of you

FREE
This $13.85

DRAWING
OUTFIT

and

Free Position

As CHIEF DRAFTSMAN of Engineering Firm
I know exactly the Quality and Quantity of knowledge,
practical training and experience you must have, and
will personally prepare a few ambitious workers in few
months' Home Instruction and actual DRAFTING -
ROOM WORK for above paying position.

INSTRUCTION UNTIL COMPETENT
and PLACED IN POSITION FREE

DON'T waste TIME and MONEY trying to learn
from books or printed "STUFF," you can only learn on
PRACTICAL WORK which I furnish you.

Address CHIEF DRAFTSMAN,
Div. 10, Eng's Equip't Co. (Inc.), Chicago

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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lera FAME
ANNOUNCES ITS ANNUAL DISTRIBUTION OF

t
Don't miss this grand oprier-
ttolty to secure a choice col-

lection of the fines Wants and flower
seeds free with VICK'S MAGAZ.NE

flat famous household Journal founded
in 1878 by James"I .k the pioneer seeds.

man of America. This year we offer a bet-
ter variety and a h.^_her quality of plants
and seeds than ever before. VICE'S MAG-

AZINE has always led the way In encouraging the universal
propagation of flowers and, in making our 1909 offers, we have
determined to break all records. W e have ready for distri-
bution nearly halt a million exceptionally choice rose, car-
nation and chrysanthemum plants and a large quantity of
the best and most popular flower seeds.

Read this entire announcement carefully, select the offer that suits
you best and send In your order at once. You can't afford to
overlook these wonderful offers. They cannot be duplicated later. This
distribution is made to extend the circulation and Influence of VICK'S

MAGAZINE. It is better than ever, under the able editorial management of
James Courses Bartholt. Our floral department Is conducted by Elben E.
Rexford, that Prince of Floral Writers, whose name and fame extend wher-
ever the English language is spoken. VICK'S MAGAZINE tells you every
month of the year just what to do to have the greatest success with flowers

either out of doors or In the house. In addition to the many absorbing stories
and helpful articles by some of the most eminent writers of the land. VICK'S
MAGAZINE contains departments devoted to Dressmaking, Fancy Work, Cooking, Care of
Children, Health. Recreation, House Building, Poultry, Garden, etc. One of our most inter-

esting departments, "Clever Ways of Doing Things," Is conducted by our subscribers.
VICK'S MAGAZINE is unquestionably the brightest and best 50c publication In its class. If you once

have it in your home you will want it always. Therefore, to induce you to join our happy reading circle
and share the many good things in store for you, we will give you any of the following choice plants and
Weeds you may select.

Remember, we are offering you absolutely the best. If you don't find them as represented, you may
cancel your subscription and we will gladly refund your money.. You take no risk. Your subscriptionwlff
begin at once and the seeds and plants will be sent fully prepaid as soon as possible without danger of freezing.
Yoe will see from the following that our selections for this season could not be excelled. Those who get their
orders in early will get the best selections.

6 Rose Bushes Free. busheess this ;. ar hace 6 Carnations Free. Carnations are next to
r o s e s popularity.

been made with the greatest care. We give 6 choice With each subscription we give 6 fine plants:-Boston
hardy varieties with each subscription. Bridesmaid, Market. G.H.Crane, regarded the finest scarlet carnation.
*Yellow Maman Cochet, blooms very large, perfectly double Mrs. Frances Joost, soft shade of pink, Al in every respect.
and freely produced. The Bride, largest, white rose, Enchantress, the grandest, of recent Introduction, shell
delicate, creamy white, from 3 to 4 Inches diameter. pink. Harlowarden, largest crimson carnation. Prosper -
Freiherr Von Marshall, profuse bloomer, one of the rich- ity largest offered, white overlaid with pink.
est, bright red roses. Bessie Brown (Hybrid Tea), very

6 Chrysanthemums Frees The Chrysan-large. double, fragrant, creamy white, resembling gloss
fill k, Philadelphia Rambler, blooms larger, deeper red. themum is the
Ali these roses will bloom this year. finest of Fall bloomers, most In evidence at all flower

,f shows. With each subscription we give six sturdy plants.
10 Large Packets of Flower Seeds Black Hawk, dark velvety Crimson (Roosevelt's favorite).

Sweet Peas, Asters, Nasturtiums, Pansies, Ver- Col. D. Appleton, deep yellow. Dr. tanguehard, a true
benas, Cosmos, Zinnias. Poppy, Salvia and pink. Glory of the Pacific, extra early pink. Monro-
Alyssum for 1 subscription via, yellow. Timothy Eaton, purest white.

Remember, the above are all of the Vick quality. Do not confuse these splendid plants and guaranteed
seeds with the Intertior

choicest
worthle

pia tsindsnd someeeds imessbfe rt . Your
order, if sent now. will bring you

hOffer
No. I. For 10e we will send you VICK'S MAGAZINE for one year and

the 6 rose bushes. Offer No. 2. For 50c we will send you VICK'S MAGA-
ZI,NE for one year aid the 6 carnation plants. Offer No. 3. For 50c
we will send you VICK'S MAGAZINE for one year and the 6 Chrys-
anthemum plants. Offer No. 4. For 50c we will send you VICK'S
MAGAZINE for one year and the 10 packets of flower seeds.

Offer No. 5. For $1.00 we will send you VICK'S MAGAZINE
for two years and the 6 rose bushes, the 6 carnation plants
and the 10 packets of flower seeds. We believe this to be
the biggest, best and most satisfactory offer of the kind I enclose $ for
ever made. Better send your order today and make which send VICK'Ssure. Order by number only. Just fill in the coupon

and mail us with the proper amount. coin, stamps MAGAZINE and Premium
or currency. A dollar bill may be mailed at

our risk. as per offer No

VICK'S MAGAZINE CO.
334 Vick Block

Chicago, ILL Town

Vick's
Magazine

Co.,

334 Vick Bldg.,

Chicago, Ill.

To

St. or R. F. D

Slate

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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...THE...
SANITARY PARAGON

REVOLVING CYLINDER

ELECTRIC WASHER and Automatic WRINGER
Is Conceded by both"LAUNDRY EXPERTS
and LEADING ENGINEERS to be the

Acme of Perfection and Ingenious Mechanism

Sanitary

Paragon

V

1909

Model

Made throughout of Rust and Germ -Proof Galv. Steel. No wood at all enters into
the whole construction. The absence of all troublesome belting (known to require contin-
uous re -adjustment) makes the Paragon by far the most practical and at all times relia-
ble, never failing Electric Washer and Wringer on the market.

Before buying any other washing machine, do not fail to send for our Catalogue
No. 14, describing this wonderful invention.

PARAGON MFG. CO.
1175 T 3d Avenue

NEW YORK
3619-23 Ashland Avenue

CHICAGO
We manufacture a complete line of All -Metal Hand and Power Operated Washing Machines. Prices

from $12 to $125.

For cur Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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NEW BOOKS FOR BOYS
A book that the boy will eagerly devour.

Shows him what he can do with his own
hands, and ac-
complish results
with inexpensive
materials. Tells
how to make sim-
ple batteries, in-
duction coi's,
telephones, wire-
less telegraph ap-
paratus, and
hundreds of
other interesting
and instructive
articles.

Explains brief-
ly and in simple
language the
workings of elec-tricity in its
daily application
and has an ap-
pendix of elec-
trical terms and
phrases. Every
boy should have
this book. 407

pages with 274 illustrations. Price, $1.75.
Given free for three paid subscriptions to

Popular Electricity
Presents the subject in a way that makes

both interesting and instructive and easily
understood by
young people.
Describes vividlythe invisible
wonders of the
mysterious world
of magnetism.

Fascinating as a
fairy tale. De-
lights both young
and old. 325
pages, 77 illustra-
tions. Price $1.50.
Given free for
three paid sub-scriptions to

POPULAR ELECTRICITY

Enclosed find please send

(Name book.)

Name

Address

City

State

Th
"Lost Time is
Lost Money"

" STROMBERG - CARLSON "
INTER -COMMUNICATING

TELEPHONES
ARE MONEY -SAVERS

FOR FACTORIES, OFFICES, BANKS, SCHOOLS,
STORES, AND RESIDENCES

Q It will pay you well to investigate our im-
proved designs of Key Type Telephones for
inter -communicating service.

Booklets Nos. 165 and 166 (S?cond Edition)
Sent free upon application to either office

STROMBERG-CARLSON
TELEPHONE MFG. CO.

ROCHESTER, N. Y.
CHICAGO, ILL. KANSAS a'191, MO.

There are over 1,100,000' S -C" Telephon.:, in rasa

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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Some of the Chapters:
The uprising of the people.
Millions to one group, ruin to another.
A strange chain of incidents.
A battle of the giants.
Forging the chains of monopoly.
What competition has accomplished.
The terrible cost of monoply.
The trust scheme of organization.
Romance of the birth of competition.
A movement of the people.
The fate of a traitor.
Conspiring to throttle the Independents.
A taste of blood.
Up to the president.
An iniquitous press bureau.
A reckless waste of money.
Failure of an involved scheme.
Millions squandered.
Three wrecks.

Telephony Publishing Co.
Monadnock Block Chicago, Ill.

A Thrilling
Story

Being the account of
a terrific battle in com-
mercial life in which the
Independence of Ameri-
can citizenship won an
overwhelming fight
against tremendous odds.

Every man who is in-
terested in the building
up of a successful career
should secure a copy.

Educational and In-
structive-shows you the
way to win success in
business life.

When you begin to
read it you will never
lay it down until you
have finished its con-
tents.

We are offering the
fascinating story e
for a limited 04'
time at 25c
a copy. yes

te`

,ryt9c,"
4

°y ° j, _wc>0' O aV' . .
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-did you ever have a good thing put up to you, pass it and feel sorry afterwards?

Of Course You Have, But Don't Let This Slip By!

"ILLUMINATION"
is the name of a new magazine devoted to the interests of people in
the lighting industry. It is the only thing of its kind in the world.
It is ahead of the times in many respects, and contains, monthly, the
best thoughts of the biggest men in this field all over the globe,
in every branch of the industry. It is fully illustrated and is the
highest type of modern magazine publishing.

It is a complete
chronicle of every
thing that inter
the Light M a n ,
from president to
the man selling
current or fixtures
on the street. It
interests superin-
tendent and man-
ager, as well as the
young man in the
office or works with
ambitions, who
wants to keep in-
formed on what is
going on in his

chosen line of work.

i

III11II
O

`.'j

Nn(r(tl 1909

Illumination Publishing Ca
Chicago Ill.. l . 1

If you do not want to send the dollar with the dollar with the
blank Just say "Bill," and we will send it anyhow, and you
may pay for it upon receipt of the first issue and our bill.

ACT TODAY

Illumination Publishing Co.
324 Dearborn St., Chicago, U. S. A.

We are offering
to re tui(i s (if Popu-

lar I: lettriciI',
THREE

YEARS
sul,scription to this

magazine for

ONE
DOLLAR

All you have to
do is to write your

name and address
on the coupon
and send it in. /

ILLUMI-
NATION,

Chicago.
Please send me

your magazine to
the address below for

three years, for which
I agree to pay yoc. E1.

Name

Street No

Town

State

Firm

Position



Helps in the Home
Thomas A. Edison never dreamed that elec-

tricity would be made to save woman so much
hard work. With this wonderful machine in
your home you will never dread washday again.
The hard work and the muss and fuss will all be
a thing of the past.

The THOR
Electric Washer and Wringer
is ;i /WOW p,,a', r 11111Iidri'-n,,t ,in in, ,rvatirui nor an es -
pertinent, but is based upon the same safe, tried and
proven principle (the automatic reversing cylinder)
that is now successfully employed in every laundry
throughout the country. Washes
and wrings by electricity for 2
cents an hour. Pays for itself in
a few months.

The cylinder principle of auto-
matically handling and spreading
out the clothes, prevents them
from packing in a wad. It is the
only principle by which the steam-
ing suds can effectively reach and
thoroughly cleanse every part of
the garment. No rubbing of wrist
or collar bands will ever be neces-
sary.

We furnish free with the THOR
Washer a 3 -roll wringer
-two wringers in one.
No other washer has this
great labor saver. A heat-
er is also provided which
keeps the water hot
through the entire wash-
ing and saves the carry-
ing of hot water.

Washer is on casters-easy
to move about. Body made
of metal and cannot warp or
leak-as easy to keep clean as
a wash bowl. Built to last.
Nothing to get out of order.

THOR Funning Grnds.one

The"THOR" Washing Clothes

Universal Rod
One of the mast impor-

tant inventions ever
f.. made for lightening

household burdens,is our
Universal Rod,whichcan
be attached by your lit-
tle boy or girl in a few
seconds, and, because of
it, the T II O R -E L E C-
T R I C continues to work
sehem the washing's done.

It will work your iron-
THOR Running Ironing Machine ing machine-your ice

cream freezer-grinding wheel for
sharpening knives and scissors-
or even a churn, cream separator,
or grindstone, and will perform
dozens of other household tasks.
With this equipment, the THOR
is the busiest worker in the house,
but gets no wages.

Where electricity cannot be se-
cured we furnish the THOR-
POWER machine, which is a
complete washer and wringer,
equipped with the simplest and
most compact '-II. P. gasoline

Running Ice Cream Freezer motor in the country (using either
gas or gasoline). Or the TIIOR Hand Machine which is
ball -bearing and equipped with our standard revolving
cylinder. All. THOR machines are equipped ready for
washing.

EXCLUSIVE AGENTS WANTED
High grade dealers (one in each town) can secure terri-

tory now open. Liberal discounts and unusual co-operation in extensive
advertising, etc., will be given every dealer. Our policy is to arrange
with first responsible dealer or agent, who solicits territory. Much of
our territory is now covered, so write promptly for booklet explaining
three big novel features possessed by no other home washer.

Sold to purchasers en Free Trial-Easy Terms Freight Prepaid.

HURLEY MACHINE CO., 1202, 153 S. Jefferson St., CHICAGO
2502 Flatiron Building, New .fork


